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ABSTRACT

Large-scale international science projects (LISPs) are those projects where two or more
countries formally agree to cooperate toward the achievement of a scientific, research and
development, or engineering goal. In general, only projects exceeding $1 billion U.S. are
considered LISPs, so sheer size commands attention, and because they are so costly and visible,
failure can lead to significant scientific, financial and political consequences.
This researched focused on how 7 different critical success factors impacted the level of
technical interface knowledge shared among international partners involved in a large-scale
international space science project (LISSP) – the International Space Station (ISS), which is
currently under assembly and testing at the Kennedy Space Center, Florida. The research
methodology employed documentation review, individual interviews and surveys of experienced
engineers and managers from three different countries associated with the ISS.
The research methodology was applied to three different cases (retrospectively) involving
the processing of flight hardware from the three different international partners. The analysis
showed that only 5 out of the 7-factor model played a significant role in the level of knowledge
sharing between partners. The developed model provides future international partnerships with
critical success factors that they can apply to their specific project / mission teams in order to
improve the level of knowledge shared between them.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1

Problem Statement

Large-scale international science projects (LISPs) are those projects where two or more
countries formally agree to cooperate toward the achievement of a scientific, research and
development, or engineering goal (Shore & Cross, 2003). In general, only projects exceeding $1
billion U.S. are considered LISPs (Congress of the United States, 1995). Shore & Cross (2003)
set forth that studying the management of large-scale science projects is useful for at least four
reasons:
1. While they are few in number, each undertaking represents hundreds of millions
or billions of dollars, so sheer size commands attention.
2. Because they are so costly and visible, failure can lead to significant scientific,
financial and political consequences.
3. Management, not science alone, may account for the difference between project
failure and success and the more that is learned from effective large-scale science
project management, the greater is the likelihood that a project will succeed in
reaching its objectives.
4. The lessons learned from these projects are likely to have wider implications as
businesses throughout the world continue to expand their focus from the
globalization of manufacturing and marketing to the globalization of research and
development. (p. 25)
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Although the process of managing LISPs is similar in many aspects to the management of
the more conventional science projects, one could argue that LISPs bring about their own set of
challenges (i.e., cultural and political influences from participating countries, language barriers,
export control regulations, etc.). Past studies has confirmed that national culture does influence
the management process (Bartlett & Ghoshal, 1989; Smith, et. al, 1999; Turpin, 1999). National
culture affects, among other behaviors, management styles, the willingness to take risks, and the
motivation to act alone or in groups (Hofstede, 1994). In addition, from a literature perspective,
very little has been written about the management of large-scale international science projects
that directly address the associated factors that impose on the knowledge sharing process.
As International Partners embark in these types of partnerships, one of the key items that
they need to thoroughly understand is how their individual systems will be able to interface (i.e.,
provide data, power, communication, avionics, fluids, mechanisms, etc.) between themselves and
the other International Partner that they will be interfacing with. This body of knowledge herein
referred to as “technical interface knowledge” is defined as the technical knowledge required for
the means of interaction between two systems, disciplines and/or groups. This research is based
on how this knowledge is then shared between International Partners in order to meet the
objectives in a large-scale international space science project environment.

2

1.2 Research Question

Taking into account the issues listed in the previous section, particular attention is
therefore given to the following question:
•

How is technical interface knowledge shared in a large-scale international space
science project environment?
o Where technical interface knowledge is defined as the technical
knowledge required for the means of interaction between two systems,
disciplines and/or groups (Webster Dictionary, 2001), and
o Technical knowledge is defined as the knowledge required for
understanding the details of a system, discipline and/or group (Webster
Dictionary, 2001).

1.3 Knowledge Management in Large-scale International Science Projects (LISPs)

Basic project management practices deal with knowledge associated with managing cost,
technical and schedule constraints. Managing the knowledge that is gained from such a project
has been brought up recently in the literature as a strategic business decision. However, how
knowledge is managed is different from how knowledge is shared (O’Dell & Grayson, 1998),
specifically within a large-scale international science project. Thus, defining the relationship
between Knowledge Management (KM) and Knowledge Sharing (KS) is key to the
understanding of this research. DeLong & Fahey (2000) remind us that the purpose of
knowledge management is to enhance organizational performance by explicitly designing and
3

implementing tools, processes, systems, structures, and cultures (both national and
organizational) to improve the creation, sharing, and use of all three types of knowledge that are
critical for decision making.
Knowledge management activities and strategies have been categorized in the literature
in many different ways. Tyndale (2002) reviewed some of the most recent ones (Ruggles, 1997;
Angus et al., 1998; O’Dell and Grayson, 1998; Jackson, 1999; and Wensley, 2000) and
summarized them in a different model (see figure 1), namely:
•

Generation, Fusion, Codification and Transfer (Ruggles, 1997),

•

Gathering, Organizing, Refining, Dissemination (Angus et al. 1998),

•

Create, Identify, Collect, Organize, Share, Adapt and Apply (O’Dell, Grayson, 1998),

•

Gathering, Storage, Communication, Synthesis, and Dissemination (Jackson, 1999),

•

Generation, Codification, Refinement and Transmission (Wensley, 2000),

4

Create
Create

Apply
Apply

Knowledge
Resource

Organize
Organize

Distribute
Distribute
(Sharing)
(Sharing)
KM Model adapted from Tyndale, 2002
Figure 1.

Knowledge Management Model (adapted from Tyndale, 2002)

Tyndale’s (2002) review of KM models was obtained mostly from a compilation of
Information Technology (IT) based studies (mostly web-based) and not from current “non-IT”
best practices (from either Industry or Academia), however, it brings out four central themes:
Create, Organize, Distribute and Apply. Tyndale (2002) used the theme “Distribute” knowledge
to summarize the other themes he found, such as: Transfer, Dissemination, Share,
Communication and Transmission of knowledge. In this light, I could argue that “Sharing”
could also have been used to generalize his theme of distribution of knowledge. Thus, I can then
infer that sharing (just as distribution) is really a subset of the knowledge management model
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and thus make the relationship that knowledge sharing is an activity/strategy of knowledge
management.
However, I can also ask, what is the relationship between knowledge management and
knowledge sharing in large-scale international science project? I believe that differences and
variations in knowledge sharing styles to be observed across the proposed retrospective case
studies analyses in this research might bring to surface new concepts that could not be unearthed
otherwise. El Sawy, et. al., (1997), proposes that characteristics of knowledge sharing in groups
(that may not be so obvious in the USA) will show up intensely in Sweden as a natural style.
This is mostly due to the Swedish work culture being much more naturally group oriented and
participative than that of the USA work culture. Another example he provides is that while the
characteristic of knowledge creation is taken for granted in the Japanese work culture, the
Finnish organization perceives it quite differently.
DeLong & Fahey’s (2000) research in more than 50 companies pursuing knowledge
management projects revealed that organizational culture is widely held to be the major barrier to
creating and leveraging knowledge assets, and that the level of trust that exists between the
organization, its subunits, and its employees greatly influences the amount of knowledge that
flows both between individuals and from individuals into the firm’s databases, best practices
archives, and other records. Thus, low-trust cultures restrict knowledge sharing.
For the above reasons, the large-scale international science project context in which this
research is being proposed will provide some valuable insights into the knowledge sharing
relationships between international partners. This leads us into the basic conceptual
framework/model in figure 2.
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Basic Conceptual Model for KM in a LISP

Knowledge Management

Create

National
Partner

Apply

Resource

Organize

International
Partners

Share

KS Practices
KS Impacts
End Product

Figure 2.

Basic Conceptual Framework/Model of KM in a LISP

The conceptual framework/model above describes that in order to get to an end product
in a large-scale international science project, both national partner (comprised of project/mission
team members from the United States) and international partners (comprised of international
project/mission team members) have to collaborate in the knowledge management process,
which consists of the following four components:
1. Knowledge Creation,
2. Knowledge Organization,
3. Knowledge Distribution (or Knowledge Sharing), and
4. Knowledge Application
This research, however, will focus only on the Distribute, or Knowledge Sharing (KS)
component of knowledge management. The vertical dash lines represent the critical success
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factors and/or barriers that exist in developing knowledge management practices that will
produce (or hinder) an impact to the end product. The lines leading to the KS Practices and KS
Impacts blocks represent the level of knowledge sharing that exists between the partners and the
degree with witch that level impacts the end product, in this case the technical interface
knowledge shared among partners for the successful processing of a mission to the International
Space Station.

1.4 Relevance of this Research for Practitioners
This research contributes a framework for a knowledge-sharing model when dealing in a
large-scale international science project environment. Practical implications for increased
knowledge sharing to the International Space Station project is the reduction of technical
interface issues, reduction in miscommunication, and reduction of missed schedule milestones
between the International partners. This framework would assist practitioners by:
1. Identifying knowledge sharing barriers that hinder the sharing of knowledge between
international organizations;
2. Helping alleviate the associated knowledge sharing learning curve experienced every
time a new international partner joins an already established team; and
3. Identifying key knowledge sharing competencies and processes associated when
dealing with large-scale international science projects.
Nahar’s (2001) empirical research finding surrounding multinational corporations
indicate that new information and communication technologies (such as interactive multimedia
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training utilizing DVD and CD, computer-based simulation software, web-based training,
multimedia extranets, feedback through e-mail communication and video and telephone
conferencing technologies) can eliminate knowledge sharing barriers of distance, time and
geography. Information technology usage in turn has facilitated communication, coordination,
collaboration and knowledge sharing between technology suppliers of industrialized countries
and technology recipients in developing countries. Szulanski (1996) suggests that having
prepared organizations (recipients) establish a good relationship with the suppliers goes a long
way towards reducing the barriers of transferring best practices inside a firm. However, he
cautions that our understanding of the organizational processes surrounding knowledge creation
and management is rather limited. Inkpen (1994) emphasized that if the cultural soil is not fertile
for a knowledge project, no amount of technology, knowledge content, or good project
management practices will make the effort successful. In addition, throughout the course of their
jobs, individuals build up personal knowledge and expertise that can evolve into a shareable
resource. Thus, developing a framework for a knowledge sharing model can help company
leaders understand the critical success factors/enablers for knowledge sharing between
organizations; help reduce learning curves; and help identify key competencies and processes
when dealing with international projects.

1.5 Relevance of this Research for Academicians
This research proposes to use “Retrospective Case Study Analysis” of a large-scale
international space project organization’s activities (related to ground processing), which the
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literature shows is rather limited. This research extends the literature by focusing on:
1. Knowledge Sharing in Large-scale International Science Projects (LISPs), and
2. Knowledge Sharing in Space Related LISPs, namely, Large-scale International Space
Science Projects (LISSPs).
Findings associated with knowledge transfer in multinational corporations are further
discussed in chapter 2, but how well do those findings apply to a
government/contractor/international partner scenario involved in a large-scale international space
project venture?
Baldwin, et al, (1996) has found that effective learning strategies will be those that are
attuned to the nature of a particular organization’s environment and it is misleading to think that
one size fits all. They further state that what is needed is a learning strategy that ensures learning
at the organizational level more than merely the collective knowledge of its members shared
through the organization.
De Long and Fahey (1997) discuss how organizational culture is widely held to be the
major barrier to creating and leveraging knowledge assets, but while most managers intuitively
recognize the importance of culture, they find it difficult or impossible to articulate it. King
(2001) reveals that there are a variety of knowledge- and learning-related organizational
strategies that can be developed and implemented in the pursuit of a learning organization.
However, these strategies are quite distinct and have features that may be in conflict. Careful
consideration should be given to each alternative strategy as well as to how the various
components of an overall long-term organizational learning strategy can be made to be mutually
supportive.
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Kotnour’s (2000) findings have shown that even though project managers do conduct
learning activities, lesson-learned use and formality varies as defined by the type of tasks lessons
learned are produced about, the time when lessons learned are produced, and the method used to
identify them. Thus, the key to developing a successful knowledge-sharing model is to first
identify (within our context of a large-scale international space project) the current success
factors/barriers for organizational learning/knowledge sharing.

1.6 Research Constructs and Conceptual Model
The research constructs and conceptual model help describe and delineate the research
focus. To understand what actions are necessary to share knowledge within an International
Partner, one must look at what enables and what hinders the knowledge sharing process in a
large-scale international project environment.

The conceptual model depicts that the following

constructs:
1. Knowledge Management Awareness,
2. National Culture Distance,
3. Organizational Culture Distance,
4. Knowledge Management Training,
5. Information Technology Usage,
6. Export Control Training, and
7. Knowledge Sharing Practices and Impacts
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are hypothesized critical success factors or barriers for sharing technical interface knowledge
between partners. In addition, figure 3 shows how the research constructs (left block) can act as
either a critical success factors or as a barriers to the knowledge sharing practices and subsequent
knowledge sharing impacts (right blocks).
Critical Success Factors/Barriers:
• Knowledge Management Awareness
• National Culture
• Organizational Culture
• Knowledge Management Training
• Information Technology Usage
• Export Control Training

Figure 3.

Knowledge Sharing Practices:
• Increased knowledge sharing
• Increased understanding of
national cultural issues
• Increased understanding of
Organizational culture issues
• Increased KM Training
• Promoted IT tools for sharing
• Increased understanding of
export control limitations

Knowledge Sharing Impacts:
• Cost-based
• Market- value based
• End-product based

Hypothesized Critical Success Factors/Barriers for KS in a LISSP

1.7 Research Objectives
The objectives of this research include:
1. Identifying a framework for knowledge sharing in a large-scale international space
science project,
2. Identifying knowledge sharing critical success factors and barriers in a large-scale
international space science project,
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3. Providing recommendations for incorporating knowledge sharing in a large-scale
international space science project.
These objectives and how they were derived are discussed in chapter 2.

1.8 Knowledge Sharing in Large–Scale International Space Science Projects (LISSPs)

Ground processing of international space hardware consists of assembling, checking,
testing, fueling, and/or operating all the mechanical, electrical and computerized components of
a Payload on the ground prior to deeming them fit for space flight (Guide for ISS/Shuttle
Payload Processing at KSC, 2002). These tasks currently consume significant time and financial
resources in order to meet the requirements that are imposed by the hardware design agents. If
all international space hardware were to be composed of like items, then processing it would be
easily modeled and subsequently executed, much like the processing of generic cargo that goes
inside an airplane. However, because of the harsh environment of space, the designed hardware
has been driven many times to be complex with its own set of unique requirements. In fact,
each time that processing has taken place, lessons have been learned, procedures have been
updated, and processes have been refined. While the majority of this information has been
explicitly captured in documents, much of the information is embedded tacitly in the mind of the
members of the different organizations.
With multiple organizations involved in ground processing (both local and international)
it has become obvious that there needs to be a better way to leverage the knowledge gained from
processing what is being described as the biggest, most expensive, and complex international
project ever – the assembly of the International Space Station. In addition, NASA’s unique
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charter in the Space Act of 1958 to “provide for the widest practicable and appropriate
dissemination of information concerning its activities and the results thereof” (p.2) has enjoyed
exemplary success in communicating its knowledge to its customer groups using a variety of
media. However, on-going budgetary reductions--which have necessitated downsizing of its
workforce, an emphasis on measurable results, and technological communication breakthroughs-have provided the need for NASA to reexamine the way it communicates, manages and shares
the knowledge that it generates.
The research will be unique to internationally-based organizations and that the data set to
be used will come from the International Space Station organizations. The literature search has
shown that both Nahar and Al-Abidi’s research was based on IT tools; this research will help
bridge the gap among the other frameworks that compose knowledge sharing.

1.9 High-Level Research Methodology
In order to answer the research question and produce the research objectives, the
employment of a retrospective case study analysis methodology is proposed. Ground processing
documentation from the International Space Station will be used, collected and analyzed.
Following this approach, statistical analysis methodologies will be applied to data gathered from
individual interviews and surveys.
The following four criteria are used to judge the quality of the research design: 1)
Construct Validity, 2) Internal Validity, 3) External Validity, and 4) Reliability.
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Because there are 15 other nations besides the U.S. that are Partners in the International
Space Station, a holistic (single unit of analysis) multiple case design approach will be
employed, where each of the partners is considered a unit. However, since all of the partner’s
hardware is not either currently at KSC nor are they scheduled to arrive prior to the end of the
proposed research, the multiple case studies will not encompass all of the 16 partners, but a
subset thereof. All efforts will be used to maximize the number of partners included in the
research, currently expected to be three, thus making it a multiple case design.
Prior to final release of the data collection instruments, a pilot study was carried out to
help refine the data collection plan with respect to both a) content of the data, and b) procedures
to be followed, as well as developing relevant lines of questions that could provide some
conceptual clarifications. A high-level research methodology flow (which helps in establishing
reliability) is delineated in the following steps and pictorially in Figure 4. Current ground
processing practices and procedures are well documented; thus, some of the data gathered came
from documents and archival records. However, other data gathering tools such as interviews
(e.g., open-ended, focused, and formal “survey” types) was utilized. The research methodology
flow contains the following high-level steps:
1. Review literature: The objective is to determine to what extent the literature
addresses the research question.
2. Review industry & academic best practices: The objective is to determine the tools
and techniques used and/or proven by industry and academia. Combining these two
first steps assists in:
a) Narrowing the research by establishing unique hypotheses, and
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b) Developing the key research objectives.
3. Develop knowledge sharing model for Large-Scale International Space Science
Projects (LISSPs): The objective is to create a conceptual model that addresses the
research question.
4. Operationalize the research: The primary objective is to define the details of the
research methodology (i.e., what is going to be measured, data collection instruments,
how to analyze data, etc.). The second objective is to achieve construct validity.
5. Collect and analyze documentation: The objective is to collect and analyze ground
processing documentation associated with the three retrospective case studies.
6. Distribute individual interviews: The objective is to distribute, conduct, collect and
analyze the data collected and apply any lessons learned to the on-line survey.
7. Conduct pilot on-line survey, update, and distribute final on-line surveys: Following
the interviews, the on-line survey was piloted and lessons learned applied to on-line
survey questions. The on-line survey was subsequently distributed. At this point, the
individual interviews have been conducted and the on-line surveys were ready to be
released to the National and International Partners.
8. Analyze: The primary objective in this phase is to collect and statistically analyze the
data. The second objective is to establish internal validity.
9. Develop conclusions: The objective in this step is to identify the extent in which the
research findings prove or disprove the hypotheses as well as achieving external
validity.
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10. Refine knowledge sharing model for a large-scale international space science
projects: The objective is to refine the initial assumptions of the research that is
inline with the research findings.
11. Develop knowledge sharing model for ground processing in a large-scale
international space science project: The objective in this step is to relate the findings
to an operational setting.

1.

2.

Review
Literature

3.

Review
Industry &
Academic
Best Practices

Develop KS Model
for Large-scale
International
Space Science
Projects (LISSPs)

4.

ISS Partner1
Case Study
ISS Partner2
Case Study

Analyze

5.

Collect and analyze
documentation

6.

Distribute Individual
Interviews, Collect
and analyze
interview data

ISS Partner Pilot
7.

8.

Operationalize
the Research

Conduct Pilot
Survey, update and
distribute final
surveys

ISS Partner3
Case Study

9.

Develop
Conclusions

Figure 4.

10.

Refine KS Model for
Large-scale
International
Space Science
Projects (LISSPs)

11.

High-Level Research Methodology Flow
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Develop KS Model for
Ground Processing in
a LISSP

1.10 Limitations

This investigation focuses on the International Space Station (ISS) Partner organizations
that are involved in ground processing of flight hardware at the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration in the Kennedy Space Center, Florida. The comparisons were between the
national partner and that of an international partner. No comparison between any two different
international partners is offered since the knowledge sharing critical success factors and/or
barriers this study is trying to identify pertains to when an international partner works with the
national partner (the national partner being the United States in each case).

1.11 Definitions of Basic Terms

Large-scale International Science Projects (LISPs) – projects where two or more
countries formally agree to cooperate toward the achievement of a scientific, research and
development, or engineering goal (Shore & Cross, 2003). In general, only projects exceeding $1
billion U.S. are considered LISPs (Congress of the United States, 1995).
Technical Knowledge – knowledge required for understanding the details of a system, discipline
and/or group (Webster Dictionary, 2001).
Technical Interface Knowledge – technical knowledge required for the means of interaction
between two systems, disciplines and/or groups (Webster Dictionary, 2001).
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International Space Station – combination of many different nodes and modules being assembled
in space by 16 different International Partners for the purpose of scientific research in a microgravity environment (Inter-Governmental Agreement, 1997).
Project/Mission Team - also called Mission Processing Team (MPT) is comprised of personnel
with detailed expertise in all mission-related aspects of payload processing (this may include
international partner personnel depending of the make up of the mission compliment). This team
controls, schedules, and monitors all activities required during the integration process of the
payload elements at KSC including de-integration activities following landing (Guide for
ISS/Shuttle Payload Processing at KSC, 2002).
National Partner – consists of the project/mission team members from the United States.
International Partner – consists of the project/mission team members from an international
entity/country that has cooperative arrangements, with cross-border flows and linkages, which
utilize resources from autonomous organizations headquartered in separate countries (Bresman,
et al.,1999).
Knowledge - commonly classified into explicit knowledge and tacit knowledge (Nonaka, 1995).
Explicit knowledge is codified in blueprints, designs, diagrams and specifications, etc. In
contrast, tacit knowledge is usually either difficult to codify or non-codifiable (Nonaka, 1995 &
Howells, 1996). It is embedded in the minds of people and is difficult to, or has not been,
written down or communicated (Nonaka, 1994).
Knowledge Management (KM) - the creation, organization, distribution (sharing) and application
of knowledge (Alavi & Leidner, 2001).
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Ground Processing - the assembling, checking, testing, fueling, and/or operating all the
mechanical, electrical and computerized components of a payload on the ground first, prior to
deeming them fit for Space flight (Guide for ISS/Shuttle Payload Processing at KSC, 2002).
Payload – cargo or scientific instrument that is taken up to space for re-supply or scientific
purposes (Guide for ISS/Shuttle Payload Processing at KSC, 2002).
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction
This chapter provides an introduction to knowledge sharing and knowledge management;
existing knowledge on knowledge sharing in Large-Scale International Science Projects (LISPs);
theories of knowledge sharing in LISPs and the foundation for the research hypotheses.

2.2

Introduction to Knowledge Sharing and Knowledge Management

According to Hansen (1999), knowledge management is not an innovation. For hundreds
of years, family-owned companies have been sharing knowledge to their descendants, navigators
have been teaching their apprentices, and workers have been promoting the evolution of their
knowledge for performing their functions. However, it was only in the 1990’s that company
administrators started to implement knowledge management as a conscious practice and as a
strategic business tool. The American Productivity & Quality Center (APQC), creator of the
Malcolm Baldridge National Quality Award, defines knowledge management as “strategies and
processes that identify, capture and promote knowledge to increase competitiveness” (Manasco,
1996, p. 12). Davenport et al. (1998) studied thirty-one knowledge management projects in
twenty-four companies in order to understand how companies are managing knowledge. Their
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findings showed that “successful” knowledge projects within those companies shared the
following four practices:
1. Knowledge repositories were created,
2. Knowledge access was improved,
3. Knowledge environment was enhanced, and
4. Knowledge was managed as an asset.
Alavi & Leidner (2001) propose that knowledge management is largely regarded as a
process involving various activities. Although they have found discrepancies in the delineation
of the processes in the literature (namely in terms of the number of and subsequent labeling of
processes rather than the underlying concepts), they state that at a minimum, the four basic
processes that define knowledge management are creation, organization, distribution (sharing)
and application of knowledge.
Nonaka (1994) identified four modes of knowledge creation between individuals,
namely, socialization, externalization, internalization, and combination and the way individuals
share the two types of knowledge by using a) tacit knowledge – representative of mental models
or technical know-how, and/or b) explicit knowledge – which is transmittable in formal
systematic language shown in Figure 5.
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Tacit
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Explicit
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Tacit
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Socialization

Externalization

Explicit
Knowledge

Internalization

Combination

Figure 5.

Four Modes of Knowledge Conversion (adapted from Nonaka, 1994)

Nonaka (1994) defines each mode as follows:
1. Socialization is the process for transferring tacit knowledge between individuals.
Methods include culture or shared experiences, mentors, and on-the-job training.
2. Externalization is the process in which tacit knowledge becomes explicit. Writing is
a method for converting tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge.
3. Combination is the process of systemizing concepts into a knowledge system. This
mode involves combining different bodies of explicit knowledge, such as documents
residing in information technology repositories.
4. Internalization is the process of embodying explicit knowledge into tacit knowledge.
This mode involves transferring knowledge to the individual by doing. (p. 71)
The above knowledge conversion definitions help us understand the basic processes for
knowledge management.
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Knowledge management activities and strategies have been categorized in the literature
in many different ways. Three examples include:
1. Generation, Codification and Transfer (Rugles, 1997),
2. Create, Identify, Collect, Organize, Share, Adapt and Apply (O’Dell and Grayson,
1998), and
3. Codification and Personalization (Hansen, et al, 1999).
As previously mentioned, knowledge is commonly classified into explicit knowledge and
tacit knowledge (Nonaka, 1995). Explicit knowledge is codified in blueprints, designs, diagrams
and specifications, etc. Explicit knowledge is relatively easy to codify and therefore with
relative ease it can be transferred to others with the support of information technologies
(Antonelli, 1997). In contrast, tacit knowledge is usually either difficult to codify or noncodifiable (Nonaka, 1995 & Howells, 1996). Polanyi (1967) was the first one to introduce the
concept of tacit knowledge, as expressed by the famous statement, “we know more than we can
say.” Thus, tacit knowledge is difficult to communicate to others and requires intensive human
contact and interaction. Antonelli (1997) observed that because information technologies have
very limited capacity to transfer tacit knowledge, they have mainly been used to transfer explicit
knowledge.
Therefore, the tacit and explicit knowledge concepts are critical to understand since they
play a key role in how knowledge is transferred/shared. Academics as well as consultants have
suggested that intellectual capital can be managed successfully when an infrastructure for
knowledge management is developed (Brooking, 1996). And while developments in information
technologies have made possible the storing, editing and transferring large quantities of such
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knowledge as well as making it available for technology transfer partners who are separated by
both time and space around the world (Davenport, 1998), it is hypothesized that information
technology usage is not the only knowledge management infrastructure for managing intellectual
capital. In fact, this study hypothesizes that the level of knowledge management awareness, the
types of national and organizational cultures present, the level of knowledge management
training, the usage of information technologies and the level of export control training that a
national and international partner has when working jointly is related to the level of knowledge
sharing that occurs between them. However, it must be specified that the emphasis of this
research is on the knowledge sharing aspect of knowledge management.

2.3

Existing Knowledge on Knowledge Sharing in LISSPs

The problem definition and subsequent variables described in chapter 1 along with the
literature review in this chapter lays out the groundwork for the conceptual framework/model
shown below in figure 6.
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Hypothesized Critical Success Factors/Barriers for KS in a LISSP
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Figure 6.

Conceptual Framework/Model of KS in a LISSP

The above conceptual framework/model states there are at least six critical success
factors/barriers (i.e., Knowledge Management Awareness, Knowledge Management Training,
National Culture, Organizational Culture, Information Technology, and Usage Export Control
Training) that contribute to the level of knowledge sharing practices between national and
international partners in order to carry out a successful technical project.

However, these

Knowledge Sharing (KS) Practices in turn act as another critical success factor/barrier, as a
mediating variable, for a total of 7 variables in determining the impacts associated with the end
product (i.e., the successful processing of a mission to the International Space Station).
To establish the history of knowledge sharing in LISPs, Carvalho-Rodrigues, 2001;
Lebeau, 2001), mention that large-scale international science collaboration has a short history,
specifically:
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In Europe, it hardly existed before the Second World War. After World
War II, it was seen by scientists as a way to work together on topics of
mutual interest. Politically, however, these collaborations were seen as a
strategy to reduce the threat of future hostilities between nations. Early
examples of collaborations include CERN in the 1950s and the European
Union in the 1970s. More recent examples include the Large Hadron
Collider, Hubble Space Telescope, and the International Space Station. In
general, the mayor players have included the European Union, Japan, the
United States, and the Russian Federation.

In their study, Shore & Cross (2003) explored the role of politics and national
culture (areas they say, have received little attention in the literature) in two major
large-scale international science projects, namely:
1. The Joint European Torus (JET) project, and
2. The International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) project.
Based on evidence from interviews conducted at project sites in Europe and the United States,
they concluded that these projects are as much about economics, politics and social problems as
they are about science.

In both ITER and JET projects, politics and culture emerged as

significant project management factors. In fact, they influenced issues that included:
•

Management structure,

•

Leadership style,

•

Geographic distribution of work,
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•

Long-term budgetary commitment,

•

Benefit/cost management,

•

Eligibility of participants,

•

Family and educational issues,

•

Facilities location, and

•

Data access.

Their study suggests many lessons related to politics and culture that could
be learned from these projects. The cultural lessons supported by the literature and observations
from each project management’s behavior would prove useful and beneficial to other large-scale
international science projects. They are as follows:
Cultural Lesson #1: Leadership styles in international collaborations, where individuals
from many countries must share management responsibilities, must be expected to vary even
more than the variations expected when managers from a single country collaborate.
Cultural Lesson #2: Managers must be chosen not for their science credentials alone but
for their flexibility in working with others whose culturally influenced leadership styles may be
quite different.
In addition, no specific methodologies for knowledge sharing were mentioned in the
study. Shore & Cross (2003) conclude with “the increase in reliance on international science
partnerships and with the higher costs necessary to achieve scientific breakthroughs, further
effort to develop a robust theory of large-scale international science project management seems
warranted.” The above statement further justifies the scope of this research.
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The following hypotheses as well as the relationship between the dependent and
independent variables associated with each construct that are believed to be key in the level of
knowledge sharing between international partners working on a large-scale international space
science project are provided below. The dependent variables, those we wish to predict, are the
major variables under study. Researchers think of these variables as being caused by the
independent variables. Each of these variables will be defined and shown how they were derived
from theory in the following section.
The research hypotheses are:
H1 =

The more aware the project/mission teams are of current Knowledge Management
best practices, the higher the level of knowledge sharing between partners. [KM
Awareness]

H2 =

The greater the national cultural distance between partners, the lower the level of
knowledge sharing between partners. [National Culture]

H3 =

The greater the organizational cultural distance between partners, the lower the
level of knowledge sharing between partners. [Organizational Culture]

H4 =

The greater emphasis a project/mission team gives to Knowledge Management
training, the higher the level of knowledge sharing between partners. [KM
Training]

H5 =

The higher the Information Technology Usage within a project/mission team, the
higher the level of knowledge sharing between partners. [Information
Technology Usage]
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H6 =

The more emphasis a project/mission team gives to Export Control Training, the
higher the level of knowledge sharing between partners. [Export Control
Training]

H7 =

The higher the usage of Knowledge Management practices within a
project/mission team, the higher the level of knowledge sharing impacts to the
project/mission team.

Table 1, Independent & Dependent Variables, shows how each of the hypotheses is
further broken down into its independent and dependent variable components.
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Table 1.

H 1:
KM Awareness

Independent & Dependent Variables
Dependent Variable – Y

Independent Variables – X (measure
samples)

Level of knowledge sharing between
partners

Project/Mission Team awareness of current
KM best Practices (unaided, aided,
knowledge of current activities)

H 2:
Level of knowledge sharing between
National Culture partners

Culture distance between partners
(Hofstede's power distance and
masculinity-femininity distance)

H 3:
Organizational
Culture

Level of knowledge sharing between
partners

Organizational culture distance between
partners (Quinn & Cameron's dimensions
and culture types)

H 4:
KM Training

Level of knowledge sharing between
partners

H 5:
Information
Technology
Usage
H 6:
Export Control
Training

Level of knowledge sharing between
partners

Project/Mission Team emphasis in
knowledge management training (training
frequency, KM understanding, importance
given)
Project/Mission Team usage of Information
Technologies (types of IT used within
team, frequency of IT used within team,
types of IT used outside of team)
Project/Mission Team emphasis in Export
Control training (training frequency, policy
understanding, importance given)

Level of knowledge sharing between
partners

H 7:
Level of knowledge sharing impacts to Project/Mission Team usage of KM
Knowledge
the project/mission team.
practices
Sharing Practices

Furthermore, figure 7 illustrates the Research Model, which maps how each construct (along
with hypotheses) relates to each of the other constructs in the model.
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Research Model of a Large-Scale International Science Project

The seven hypotheses represent the broad theory and relationships of knowledge sharing
among national and international partners in a large-scale international space science project
environment; witch is consistent with my research question:
•

How is technical interface knowledge shared in a large-scale international space
science project environment?

Each hypothesis will help explain what factors need to be enforced and/or which barriers
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need to be addressed by both organizations in order to increase the knowledge sharing efforts
between the partners.

2.4

Theory Development of Knowledge Sharing in LISPs

Dixon (2000) defines sharing (within the context of knowledge exchange) as giving
something of yourself. She takes this approach since the term “Sharing” is used more frequently
in relation to sharing knowledge internally within the company vs. “Transfer” which is used
more frequently in the context of transferring knowledge outside of the company. However,
both words have been seen used interchangeably throughout the literature. In this research, the
term “knowledge sharing” is used to denote the knowledge exchange between the international
and the United States (USA) partner that encompass the project/mission teams.
Kelley and Thibaut’s (1978) interdependence theory distinguishes the exchange between
1) two individuals acting alone, and 2) two individuals who are influenced by their social and
organizational context. In the first situation, they state that rational self-interest and simple
reciprocity theoretically predict behavior: I help you if you help me; I withhold support if you
act destructively. In the second exchange, they propose that negative behavior does not
necessarily happen. People may rise above their initial impulse to retaliate negative behavior
because of the social and organizational context, which affects their concern for such things as
their future relationships with others, the balance of power, how others will see them, and the
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impact of their behavior on other desirable goals. Thus, the social and organizational context is
key for the behavior individuals may choose to exercise when knowledge needs to be shared.
Cabrera and Cabrera (2003) analyzed socio-psychological literature associated with the
nature of knowledge sharing. They found that at least three theories might help us understand
knowledge sharing from a sociological perspective, namely:
1. Social Capital Theory,
2. Social Exchange Theory, and
3. Social Dilemma Theory.
These three theories are briefly explained here to gain a better understanding of what it takes to
share knowledge from an individual point of view, which in turn can be used to analyze an
organization.

2.4.1

Social Capital Theory

There are three dimensions of the social capital theory, namely: structural, cognitive and
relational (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998). The structural dimension refers to the pattern of
interactions among individuals that includes the ties or connections among network members as
well as the overall network configuration, which considers factors such as structural holes,
centralization and density of the network. The cognitive dimension is gained through a shared
knowledge and the exchange of shared initiatives among network members. The relational
dimension describes network relationships in terms of interpersonal trust, shared norms and
identification with other individuals within the network. Cabrera & Cabrera (2003) indicate that
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in regards to knowledge sharing, the first two types of social capital determine whether or not
individuals have the opportunity to share their knowledge with other individuals. With no
surprise it comes that as individuals spend more time together, the opportunity to share
knowledge is increased. But not only because increased interaction leads to more frequent
communication, but also because communication is more effective due to the fact that these
interactions result in a shared language. Thus, they conclude that by increasing the structural and
cognitive social capital it should help facilitate knowledge sharing. The relational dimension
influences whether or not individuals have the motivation to share what they know with others,
where as though the opportunity to share may exist, an individual may not be willing to share.
Only when the individuals generate enough trust and/or identify with each other, would the
motivation to share is then realized.
The applicability social capital has with this research is to understand how the
interactions between international and U.S. partners are build in order to motivate sharing
knowledge among each other.

2.4.2

Social Exchange Theory

Social exchange theory is somewhat similar to the interdependent theory by Kelley and
Thibaut’s (1978) mentioned above, where according to Blau (1964), individuals regulate their
interactions with other individuals based on their self-interest analysis of costs and benefits.
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The applicability social exchange theory has with this research is to understand how the
mission/project team members regulate their interactions based on self-interest. Such interaction
could lead to an increase in knowledge sharing among the partners.

2.4.3

Social Dilemma Theory

Cabrera and Cabrera (2003) describe this theory as the situation in which the rational
behavior of an individual – defined in pure and simple economic terms – leads to sub-optimal
outcomes from the collective standpoint. Where narrow rationality may incline individuals not
to share with the group, and instead free ride on the contributions of others.
These three theories support that at an individual level there are many sociopsychological factors that can enable or be used as a barrier to knowledge sharing. Although
these theories, and many others like them are inherently imbedded within an individual, it is
hypothesized that they can be overcome if the right norms, values and beliefs associated with
knowledge sharing are designed and practiced into an organizational culture.
Other authors have argued, “sharing expertise, in addition to (or instead of) imposing
personal costs, may produce significant personal benefits to the information provider because it
permits self-expression and demonstrates self-consistency. Therefore, even in the absence of
strong organizational norms of ownership or pro-social attitudes, people may be inclined to share
expertise”. Constant et al. (2001) (p.412).
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McEvily et al. (2000) used resource-based theory to demonstrate how a firm can shape its
dynamic processes (organizational learning, technology adoption and market entry) by sharing
its unique knowledge in order to shape stakeholder beliefs and expectations about the firm’s
behavior.
In conclusion, knowledge sharing can occur in many different forms and at different
individual and organizational levels.

And although a lack of a sharing-emphasis by an

organizational culture could slow the organization’s intellectual-capital growth, an individual’s
social and cultural background may be more incline with a knowledge sharing behavior (between
members of his/her organization) than that of its organizational culture.
The following eight constructs (or factors) are hypothesized to be key in the level of
knowledge sharing between partners. Each of them will be defined and shown how they were
derived from theory.

2.4.4

Knowledge Management Awareness

In summary, it has already been mentioned that knowledge management is rather a new
and still evolving concept in regards to how organizations learn how to manage what they know.
Thus, understanding the level of awareness of knowledge management tools and processes that
are currently in-use or planned to be used in an organization is key in determining whether or not
“not knowing” (that knowledge sharing is critical to the success of the project/organization) is a
barrier in itself. For instance, in regards to knowledge management awareness, Hellebusch
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(1999) describes the interest in learning what happens to “awareness” as a result of marketing’s
effort for a product brand. He describes that awareness of a certain brand (or in this case Knowledge Management) can be measured by three different methods:
•

Unaided,

•

Aided, and

•

Total

For example, a survey can be designed with “unaided” questions, meaning that in this case, no
mention of knowledge management is made to a respondent until all the questions are asked.
For instance, the knowledge management awareness questions can be “What types of knowledge
management tools or activities are you aware of?” and “Any others?” These questions require
the respondent to recall knowledge management activities by names. According to Hellebusch,
psychologists have known for a long time that recall is difficult, and it is especially hard to recall
a set of prior tools/activities names without seeing or hearing examples of them first. However,
he mentions that researchers think of recall, or unaided awareness, in a different way. They
realize it is difficult, but at the same time acknowledge any answers given as the one most likely
to be regarded and most likely to be considered effective and therefore purchased.
The second type of awareness is “aided”, which means the brand or product name is
mentioned to respondents, and they can say, “Yes” or “No” to whether they are aware of it. For
instance, in relation to this research, a survey question can be: “ Have you ever heard of Lotus
Notes?” (a well-known knowledge management tool). As one would expect, aided awareness
questions score higher than unaided questions.
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The final type of awareness is total, which simply combines the total of aided and
unaided questions. Hellebusch concludes with the fact that unaided awareness is the more
important of the two measures since “it is the measure of the percent of respondents that has our
brand/product in mind.” Thus, the survey tool in this research utilizes both types of questions as
well as questions related to the project/mission team’s awareness of current knowledge
management activities in their organization. This leads to the first of seven hypotheses in this
research:
H1 =

The more aware the project/mission teams are of current knowledge management
best practices, the higher the level of knowledge sharing between partners.

2.4.5

Culture

When dealing with an international partner there are at least two types of cultures
organizations must deal with: its nation of origin, and its organizational culture. Both are unique
and in so exercise some distinct qualities. Hofstede (1980) defines the visible manifestation of
culture as:
The collective programming of the mind; it manifests itself not only in values, but also in
more superficial ways: in symbols, heroes and rituals (p. 1).
•

Symbols: which are words, gestures, pictures, and objects that carry often
complex meanings recognize as such only by those who share the culture (p. 10).
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•

Heroes: which are persons, alive or dead, real or imaginary, which possess
characteristics that are highly prized in a culture and thus serve as models for
behavior (p. 10).

•

Rituals: which are collective activities that are technically unnecessary to the
achievement of desired ends, but that within a culture are considered socially
essential, keeping the individual bound within the norms of the collectivity (p.
10).

Hofstede (2001) goes on to make the clear distinction that “a nation is not an
organization, and the two types of cultures are of different kinds.” In this same context, Wilkins
& Ouchi (1983) stated that,
“Organizations will not often, if ever, reach the depth and richness of socially shared
understanding of the paradigmatic [national] cultures studied by anthropologists… since
the learning or organizational “culture” typically occurs in adulthood and since members
of contemporary organizations rarely live in “total institutions”… and are thus exposed to
alternative orientations, we assume that the social understandings in organizations, to the
extent they exist, are neither as deep or as immutable as the anthropological metaphor
would suggest.” (p. 479).
This research will attempt to measure both national and organizational culture issues
associated with national and international partners involved in a large-scale international space
science project.
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In addition, Table 2, shows the data collection tools used for each of the constructs. In
addition to the more statistically sound on-line surveys, individual interviews were used to help
strengthen the research’s internal validity.

Table 2.

H 1:
KM Awareness

Independent, Dependent Variables, and Associated Data Collection Tools
Dependent Variable – Y

Independent Variables – X (measure
samples)

Level of knowledge sharing between
partners

Project/Mission Team awareness of current
Individual
KM best Practices (unaided, aided,
Interview & Onknowledge of current activities)
line Surveys

Data Collection
Tools

H 2:
Level of knowledge sharing between
National Culture partners

Culture distance between partners
(Hofstede's power distance and
masculinity-femininity distance)

On-line Surveys

H 3:
Organizational
Culture

Level of knowledge sharing between
partners

Organizational culture distance between
partners (Quinn & Cameron's dimensions
and culture types)

On-line Surveys

H 4:
KM Training

Level of knowledge sharing between
partners

H 5:
Information
Technologies
Usage
H 6:
Export Control
Training

Level of knowledge sharing between
partners

Project/Mission Team emphasis in
Individual
knowledge management training (training Interview & Onfrequency, KM understanding, importance
line Surveys
given)
Project/Mission Team usage of Information
Individual
Technologies (types of IT used within
Interview & Onteam, frequency of IT used within team,
line Surveys
types of IT used outside of team)
Project/Mission Team emphasis in Export
Individual
Control training (training frequency, policy Interview & Onunderstanding, importance given)
line Surveys

Level of knowledge sharing between
partners

H 7:
Level of knowledge sharing impacts to Project/Mission Team usage of KM
Knowledge
the project/mission team.
practices
Sharing Practices
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Individual
Interview & Online Surveys

2.4.5.1

National Culture

Geert Hofstede (1980) performed a quantitative study of the International
Business Machines (IBM) Corporation, which at the time had basic research laboratories in 2
countries, manufacturing facilities in 13 countries and marketed and serviced their products in
about 100 countries. Except in the first years of the creation of the subsidiaries, IBM employed
almost exclusively nationals of the host country, which provided a good homogenous base for
the survey questions Hofstede used in his research. In all, about 116,000 respondents from 40
countries provided answers to a set of thoroughly reviewed and validated survey questions, from
which he concluded that there were 5 culture dimensions (the last dimension was found later):
1. Power Distance – which is the extent to which the less powerful members of the
organizations and institutions accept power to be distributed unequally.
2. Uncertainty Avoidance – the extent to which a culture programs its members to feel
either uncomfortable or comfortable in uncertainty and ambiguity.
3. Individualism on one side versus its opposite, Collectivism – is the degree to which
individuals are supposed to look after themselves or remain integrated into groups,
usually around the family.
4. Masculinity versus its opposite, Femininity – refers to the distribution of emotional
roles between the genders, which is another fundamental problem for any society to
which a range of solutions are found; it opposes “tough” masculine to “tender”
feminine societies.
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5. Long-term versus short-term orientation – refers to the extent to which a culture
programs its members to accept delayed gratification of their material, social, and
emotional needs.
These five dimensions were found to be empirically verifiable with each country
positioned somewhere between the range. From this vast data source, the issue then becomes
which of these culture dimensions lends itself to share knowledge more readily than others.
During a personal interview with Dr. Hofstede at the Academy of Management 63rd Annual
Meeting in Seattle, Washington, Dr. Hofstede provided the following insight: “Although I did
not specifically test for knowledge sharing capabilities within those cultures, I feel strongly that
out of the five dimensions, the ‘Low Power Density’ and ‘Feminine’ cultures would tend to be
more knowledge-sharing friendly than the others.” Tables 2 and 3 show each of the values (scale
is from 0 to 100) related to both of Hofstede’s power distance and masculinity-femininity culture
dimensions for the countries in which this research will test.

Table 3.

Power Distance Index (PDI), from Hofstede, 1980.

Rank #

Country

Actual PDI

38

United States

40

39

Canada

39

34

Italy

50

N/A (12)

Russia (not available, closest by region – Yugoslavia)

N/A (76)
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Table 4.

Masculinity Index (MAS), from Hofstede, 1980.

Rank #

Country

Actual MAS

15

United States

62

24

Canada

52

4/5

Italy

70

N/A (48)

Russia (not available, closest by region – Yugoslavia)

N/A (21)

In either table, the closest the rank is to 0 the higher the index (closer to 100). With
regards to Hofstede’s national culture dimension index, this research will provide a verification
of where those countries are today versus when Hofstede’s data was developed and once the
values are gathered determine whether they are related to those of a knowledge sharing culture
by utilizing the results of the survey questions to make that conclusion. This forms my second
hypothesis:
H2 =

The greater the national culture distance between partners, the lower the level of
knowledge sharing between partners.

2.4.5.2

Organizational Culture

Schein (1999) defines organizational culture as “the learned, shared, tacit assumptions on
which people base their daily behavior.” But offers that a better way to define culture is to
realize that it exists at three “levels,” namely:
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1. Artifacts – which is the easiest level to observe when you enter an organization. It is
what you see, hear, and feel as you hang around.
2. Espoused Values – which are the strategies, goals and philosophies, and
3. Basic underlying assumptions – these are unconscious, taken-for-granted beliefs,
perceptions, thoughts and feelings.
These definitions are not very far off from Hofstede’s culture definitions. However, their
methodologies for measuring organizational culture differ. Whereas Schein (1999) articulates
very strongly that organizational culture cannot be truly measured with a survey, Hofstede
(2001) and Yeung, et al. (1999) provides ample justification for using surveys to measure values
in different organizations.
Quinn & Cameron’s (1988) work on organizational culture identified four culture types
identified on the following two dimensions:
1. Loose control vs. tight control, and
2. Internal focus versus external focus.
The four organizational culture types are as follows:
1. Clan culture (loose/internal) – which value human commitment, morale, participation,
and openness;
2. Adhocracy cultures (loose/external) – which emphasize adaptability, growth, and
innovation;
3. Hierarchical culture (tight/internal) – which focus on stability, control, and
management of the existing bureaucracy; and
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4. Market culture (tight/external) – which emphasizes output, production, efficiency,
and goal clarity.
Table 5 describes Quinn & Cameron’s (1988) types of organizational values that may exist in the
particular organizational culture.

Table 5.

Measures of Organizational Values, from Quinn & Cameron, 1988.
Organizational Cultures

1. Clan culture

Values
Empowerment of employees to act;
Participation, open discussion;
Assessing employee concerns and ideas;
Human relations, teamwork, cohesion

2. Adhocracy culture

Flexibility, decentralization;
Innovation and change;
Expansion, growth, and development;
Creative problem solving processes.

3. Hierarchical culture

Control, centralization;
Predictable performance outcomes;
Stability, continuity, order;
Routine, formalization, structure.

4. Market culture

Task focus, accomplishment, achievement;
Efficiency, productivity, profitability;
Outcome, excellence, quality;
Direction, objective setting, goal clarity.

For this section, the above measures (and related survey questions) developed by Quinn
& Cameron (and subsequently used and validated in Yeung, et. al, 1999) were used in the
organizational culture section of the survey. This forms my third hypothesis:
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H3 =

The greater the organizational culture distance between partners, the lower the
level of knowledge sharing between partners.

2.4.6

Knowledge Management Training

The level of training one receives in any one area is a key determinant of how well versed
the individual is in that topic. Thus, the more training an individual in an organization receives
the better prepared he/she is to handle that subject. It has been shown that training/teaching has a
positive effect on learning (Tillema, 1994; Gillon & Dodd, 1995; Gilley, 1997; Lee & Pucel,
1998; Hendrix, Gilbert & Kozlowski, 2002; Tuckman, 2003; Gibbs & Coffey, 2004; Murphy,
Beggs & Carlisle, 2004; Zenios, Goodyear & Jones, 2004). However, the literature search failed
to come up with prior articles and/or studies associated with the specific effect knowledge
management training has had in an organization. This may be due (as mentioned in section
2.4.4) that the study of knowledge management is a rather new and emerging field, with only
relatively small number of colleges across the country teaching its concept at the University
level. In addition, organizational consultants are currently making up the majority of the
“trainers” that are out teaching the concepts to receptive organizations. Thus, the intent of this
section sets out then to determine the level of knowledge management training currently in place
within each of the organization to be surveyed. Knowledge management is a relatively new and
important concept in today’s business world. But how important is it to an organization’s
management? The importance of getting knowledge management concepts down to the lowest
levels of the organization could then be measured by the emphasis an organization gives to
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knowledge management training. The variables that were used to measure the level of
knowledge management training are: training frequency, knowledge management understanding
and importance given to knowledge management. This leads to the fourth hypothesis:
H4 =

The greater emphasis a project/mission team gives to knowledge management
training, the higher the level of knowledge sharing between partners.

2.4.7

Information Technology Usage

Empirical research findings of Nahar (1998) surrounding multinational corporations have
indicated that new information and communication technologies (such as interactive multimedia
training utilizing DVD and CD, computer-based simulation software, web-based training,
multimedia extranets, feedback through e-mail communication and video and telephone
conferencing technologies) can eliminate barriers of distance, time, and geography and can
facilitate communication, coordination, collaboration and knowledge sharing between
technology suppliers of industrialized countries and technology recipients in developing
countries. However, his research did not investigate the knowledge management issue of these
international technology transfer efforts.
Al-Obaidi (1999) went that one step further and tried to answer how information
technologies could facilitate knowledge management in an international transfer process. AlObaidi’s results have shown that information technologies have a) facilitated the location of
validated knowledge quickly, b) facilitated better and faster decision making, c) made easier to
locate people with needed expertise, d) helped to develop market profile quickly, e) assisted to
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develop technology recipient’s profile quicker, f) helped to develop required technology with a
shorter time and g) helped to solve problems quickly – all aspects of a good knowledge
management system.
However, neither study reflected other, non-IT solutions for a successful
knowledge management program/model. And although it has been shown that IT does facilitate
and improve KM in a multinational organization, it is hypothesized that IT is not the only critical
success factor/enabler for a KM system in a large-scale International space science project. This
section tries to define the key role that IT plays in knowledge sharing between international
partners, and in the process will try to capture any enablers/barriers to such. The variables that
were used to measure the level of information technology usage are: types of IT used within the
project/mission team, frequency of IT used within project/mission team, and types of IT used
outside the project/mission team. This leads to the following fifth hypothesis:
H5 =

The higher the Information Technology Usage within a project/mission team, the
higher the level of knowledge sharing between partners.

2.4.8

Export Control Training

Export Control is defined as the transferring/sharing of information (of a technical nature)
regarding items that are listed in the United States Department of Commerce’s control list. Items
related to the Space Program (intended in this research) fall under the Department of
Commerce’s Export Control Administration Regulations (EAR, 15 CFR parts 768-799) and the
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Department of State’s International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR, 22 CFR parts 120-130)
control.
Due to recent news coverage of major U.S. corporations being penalized for major export
control violations, namely,
1. In March 2003, both Hughes and the Boeing corporations were fined $32 million for
violating the Arms Export Control Act and the International Traffic in Arms
Regulations. The charges stemmed from assisting the Chinese government in 1995
and 1996 with subsequent reviews of what had gone wrong with two failed satellite
launches. (Silverstein, 2003).
2. In April 2001, The Boeing Co. was fined $3.8 million by the State Department for
violating export laws during its negotiations with Australia for the sale of a new
airborne radar system. (Cappacio, 2001).
3. In September 1998, The Boeing Co. was fined $10 million by the State Department to
settle allegations that it violated arms export control laws in a project involving the
Ukraine and Russia to launch satellites from a converted oil platform. (Cappacio,
2001).
A recent (2003) State Department news release stressed the importance compliance with
export control laws has with the security and foreign policy interests of the United States. Under
the terms of each of the consent agreements, each company must upgrade their export control
compliance efforts. In each of these instances (to no surprise), lack of export control compliance
was determined to be the root cause. Thus, with the clear signal that the State Department has
sent to these companies, the variables that were used to measure the level of export control
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training are: training frequency, policy understanding, and importance given to export control
concepts. This leads to the following sixth hypothesis:
H6 =

The more emphasis a project/mission team gives to export control training, the
higher the level of knowledge sharing between partners.

2.4.9

Knowledge Sharing Practices

The literature search found many different successful best practices being implemented
across as many different organizations. What follows are examples of best practices under their
associated headings:
•

Information technology usage: The BP Exploration (BPX) Company has
equipped each site with a desktop videoconferencing system, document scanning
and the latest telecommunications network. Such a system has successfully
delivered critical knowledge to remote locations in a timely fashion. (Davenport,
et al., 1998).

•

Focusing on core competencies: The Dow Company focused its knowledge
management efforts on identifying patents that were no longer useful. Through
better management of company patents, the initiative saved $4 million in the first
year. (Davenport, et al., 1998).

•

Using home country managers on overseas assignments: Bresman, et. al, 1999,
showed in a multi-method study on knowledge transfer across 43 multi-national
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companies, that technological know-how is facilitated by communication, visits
and meetings.
•

Improving social & cultural settings: U.S. Army is one of a growing of
organizations that formally considers knowledge-sharing capabilities when
identifying and recognizing candidates for promotion. (DeLong & Fahey, 2000).
In the same study, DeLong and Fahey mention that companies whose cultures are
most effective at creating and integrating knowledge inside the organizations have
norms and practices that encourage and demand broad participation in knowledge
gathering and distribution.

However, even though successful strides are being documented in the literature, a survey
in the Knowledge Management Review Journal (Nov/Dec 2001) indicated that out of those
surveyed, 37% indicated that encouraging a cultural adoption of knowledge management within
their organization was their biggest challenge. The second biggest challenge, 27.7% was
encouraging people to share. Therefore, besides hypothesizing the following constructs having
an influence on the level of knowledge sharing practices, namely:
•

Knowledge Management Awareness

•

National Culture

•

Organizational Culture

•

Information Technology Usage

•

Knowledge Management Training, and

•

Export Control Training
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The following variables were used to measure the level of knowledge sharing practices:
knowledge sharing encouragement, knowledge sharing recognition, and knowledge sharing
participation. This in turn leads to the seventh hypothesis:
H7 =

The higher the usage of Knowledge Management practices within a
project/mission team, the higher the level of knowledge sharing impacts to the
project/mission team.

2.4.10 Knowledge Sharing Impacts

Tiwana (2000) describes how companies have approached knowledge management
measures from different perspectives. The first perspective is a combination of the following:
1. Cost-based approach
•

Did it reduce costs?

•

Did we accomplish more by spending the same?

2. Market-value approach
•

Did it improve market leadership?

•

Did it bring more stability to the company?

•

Was market share increased?

•

Did the company stock rise in value?

•

What effect did it have on expense reduction?

•

What effect did it have on customer retention?

•

What effect did it have on repeat business?
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•

What effect did it have on the bottom line?

3. End-product approach
•

Did it meet and/or exceed customer’s expectations?

•

Was process improved?

•

Did it meet the objectives?

The second perspective looks at how much money the firm saves or makes if it relies on
using knowledge that exists both inside and outside the firm. For example, does using
knowledge help the company obtain newer versions of its products out on the shelves faster?
Does it reduce costs? Similarly, processes can be measured on the basis of how much they add
to productivity, speed, additional revenues and customer satisfaction.
Birkinshaw et al. (2002) proposed another metric for measuring knowledge transfer in an
R&D firm with an interaction term between the knowledge contingency and the organization
structure variable. In that particular study, the hypothesized interaction was found positively
related to knowledge transfer. In relation to this research section, the knowledge sharing impacts
construct were measured based on the following knowledge sharing impact variables: costbased, market-value based, and end-product based.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY

3.1 Introduction
The introduction in chapter one provided the statement of the problem (section 1.1),
research questions (section 1.2), objectives (section 1.7) and high-level research methodology
(section 1.9). The literature review in chapter two provided the background and justification for
the hypothesis. However, in order to answer the research question, an empirical research
methodology is required. The following research methodology section is based on analyzing
past (retrospective) case study data via document review, individual interviews and survey
questions associated with knowledge sharing among International Partners as it pertains to
ground processing of International Space Station flight hardware at the Kennedy Space Center,
Florida. The case study method was chosen over other research methods for the following three
reasons: It lends itself to the research question of “how” knowledge is shared; it does not require
control over behavioral events, and it focuses on contemporary events.

3.2 Objective of the Research Design and Methodology
Yin (1994) describes that the primary goal of the research design and methodology step
(as it pertains to retrospective case study research) is to develop the four criteria for judging the
quality of the design, namely: construct validity, internal validity, external validity and
reliability. Each of these validity indexes are defined in table 6 below, whereas table 7 defines
the validity indexes by each of the respective data collection methods.
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Table 6.

Validity Indexes

Definition

Testing Method

Construct
Validity

Refers to the judgment about the appropriateness of inferences
that are drawn from the survey scores regarding individual
standings on certain kinds of variables or constructs (Yin, 1994).

• Using multiple sources of
evidence,
• Developing a chain of evidence,
and
• Having the report reviewed by
key informants

Internal
Validity

Refers to making inferences. A researcher will “infer” that a
particular event resulted from earlier occurrence, based on
interview and documentary evidence collected as part of the
study (Yin, 1994).
The degree to which the research can be generalized beyond the
immediate case study. To do this, Yin (1994) suggests testing
the theory through replications in more than just one single case
study.
The objective is to ensure that if a different investigator
followed exactly the same procedures at a later date and
performed the same case study all over again, that the later
investigator would arrive at the same findings and conclusions
as the earlier investigator (Yin, 1994).

• Perform pattern-matching and
explanation building on each of
the retrospective case studies

Validity Index

External
Validity
Reliability

3.2.1

• User replication logic (three
retrospective case studies were
carried out)
• Use data protocol
• Develop case study
database/repository
• Cronbach’s Alpha
• Regression Analysis

Construct Validity

Construct Validity shall be met by: 1) using multiple sources of evidence, 2) developing a
chain of evidence, and 3) having the report reviewed by key informants. In addition, as it
pertains to the survey instrument, the construct validity refers to a judgment about the
appropriateness of inferences that are drawn from the survey scores regarding individual
standings on certain kinds of variables or constructs. In this case, the individual interview and
survey were developed and tested (through the pilot study) for homogeneousness (making sure it
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measures the single construct). As a minimum, five questions per variable were measured (these
items should suffice to span the entire conceptual domain of the construct). The methodology
that was used to test each data collection method is shown in table 7.

Table 7.

Validity Indexes by Data Collection Methods

Data Collection
Methods

Documentation

Individual Interview

On-line Survey

1. Multiple sources of
evidence
2. Establish chain of
evidence
3. Have key informants
review draft report

1. Have key personnel
review questions
2. Conduct Pilot

1. Have key personnel
review survey
2. Conduct Pilot
3. Minimum of five
measures per variable

Internal Validity

1. Pattern-matching
2. Explanation-building

1. Pattern-matching
2. Explanation-building

1. Pattern-matching
2. Explanation Building

External Validity

1. Use replication (three
retrospective case
studies)

1. Utilize different
personnel from the
three different
organizations

1. Utilize three different
Organizations

Reliability

1. Use Data Protocol
2. Develop Database
3. Repository

1. Use Data Protocol
2. Develop Database,
Repository

1. Cronbach’s Alpha
2. Regression Analysis

Tests
Construct Validity

3.2.2

Internal Validity

The concern over internal validity, for doing a retrospective case study research, is
related to making inferences. Yin (1994) states that a case study involves an inference every
time an event cannot be directly observed. Thus, a researcher will “infer” that a particular event
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resulted from earlier occurrence, based on interview and documentary evidence collected as part
of the study (i.e., is the inference correct? have all the rival explanations and possibilities been
considered? is the evidence convergent?). This ensures that no bias exist in conclusions derived
from data. For both the individual interview and surveys, pattern-matching and explanation
building was used to obtain internal validity.

3.2.3

External Validity

External validity deals with the problem of knowing whether findings can be generalized
beyond the immediate case study. To do this, Yin (1994) suggests testing the theory through
replications in more than just one single case study. Thus, this case study will test the theory in
not just one but three different cases. For the individual interview, different personnel from the
three different organizations were used, and for the survey, each of the members of the different
international organizations were electronically tagged accordingly such that internal validity and
the ability to analyze the international partners against the national partner can be later achieved.

3.2.4

Reliability

The objective for reliability is to ensure that if a different investigator followed exactly
the same procedures at a later date and performed the same case study all over again, that the
later investigator would arrive at the same findings and conclusions as the earlier investigator. A
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remedy for this is to document procedures used in a data protocol and development of a
retrospective case study database/repository.

3.3 Research Design and Methodology
Each step in the research design results in an outcome that is carried over and used as a
tool for the following step. One of the key items in the research design is determining how the
hypotheses will be tested. After understanding the existing body of knowledge (chapter 2), the
research scope was defined, hypotheses were outlined and conceptual model developed. Next
step was to operationalize the research by defining the research method, constructs, variables
along with their measures and any relationships between the variables and constructs that were
noted in the research model. The design also calls for developing the data collection model,
which is the research model along with the specific range of questions (asked in the data
collection instrument) that addresses each variable of each construct. The last two items in the
research design calls for developing the data collection plan and the data analysis plan. The data
collection plan describes in detail the steps required to collect the necessary research
observations whereas the data analysis plan describes in detail the steps required to analyze the
data collected in order to “accept” or “fail to accept” the hypotheses. The research methodology
is shown in figure 8.
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Understand the Body of Knowledge
• Review literature
• Review industry & academic best practices
Operationalize the Research

• Defined research scope
• Outlined hypotheses
• Developed conceptual model
• Data collection model

• Defined constructs & variables
• Developed research method
• Data collection plan
• Data analysis plan
• Develop data collection instruments
Identify documentation
• Collect documentation
• Analyze documentation

Identify Interviewees
• Distribute individual interview
• Collect individual interview data

• Apply lessons learned to on-line survey
• Analyze Individual Interviews

Pilot On-line Survey
• Distribute on-line survey
• Collect on-line survey
data

• Revise on-line survey questions
• Distribute final on-line surveys
Implement On-line Data Collection Plan
• Collect on-line survey data

Implement Data Analysis Plan

• Obtain raw data

• Enter raw data
• Conduct statistical analysis
• Analyze data
Interpret findings
• Interpret findings
• Results & initial conclusions
• Develop conclusions
• Share results

Figure 8.

Research Data Collection and Analysis Processes
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3.3.1

Operational Definitions

The operational definitions were identified during the literature review. Based on the
research model (figure 7), the following constructs, variables, associated questions and analysis
method are subsequently defined in table 8.

Table 8.

Constructs, Variables, Associated Questions, and Analysis Method

Construct
Knowledge
Management
Awareness
National Culture
Organizational
Culture
Knowledge
Management
Training
Information
Technology
Usage
Export Control
Training
Knowledge Sharing
Practices

Variables
1. Awareness of best practices unaided
2. Awareness of best practices aided
3. Knowledge of current activities
1. Power distance
2. Masculinity-Femininity
distance
1. Clan culture
2. Adhocracy culture
3. Hierarchical culture
4. Market culture
1. Training frequency
2. KM understanding
3. Importance given
1. Types of IT used within team
2. Frequency of IT used within
team
3. Types of IT used outside team
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.

Knowledge Sharing
Impacts

Questions #

1.
2.
3.

Training frequency
Policy understanding
Importance given
Knowledge sharing
encouragement
Knowledge sharing recognition
Knowledge sharing
participation
Cost-based
Market-value based
End-product based
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#1-5

Analysis Method
Cronbach’s Alpha, Factor
Analysis, Regression Analysis

#6-11
#12-16
#17-21
#22-28
# 31, 35, 38, 39
# 34, 37, 41, 44
# 29, 30, 40, 42
# 32, 33, 36, 43
# 45-49
# 50-54
# 55-59
# 60-65

Cronbach’s Alpha, Factor
Analysis, Correlation
Analysis, Regression Analysis
Cronbach’s Alpha, Factor
Analysis, Correlation
Analysis, Regression Analysis
Cronbach’s Alpha, Factor
Analysis, Regression Analysis
Cronbach’s Alpha, Factor
Analysis, Regression Analysis

# 66-71
# 72-77
# 78-82
# 83-87
# 88-92
# 93-97

Cronbach’s Alpha, Factor
Analysis, Regression Analysis

# 98-102

Cronbach’s Alpha, Factor
Analysis, Correlation
Analysis, Regression Analysis

# 103-107
# 108-112
# 113-117
# 118-122

Cronbach’s Alpha, Factor
Analysis, Correlation
Analysis, Regression Analysis

Following are the operational constructs and variable definitions included in the study.
•

Knowledge Management Awareness Construct: level of organizational awareness
of current knowledge management practices between partners.

•

Knowledge Management Awareness Construct Variables:
o Unaided Awareness: no mention of knowledge management.
o Aided Awareness: mention of knowledge management is made.
o Knowledge of current activities: project/mission team aware of current
knowledge management activities.

•

National Culture Construct: the level of power distance and masculinityfemininity distance between partners.

•

National Culture Construct Variables:
o Power Distance: the extent to which the less powerful members of the
organization accept that power is distributed unequally.
o Masculinity-femininity distance: the level of distribution of emotional
roles between the genders.

•

Organizational Culture Construct: organizational culture distance between
partners.

•

Organizational Culture Construct Variables:
o Clan culture (loose/internal): values human commitment, morale,
participation and openness.
o Adhocracy culture (loose/external): emphasizes adaptability, growth, and
innovation.
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o Hierarchical culture (tight/internal): focuses on stability, control and
management of the existing bureaucracy.
o Market culture (tight/external): emphasizes output, production, efficiency
and goal clarity.
•

Knowledge Management Training Construct: level of knowledge management
training between the partners.

•

Knowledge Management Training Construct Variables:
o Training frequency: receives training and/or part of job requirement on a
yearly basis.
o Knowledge management understanding: understands basic concepts of
knowledge management.
o Importance given: project/mission team emphasizes knowledge
management concepts.

•

Information Technology Usage Construct: usage of information technologies
within and between partners.

•

Information Technology Usage Construct Variables:
o Types of IT commonly used within project/mission team.
o Frequency of IT used within project/mission team.
o Types of IT commonly used outside project/mission team.

•

Export Control Training Construct: level of emphasis the partners gives to export
control training.

•

Export Control Training Construct Variables:
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o Training frequency: receives training and/or part of job requirement on a
yearly basis.
o Policy understanding: understands export control rules and regulations.
o Importance given: project/mission team emphasizes export control
concepts.
•

Knowledge Sharing Practices Construct: norms for knowledge sharing between
the partners.

•

Knowledge Sharing Practices Construct Variables:
o Knowledge sharing encouragement: encouraged to share knowledge with
organization and project/mission team.
o Knowledge sharing recognition: project/mission recognizes sharing
knowledge within team and/or organization.
o Knowledge sharing participation: organization participates in knowledge
sharing.

•

Knowledge Sharing Impacts Construct: impacts associated with knowledge
sharing between the partners.

•

Knowledge Sharing Impacts Construct Variables:
o Cost-based: reduced costs associated with project/mission.
o Market-value based: increased stability to the organization.
o End-product based: improved project/mission outcome.
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3.3.2

Research Method

The selected research method for this investigation is via the following data collection
methods: a) documents, b) individual interviews, and c) surveys. Both the interviews and
surveys were deployed in organizations where three different cases involving the processing of
flight hardware from International Partners have been experienced. Using data from these three
separate case studies will help support internal validity.
Yin (1994) defines a case study as an empirical inquiry that:
1. Investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context; especially when
2. The boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident.
In other words, the value of using a case study method over a purely empirical approach is that it
provides the ability to cover contextual conditions – believing that they will provide valuable
insight into what one is trying to understand. Whereas in a purely empirical research (such as an
experiment, for instance) it deliberately divorces a phenomenon from its context, so that
attention can be focused on only a few variables (relatively speaking). Once the data was
collected and analyzed, Yin’s most desirable technique to analyze case studies: Pattern-Matching
- that compares an empirically based pattern with a predicted one (or with several alternative
predictions) was used. With this technique, if the patterns coincide, the results can then help the
case study strengthen its internal validity.
The individual interview and on-line survey questions used for this research were derived
from knowledge gained through the literature search and from two other surveys developed by
Geert Hofstede (national culture questions, 1980) and Robert Yeung (organizational culture
questions, 1999, - which were adapted from Quinn and Cameron’s organizational culture survey,
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1988), those questions were left intact. Adapting validated questions from two previously
validated surveys provides added validity to the pertinent sections.
In order to get a statistically sound response, the interview/survey questions were sent to
individual project/mission team members that took part in missions associated with the following
International elements:
•

Italy’s Multi-Purpose Logistics Module (MPLM),

•

Canada’s Space Station Remotely Manipulating System (SSRMS) Joint, and

•

Russia’s Service Module Debri Panels (SMDP).

Since the same individual (from the National Partner) could have supported any two or three of
the above missions, great care was undertaken to provide the survey only once to the National
project/mission team member (for example, the survey software was programmed with the
constraint that no one individual can fill out the survey more than once).
Once ready for interview/survey dissemination, a meeting was set up with National
project/mission team managers and International project/mission team managers to review the
scope of the study. In that meeting, a formal introductory letter of support was provided along
with the survey and personal interview questionnaires. Points of contact at each of the
International partners were requested along with key names for conducting the interviews.
In addition, prior to final submittal the survey was piloted (with a randomly selected
group of National and International partners) to determine if any other changes in the wording or
format need to be made.
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3.3.2.1

Documents

The documents to be reviewed in the research have an association with each of
project/mission teams for each of the three international partner case studies. Pattern matching
and explanation building was used to analyze any commonalities and/or divergence between
them.

3.3.2.2

Individual Interviews and On-line Survey Development

•

Reviewed literature on case study research (Yin, 1994) and survey development
and interviewing (Fowler & Mangione, 1990).

•

Used questions from previous research’s to increase content validity. The survey
questions used were:
o Hofstede’s Power Distance Questions (1980).
o Hofstede’s Masculinity-Femininity Questions (1980).
o Yeung’s Organizational Measures (1999), which were adapted from
Quinn & Cameron’s Measures of Organizational Culture (1988).

•

Reviewed added questions with experts to achieve content validity.

•

Conducted a pilot study to review questions/survey.

•

Revised questions/survey from pilot study input prior to final release.
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3.3.2.3

Individual Interviews

The individual interview questions were conducted in a private and confidential manner
either in person or by telephone. The questions were developed through numerous iterations and
discussions with colleagues and researchers in the field. The researcher will spend about 30 to
40 minutes with each individual and go through each of the questions. The sessions will not be
taped; only notes taken during the interview were collected for pattern-matching analysis.
Before the data collection instruments can be administered, a short human consent form
was provided for the individual’s review and approval. No data can be collected without having
an approved human consent form, which is required by the University of Central Florida’s
Institutional Review Board (IRB).
Characteristics of the Individual Interview:
•

Face to face and/or through telephone interviews

•

Analytical technique: Pattern-Matching (Yin, 1994)

•

Data source: Project managers, engineers associated with the different case
studies.

•

Unit of analysis: Case Studies

•

Number of interviews desired: 30

•

Data collection tool: Paper interviews.
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3.3.2.4

On-line Survey

The on-line survey has two variations of the Likert scale; both have five degrees of
possible agreement (either very positive and/or strongly agree - Likert scale of 1, versus very
negative and/or strongly disagree - Likert scale of 5). In either variation, the questions were
formulated as statements that will enable the respondents to check-off their level of agreement.
The final section of the survey will have a few demographic-type questions. Before the survey
can be administered, a short human consent form was provided for their review and approval.
The on-line surveys will not be able to be accessed nor completed without prior agreement with
the human consent form that is required by the University of Central Florida’s Institutional
Review Board (IRB).
The survey will have a respondent authentication feature – which allows only designated
respondents to take the survey and precludes their responses from being collected more than
once--all without identifying the respondents. The survey was housed in a secure server (using
latest SSL protocol) outside of Johnson Space Center’s electronic computer firewall. In addition,
all data was presented in terms of general population statistics and will not contain any subject
names or descriptions that may identify any subject individually. These two steps have been
taken into account to ensure privacy and confidentiality. However, be aware that it is impossible
to guarantee confidentiality when using the Internet.
Characteristics of the On-line Survey:
•

Secured web-based on-line survey. Location of on-line survey was sent to
individuals in the different organizations.
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•

Analytical technique: Cronbach’s Alpha, Reliability Analysis, Factor Analysis.

•

Data source: Project managers, engineers associated with the different case
studies.

•

Unit of analysis: Case Studies

•

Number of responses desired: 200

•

Data collection tool: Five-point Likert scale on-line survey.

3.3.3

Data Collection Models

The data collection model represents the research model along with the specific range of
questions (represented by: Q#-#) asked in the data collection instrument that addresses each
variable of each construct.

3.3.3.1

Documents

In the case of the documentation, the model will reflect the data collected from the
different retrospective case studies, see figure 9.
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Review of
Case Study 1
Documents

Review of
Case Study 2
Documents

Input case
references into
excel database

Review of
Case Study 3
Documents

Figure 9.

3.3.3.2

Data Collection Model for Documents

Individual Interviews

The data collection model for the individual interviews is represented in figure 10.
Hypotheses are not indicated on this model, since the individual interviews are only meant to
assist the researcher in the understanding of the constructs.
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Knowledge
Management
Awareness (Q1,
Q7 & Q8)
Culture
- National, (Q9-10)
- Organizational
(Q9-10)
Knowledge
Management
Training (Q13)

Knowledge
Sharing
Practices
(Q2)

Knowledge
Sharing
Impacts
(Q11)

Information
Technology
Usage (Q3)

Export
Control
Training (Q6)

Figure 10.

Data Collection Model for Individual Interviews
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3.3.3.3

On-line Survey

The data collection model for the on-line survey is represented in figure 11. The
hypotheses are represented as H1, H2, H3, H4, H5, H6, and H7.

Knowledge
Management
Awareness

H1

Culture
- National
- Organizational

H2
H3

Knowledge
Management
Training

H4

Information
Technology
Usage

H5

Export
Control
Training

H6

Figure 11.

Knowledge
Sharing
Practices

H7

Knowledge
Sharing
Impacts

Data Collection Model for On-line Survey

Once the survey questions were developed, they were sent to NASA’s Johnson Space
Center to be used with their survey software “Inquisite” version 3.2, which was located in a
secure server outside of firewall. This survey tool had a respondent authentication feature –
which allows only designated respondents to take the survey and precludes their responses from
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being collected more than once. After the responses were collected, they were sent back to the
researcher for data analysis.

3.3.4

Sample of Data Collection Instruments

A sample of both individual interview and on-line survey questions are provided in table
9 and 10, respectively. For a complete set of questions see Appendix A – Individual Interview
Questions and Appendix B – On-line Survey Questions.

Table 9.
#

Sample of Individual Interview Questions

Individual Interview Questions

1.

How does your company/organization share knowledge across the
organizations? Provide examples.

2.

Is knowledge sharing across departmental boundaries actively
encouraged and rewarded? If so, how?
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Table 10.
#

Sample of On-line Survey Questions

On-line Survey Questions

1.

2.

The project/mission team I worked in was aware of knowledge management
practices.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5
The project/mission team I worked in had a person in charge of knowledge
management.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

3.3.5

Data Collection Plan

The objective of the data collection plan is to develop a step-by-step procedure for
collecting the research data. This plan must be strictly adhered to such that the validity of the
data collection process stays intact.

3.3.5.1

Documents

The step-by-step data collection procedure for the documents is as follows:
1. Identify the documentation associated with each of the National and International
organizations,
2. Review documents, and
3. Obtain data from documents.
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3.3.5.2

Individual Interviews

The step-by-step data collection procedure for the individual interviews is as follows:
1. Identify the National and International organizations,
2. Identify members of the National and International organizations,
3. Notify the National and International organizations,
4. Draw a random sample and conduct pilot individual interview questions,
5. Revise individual interview questions (as required),
6. Apply lessons learned to on-line survey (as required),
7. Conduct individual interview and collect responses,
8. Assess if number of interviews meet minimum requirement (if not, go back to step
#7), and
9. Obtain raw data from individual interviews.

3.3.5.3

On-line Survey

The step-by-step data collection procedure for the on-line survey is as follows:
1. Identify the National and International organizations,
2. Identify members of the National and International organizations,
3. Notify the National and International organizations,
4. Draw a random sample and conduct pilot on-line survey,
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5. Revise individual on-line survey (as required),
6. Apply lessons learned from individual interviews to on-line survey (as required),
7. Distribute on-line surveys and collect responses,
8. Assess if number of on-line surveys meet minimum requirement (if not, go back to
step #7), and
9. Obtain raw data from on-line surveys.

3.3.6

Data Analysis Plan

The objective of the data analysis plan is to develop a step-by-step procedure for
analyzing the research data. This plan must be strictly adhered to such that the validity of the
data analysis process stays intact.

3.3.6.1

Documents

The step-by-step data analysis procedure for the documentation is as follows:
1. Establish chain of evidence,
2. Perform pattern-matching,
3. Perform explanation-building, and
4. Identify managerial implications.
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3.3.6.2

Individual Interviews

The step-by-step data analysis procedure for the individual interviews is as follows:
1. Validate construct measures,
2. Refine data collection instruments,
3. Perform pattern-matching,
4. Perform explanation building, and
5. Identify managerial implications.

3.3.6.3

On-line Survey

The step-by-step data analysis procedure for the on-line survey is as follows:
1. Validate construct measures,
2. Refine data collection instruments,
3. Compute descriptive statistics,
4. Test hypotheses, and
5. Identify managerial implications.
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3.4 Implement Data Collection Plan
The objective of this step is to execute the data collection plan described in section 3.3.5.

3.4.1

Identify Organizations

Due to the nature of the research, the National and International organizations used in this
research were as follows:
•

For Italy’s Multi-Purpose Logistics Module (MPLM), both the Italian
Space Agency (ASI) and its contractor – Alenia Aerospazio.

•

For Canada’s Space Station Remotely Manipulating System (SSRMS) Joint, both
the Canadian Space Agency (CSA) and its contractor – McDonald Dettwiler
Space and Advanced Robotics LTD (MDR).

•

For Russia’s Service Module Debri Panels (SMDP), both the Russian Aviation
and Space Agency (Rosaviakosmos) and its contractor – Interkosmos.

•

National Space and Administration Agency at Kennedy Space Center (KSC),
Florida and at Johnson Space Center (JSC), Houston, Texas, along with its
contractor – The Boeing Company.
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3.4.2

Prepare Organizations

The KSC and JSC resident offices from the National and International organizations
mentioned in section 3.2.1 were contacted and provided an explanation of the purpose of the
research, the data collection instruments and the human factor consent form. At this point,
names of contacts within their organizations were collected.

3.4.3

Random Sample from Organizations

A random sample from the individuals provided by the National and International
organizations was performed in order to pilot the individual interview and on-line survey
questions.

3.4.4

Distribute Individual Interviews/On-line Surveys

Once the data from the pilot individual interviews are collected and any lessons learned
applied to the on-line survey, both data collection instruments were ready for final distribution.
The activities in this step of the research are to:
1. Distribute and conduct individual interviews, and
2. Distribute on-line survey link.
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3.4.5

Complete Individual Interviews/On-line Surveys

The activities in this step of the research are to:
1. Complete individual interviews,
2. Download on-line survey responses, and
3. Count the number of completed surveys.

3.4.6

Verify number of Interviews/On-line Surveys is Acceptable

The activity in this step of the research is to determine if the number of completed
surveys meet the minimum required for statistical validity. If yes, continue to next step, if not,
try to encourage individuals to fill out surveys.

3.4.7

Obtain data from Individual Interviews/On-line Surveys

The activities in this step of the research are to:
1. Organize the individual interview responses into a spreadsheet for pattern matching,
2. Download on-line survey responses into SPSS (Windows version 11.5, or later).
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3.5

Implement Data Analysis Plan

The objective of this step in the research is to execute the data analysis plan described in
section 3.3.6.

3.5.1

Documents

The documentation was analyzed using pattern matching and explanation building, which
included all of the following techniques:
•

Reading documentation to obtain a thorough understanding of content,

•

Comparing level of documentation content across the case studies,

•

Build explanation of similarities and/or differences between them, and

•

Summarize results.

3.5.2

Individual Interviews

The individual interviews were analyzed using pattern matching, which included all of
the following techniques:
•

Putting responses into different arrays,

•

Making a matrix of categories and placing responses within such categories,

•

Creating data displays,

•

Tabulating frequency of different responses, and/or
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•

Putting information in chronological order.

With these techniques, if the patterns coincide, the results can then help the case study strengthen
its internal validity.

3.5.3

On-line Survey

The data from the on-line survey questions were analyzed utilizing Pallant's (2003) SPSS
Survival Manual and is described as follows (see figure 12 for flowchart):
1. Enter raw data: raw data was entered into SPSS (Windows version 11.5).
2. Conduct reliability analysis: reliability of the measures was determined using
cronbach’s alpha (Cα) – which was used to measure the degree of consistency
between each of the questions for each of the variables (a Cα threshold greater than .5
was used to determine if the measures were logical and adequate, Nunnally, 1967;
Ahire, et al, 2001). Questions that were not loading the variable properly were
excluded from the measure of the variable. The measure of the variable was
determined by adding the reliable questions that measure the variable. At least 3
variables are required to have a measure of the construct and at least 5 questions per
variable. If less than 3 questions are found to be reliable, then the variable cannot be
measured.
3. Conduct nominal statistical analysis: such as determining the mean, median and
standard deviation for each question was conducted.
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4. Conduct factor analysis: factor analysis was conducted on the variables that measure
the construct. Note: Factor analysis can only be used if the number of variables is
equal to or greater than 3. If one of the variables in the construct is thrown out and
we are left with only 2 variables, only pair-wise correlations can be then used to
assess if they explain the same construct. Individual factor scores are significant if
values are greater than 0.4 in a sample size less than 100. For sample size greater
than 100, individual factor scores are significant if values are greater than 0.3. Once
individual factor scores are determined, the numerical factor loadings found in the
component matrix were multiplied with the associated z score value for each
respondent. In other words, the variables that make up each construct were
standardized in order to determine the measure for each construct. This column of
values represents the regression factor scores for the associated factor. The
regression factor scores will then be used in the regression analysis (independent
variables versus dependent variables) in order to test the hypotheses.
5. Conduct regression analysis on the regression factor score for each construct:
a) Perform F-test and determine if F < .05. If so, it would indicate that the
regression is significant.
b) Perform t-test and determine if p-value is < .05. If so, it would indicate that the
independent variables are significant (i.e., they explain the hypotheses). If not,
and the p-value is between 0.05 and 0.1, then it would indicate that the variables
are only marginally significant. Interpret the r square and the adjusted r square.
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Note: If Pearson Correlation should be required to test the relationship between two constructs,
the following would have been performed:
6. Conduct correlation analysis between two constructs:
a) Perform a Pearson correlation between the variables that make up the construct
and determine if p-value is < .05. If so, this test would indicate that there is a
relationship between the constructs (i.e., they explain the hypotheses). However,
it will not tell you that one causes the other.
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EnterRaw Data

Conduct Reliability of the Variables
Exclude question from
measuring variable

No
Cα > .5
Yes

Conduct Nominal Statistical Analysis
Facto Score (FS)
significant if:
FS > .4 in sample <100
FS > .3 in sample >100

Conduct Factor Analysis (FA)
on the variables that make up
The Construct
Exclude variable
from Factor

No

FS
significant?
Yes

Determine Regression Factor Scores
from Factor Analysis (FA)

Conduct Multiple Regression Analysis
on the regression factor score for each
Construct
No

Regression is
not significant

F-test < .05
Yes

Regression is significant
No
I.V. are marginally
significant

t-test < .05
Yes

I.V. are significant

Figure 12.

Interpret R2
Interpret p-value

Hypothesis Testing Flow for On-line Survey Questions
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3.5.4

Interpret Findings

The activities on this step of the research are to:
1. For the Documentation review – summarize strengths and weaknesses found,
2. For the Individual Interviews – summarize pattern matching,
3. For on-line survey – develop frequency analysis for each question’s response, and
4. Identify any bias associated with the respondent’s demographics.

3.5.5

Identify Managerial Implications

The objectives of this step are to:
1. Determine if we can “accept” or “fail to accept” the hypothesis, and
2. Determine what technical, managerial and/or cultural implications exist from the
results of the research.

3.5.6

Share Results with Experts/Organizations

Once the results of the research were in, key participants were provided the
opportunity to evaluate the initial findings in order to validate findings.
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3.5.7

Review Literature

The activity in this step is to:
1. Investigate the extent to which the literature supports (or does not support) the results
of the research. If literature is lacking in the research area, this step may be
disregarded.

3.5.8

Refine and Produce Final Results

The objective of this step is to identify weaknesses in the research design, methodology
and/or research conclusions. This can be achieved by soliciting feedback from the experts, key
respondents and/or reviewing the literature.

3.5.9

Identify Opportunities

The objective of this step is to identify areas in which the research can be taken into
further detail and/or suggest areas for further study.
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3.5.10 Execute Research Enhancements

The objectives of this step are to:
1. Refine and/or improve upon the research questions,
2. Refine and/or improve upon the research hypothesis,
3. Refine and/or improve upon the research design and methodology,
4. Draw conclusions on the research hypothesis,
5. Assess future needs for the research,
6. Finalize the dissertation document with input from the University’s Editor, and
7. Generate a dissertation document that complies with all the rules and regulations of
the University of Central Florida.
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CHAPTER 4: DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

4.1 Introduction

The purpose of this research is to answer the following research question:
•

How is technical interface knowledge shared in a large-scale international space
science project environment?

In order to answer the above research question, three different data collection methods
were used: technical documentation review, personal interviews, and an on-line survey
consisting of 122 questions (using a five point Likert scale). This section describes the data
sources and the three data collection and analysis methods along with their associated outputs.
In addition, the only data collection method piloted was the survey – whose analysis and
associated output is also described herein (see section 4.5).

4.2 Description of Case Data Sources
All the documentation, personal interviews and on-line survey data collected were from
recent project/missions teams (comprised of both U.S. and International Partners) associated
with the ground processing of flight hardware for the International Space Station (ISS) Program.
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4.2.1

Mission Utilization Flight –1 (UF–1)

The International Space Station Mission UF–1 was launched on December 5, 2001.
Among the flight elements that it carried was the Multi-Purpose Logistics Module (MPLM) built
by International Partner (IP) Italy. The MPLM is a pressurized module that carries to orbit a
combination of stowage racks and platforms that contain (depending on the mission) different
sets of crew supplies, avionic hardware, spare parts, Orbiter supplies and experiment hardware.

4.2.1.1

MPLM Ground Processing Overview

Following MPLM de-integration from the previous mission, the KSC Mission Processing
Team performs a post-flight inspection and pre-installation checkout at the Space Station
Processing Facility (SSPF) to verify module and system integrity. Once the module is checked
out, installation of the mission’s flight hardware (that has been processed in parallel at nearby
laboratories) is ready to be installed inside the MPLM. After all flight hardware been installed,
final closeouts are performed consisting of electrical, mechanical and data interface checks.
With completion of these activities and Payload Readiness Review (PRR) completed, the MPLM
and other mission related cargo elements are loaded into the Canister, transported to the Payload
Change-out Room (PCR), installed into the Orbiter, Orbiter-to-Cargo Element interfaces are
verified and the entire Orbiter Cargo bay is closed out for launch.
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During the entire ground processing campaign, members of the U.S. and the International
Partner (in this case Italy) ground processing team are working and sharing technical knowledge
together in order to resolve issues that arise during the mission processing flow.

4.2.2

Mission Utilization Flight –2 (UF–2)

The International Space Station Mission UF–2 was launched on June 5, 2002. Among
the flight elements that it carried was the Canadian built Space Station Remotely Manipulated
System (SSRMS) Wrist/Roll Joint spare and the Russian built Service Module Debris Panels
(SMDPs).

4.2.2.1

SSRMS Wrist/Roll Joint Ground Processing Overview

The SSRMS Wrist/Roll Joint was a spare for the Canadian built Space Station Robot arm
which during a previous on-orbit operation had failed and needed replacement prior to
conducting future arm functions. The project/mission team primary objective was to assist the
Canadian team in preparing the spare for the next mission. This included receiving the spare,
integrating it with its own unique flight support equipment, transporting it to the Payload
Change-out Room (PCR), integrating it into the Orbiter, and performing an integrated
verification test prior to deem it fit for flight.
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4.2.2.2

SMDP Ground Processing Overview

The Russian Service Module Debris Panels (SMDPs) are protective panels to be installed
around the Russian Service Module in order to decrease the probability of a puncture from a
micrometeoroid hit. The SMDPs were received at the SSPF, where facilities and equipment
were made available for the Russians to use during their ground processing flow. The SMPD
processing flow did not involve as many U.S. project/mission team members (as previously
mentioned Italian and Canadian missions) due to the lower level of complexity involved. In
addition, the Russians used an interpreter to handle many of their issues while at KSC, which
amounted to giving them the necessary cranes and technician support to integrate the debris
panels into their unique flight support equipment and transporting it to the Orbiter Processing
Facility (OPF), where it was integrated into the Orbiter. No integrated verification test was
performed due to its lack of electrical interfaces. Thus, once it was integrated inside of the
Orbiter, it was deemed ready for light.

4.3

Documentation Collection and Analysis

The purpose for conducting a documentation analysis was twofold: to review key
documents associated with the missions that included International Partners; and to determine
whether any knowledge sharing inconsistencies among the different missions could be found and
the reasons for each. The documents reviewed were the Mission Integration Plan (MIP) and the
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Ground Safety Data Package (GSDP) for each mission since both the International Space Station
Program (ISSP) and the Space Shuttle Program (SSP) jointly uses the MIP to describe the
technical details of each of the cargo elements (as well as for delineating the roles and
responsibilities associated with each mission) and the GSDP for a safety assessment of the cargo
elements that are flying on the mission.

4.3.1

Mission Integration Plan (MIP) Analysis

The MIP for both UF–1 (NSTS 21391 Rev. B) and UF–2 (NSTS 21467 Rev. A) were
retrieved from the SSPF technical documentation center where it was found that the MIP
provides a definition of the activities, verification, interfaces, and schedule requirements to
accomplish the integration, launch, return, and de-integration (as required) of the associated
cargo elements and crew compartment items on each mission.
The responsibility for developing the mission unique MIP within the associated
timeframe lies within the Integrated Product Team (IPT) that is jointly led by the mission Launch
Package Managers (LPMs) for both Shuttle and Station Programs. They in turn bring the
International Partner members to review drafts of the MIP where inputs are gathered and updated
to a set template schedule. No technical differences were found between the two mission unique
MIPs; they each addressed the same types of technical issues (relevant to their own flight
hardware). The lack of differences might be explained by the MIP’s use of a parent document –
International Space Station Missions (NSTS 21458)--that dictates the type of standard data
required to populate the document. The use of this parent document, in addition to having key
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personnel (that move from one mission to the next) responsible for the document, helps the MIP
be consistent from mission to mission.

4.3.2

Ground Safety Data Package (GSDP) Analysis

The purpose of the Ground Safety Data Package (GSDP) is to provide a safety
assessment of the flight element that is flying on the mission along with any test support
equipment associated with processing the element on the ground (versus in orbit). The test
support equipment includes any equipment required to transport, handle, store, and test the flight
element at the Kennedy Space Center.
The responsibility for developing the GSDP lies within the safety organization associated
with the flight element. If a mission comprises different elements, each of those responsible
organizations has the responsibility to provide their own safety assessment to the NASA Ground
Safety Review Panel (GSRP). The GSRP is comprised of experienced safety personnel that
review each of the GSDPs and provide their own assessment. The GSRP chairman (based on
input from the safety community) decides whether the element is safe to process on the ground.
Since each of the documents have sections specific to the flight elements on the mission,
only the data associated with the international elements were analyzed. Here again, there were
no technical differences found between each of the two missions’ safety data package, since the
GSDP had a parent document called the Payload Ground Safety Handbook (KHB 1700.7B)
along with a Safety Review Process (SSP 30599A) that delineated the specific system data detail
required to populate each of the respective flight hardware safety data packages. In addition,
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safety analysts are also moved from mission to mission, giving them not only the opportunity to
pass the knowledge but to also make comments to the design center and thus ensure compliance
with the requirements set forth in the parent documents.

4.3.3

Findings Interpreted

Both MIP and GSDP documents have a parent document template that dictates the
standard data required to populate each document. In addition, frequent document reviews
between International Partners assist in getting the correct information and clear any
interpretation issues.
In addition, the documentation was analyzed with the following criteria in mind: level of
detail and consistency within the document; whether it was configuration managed; the
availability of the document to the NASA, International Partners (IPs) and Contractor
community; whether the author’s data was readily obtainable; and whether an emphasis on
knowledge sharing was made. Findings across cases are summarized in table 11, while section
table 12 summarizes findings across the criteria.
Although no specific hypothesis was initially developed to support the level of
knowledge being shared in documentation, informal discussions with both of the respective
document office managers refer to having key personnel responsible (that move from one
mission to the next) as the key to keeping consistency between missions (in addition to having
frequent meeting between the Partners) in order to maximize the level of knowledge shared with
the Partners.
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Table 11.

Documentation Findings Across Cases

Documentation
Criteria

Level of Detail;
Consistency
Configuration Managed
Availability
Key Authors data
available
Knowledge Sharing
Emphasis

Findings across Criteria

Findings across Cases:
• Case 1 – Canada
• Case 2 – Italy
• Case 3 – Russia
Uniformly distributed; Parent documents (for MIP &
GSDP) dictates standard data required; key personnel
(that move from mission to mission) helps in maintaining
consistency
Yes
Only internal to NASA, International Partners &
associated Contractors; References not hyper linked
Yes, available on signature sheets
Key personnel responsible for reviewing documents (that
move from mission to mission) incorporate lessons
learned accordingly; however, MIP nor GSDP have
single discrete event that captures lessons learned postmission
See table 12

4.3.4

Managerial Implications Identified

The documentation was analyzed for knowledge-sharing strengths and weaknesses,
which are shown across the cases in tables 12. The strengths of both the MIP and GSDP
represent to management a well-configured, readily available set of documentation (with
associated points of contacts included) to all International Partners. Thus, the documentation
analysis supported that knowledge is being shared among the International Partners through
documentation. However, the weaknesses suggest to management, that in addition to the
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documents not being as user-friendly as they can be (given the current information technologies
available) that there is not a single discrete event that updates either document in order to
incorporate the lessons learned during the mission processing campaign. This is not to say that
lessons learned are not captured in other documents, just that they are not captured in either the
MIP or the GSDP as a standard post-mission activity.

Table 12.

Strengths & Weaknesses from Documentation Review across Criteria

Documentation across Cases
Mission Integration Plan
&
Ground Safety Data Package

4.3.5

Knowledge Sharing
Strengths
1. Configuration Controlled
2. Available to all
International Partners
3. Key expert’s information
available on signature
sheets
4. Key personnel (that move
from mission to mission)
helps in maintaining
consistency

Knowledge Sharing
Weaknesses
1. References not hyperlinked
2. Lessons learned not
incorporated into either
document after each
mission completion

Share Results with Experts/Organizations

The documentation findings was discussed with both of the respective document
office managers. The MIP office manager is considering adding hyper-links to the documents,
although their absence was not seen as a major distraction. However, having a discrete event
solely to incorporate lessons learned after mission completion was not within his jurisdiction,
since it would incur resources to be applied to the task. The GSDP office manager also agreed to
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look into incorporating hyper-links in the documents in the near future and that even though
having a discrete event solely to incorporate lessons learned after mission completion would be
beneficial, it would commit resources not only from his team but other teams that he does not
have any control over.

4.3.6

Literature Reviewed

As previously mentioned, explicit knowledge, that which is codified in blueprints,
designs, diagrams and specifications (as both the MIP and GSDP are), have been shown that it
can be shared with others with relative ease. The results of this research support this fact, in
addition, it specifically ascertains that the content level of the MIP and/or the GSDP
documentation impacts the level of knowledge shared between International Partners.

4.3.7

Final Documentation Results

Feedback received from the respective document office managers indicate that in the
past, having individuals who are responsible for document development (and that move from one
mission to the next) as the key in keeping consistency between the mission documents (in
addition to having frequent meetings between the Partners). This has in turn helped maximize
the level of knowledge shared in the MIP and GSDP documentation shared among the Partners.
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4.3.8

Opportunities Identified

The level of technical interface knowledge shared through documentation between
partners can be further studied by analyzing other mission-related documentation. Two other
examples (out of a possible twenty or so documents) are 1) Launch Site Support Plan, whose
purpose is to identify support requirements associated with the project/mission processing team
at KSC, and 2) On-Orbit Operations Plan, whose purpose is to describe the project/mission’s
operations on orbit. The reason for analyzing only two documents for each of the three cases in
this research was due to time constraints.

4.3.9

Research Enhancements

Enhancements to the research would involve reviewing more of the project/mission
related documentation and comparing them to past project/missions in order to determine
whether the level of technical interface knowledge is either increasing or decreasing as missions
mature. This would aid the development of the documentation related to the future vision of
space exploration: to send manned space vehicles to the moon, Mars and beyond.

4.4 Individual Interviews Data Collection and Analysis

The purpose for conducting individual interviews was to produce qualitative data about
the way project/mission teams share technical knowledge associated with performing ground
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processing of International Partner’s flight hardware. The methodology followed in conducting
the personal interviews was that described by Fowler & Mangione (1990) in Standardized
Survey Interviewing.
The individual interviews were conducted during a two-week period involving two
Italians, one Canadian, one Russian and five Americans (who worked along with the different
International Partners) (individual interview questions are listed in Appendix A). Each
interviewee’s answers were then inputted into an Excel spreadsheet and pattern matching (Yin,
1994) was performed.

4.4.1

Individual Interview Response Analysis

Individual interview responses across cases are listed in table 13, while section 4.4.2
summarizes the managerial implications associated with the interview responses across
questions.
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Table 13.

Individual Interview Findings Across Cases

Questions
1. How does your
company/organization
share knowledge
across the
organization?
2. Is knowledge
sharing across
departmental
boundaries actively
encouraged and
rewarded? If so, how?
3. Did available
information
technologies at KSC
encourage knowledge
sharing? If so, How?
If not, how can they
improve?
4. What documentation
helped in planning the
processing of your
flight hardware at
KSC?

Case 1 – Canada
(SSRMS Joint)
Databases; Group
meetings; Program
Boards; e-mail
Expected, but not
focused on it;
system specific
knowledge not
usually shared with
other systems
E-mails; databases;
phone

Mission Integration
Plan (MIP);
Ground Safety
Review Package
(GSRP); past
experience

5. If you were to
process hardware at
KSC again, what
would you propose to
keep the same?
Different?

Reinstate Canadian
Office at KSC;
Schedule activities
closer together;
Keep the same

6. Were you fluent in
Export Control
compliance during
processing at KSC? If
yes, did it help or
hinder you?

Understands top
level, but not the
details; Yes, taken
regular training;
Overview only

Findings across
cases:

Case 2 – Italy
(MPLM)
Documentation;
meetings; design
reviews; informal
exchange;
databases
Not really, only
driven by specific
business case;
normal if required;
left for manager to
implement
Does not think so;
facilities were
similar to those at
Houston

Case 3 – Russia
(SMDP)
Meetings;
weekly tag-ups

MIP & general
KSC ground
processing flows;
Interface control
documents for
facilities &
equipment
Incorporate lessons
learned to date;
Bigger interaction
with KSC at early
stages of project;
Schedule tasks
sequentially

Ground
Processing
Flows; MIP &
GSRP

MIP; GSRP; KSC
Ground Processing
Flows; Interface
Control Documents;
Past Experience

No problems;
keep the same

Not prior, only
during flow; USA
more concerned
than Italy;
Contractors are
more at stake;
Major emphasis
due to recent fines
to local contractor

No; Went to
training being
offered

Reinstate resident
office; Schedule
activities closer to
each other; Increase
KSC interaction at
early project stages;
Incorporate Lessons
learned
Top level
understanding only;
USA more concerned
– due to recent fines;
Attending training
being offered has
helped (USA)
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No; not really

No; E-mail and
teleconferencing
facilities were
adequate

Databases;
Documentation;
Meetings; Design
Reviews; E-mail
Not really; Expected
but not focused; Only
if business case
requires it; Manager
responsible to
implement
E-mails;
Teleconferencing;
Databases

Table 13.

Individual Interview Findings Across Cases (cont.)

Questions
7. Were you aware of
knowledge
management
techniques? If yes, did
it help or hinder you?
8. Were there any
knowledge
management
techniques employed
while processing of
your flight hardware?
If so, what were they?
9. What barriers if any,
did you encounter
during the entire flight
mission process?
Barriers while at KSC?

10. What enablers if
any, did you encounter
during the entire flight
mission process?
Enablers while at
KSC?
11. Would you say that
knowledge was shared
during your flight
hardware processing?
If so, how? And what
benefits did
you/organization
benefit from it?
12. What
recommendations do
you have, if any, to
improve the level of
knowledge shared
between the partners?

Findings across
cases:

Case 1 – Canada
(SSRMS Joint)
No; Aware of
someone near
office doing
something but not
sure what
Databases, but not
sure of any other;
e-mail (if it could
be considered)

Case 2 – Italy
(MPLM)
No; KM technique
was related to
Italy’s usage of
assigning mentors

Case 3 – Russia
(SMDP)
Does not know
what it is

No; nothing fancy,
teleconferences, emails & databases;
Not sure

No; Does not
think so

Quality
processing/buyoffs for doing joint
work on their
hardware;
hardware
interferences but
worked through
them

Methodology at
KSC is different.
Organization here
is more complex
(not one to one
with Italy’s); Lack
of understanding
KSC’s Problem
reporting system –
PRACA (during
early phase)
Spirit of
cooperation; KSC’s
PRACA system
versus Italy’s
approach; Good
people
Yes, MPLM
processing was
successful

Badging was an
issue

Quality processing
while working on
Canadian hardware;
KSC’s organization
more complex than
Italy’s. Lack of
understanding KSC’s
problem reporting
system –PRACA
(during early stages)

Friendly People

Friendly people
going out of their
way to assist in the
flow; Spirit of
Cooperation

Yes, through
translator;
Though meetings

Yes, due to constant
communications

Do additional
business together;
Promote activities
outside of business
hours; Have better
and more
interactions early
on

Interact with
KSC people after
work; Keep the
same Russian
translator

Continue working
together; Promote
activities outside of
business hours

People going out of
their way to assist
in flow; Can do
attitude of KSC;
Good weather
Yes, by having
constant
communications
with team
members; First
Launch on Need
(LON) was
processed within
time and schedule
Continue working
together and keep
the same people;
Do activities
outside of work;
Leave managers
outside of meetings
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No; Does not know
what it is; Italy
compared it to their
practice of assigning
mentors
No; Only E-mail,
databases, &
Teleconferences

Table 13.

Individual Interview Findings Across Cases (cont.)

Questions
13. Does your
organization offer any
kind of knowledge
management training?
If so, how often?
Findings across
questions:

Case 1 – Canada
(SSRMS Joint)
Yes, mostly related
to documentation
& databases;
Maybe, not sure

Case 2 – Italy
(MPLM)
No; Not sure

Case 3 – Russia
(SMDP)
No; Don’t know

See section
4.4.2.1

See section
4.4.2.2

See section
4.4.2.3

4.4.2

4.4.2.1

Findings across
cases:
Only training is
related to
documentation mgmt
See section
4.4.2.4

Findings Interpreted

Case 1 – Canada (SSRMS Joint) Findings Interpreted

Canada shares knowledge across the organization thorough the use of databases, group
meetings and e-mail. Although they are expected to share knowledge across departments, no one
is focused on it. Knowledge is departmentalized and not typically shared with other
departments. Basic information technologies (such as e-mail, phone, databases) assisted in
knowledge sharing, although it did not necessarily encouraged it. Both Mission Integration
Plans (MIP) and Ground Safety Review Package (GSRP) along with previous past experience
helped them in the planning/processing of their hardware at KSC. The Canadians would like to
see their Resident Office reinstated when more Canadian hardware arrives at KSC. As a lesson
learned they would focus on keeping KSC activities closer to each other (although they realized
this is difficult to do due to other KSC mission priorities). Understands top-level Export Control
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rules but not the details (those that understood it better were from the USA project/mission side).
They are not aware of knowledge management techniques other than e-mail and available
databases. Only barrier encountered during KSC processing was inconveniences of having
numerous quality/buy-offs between KSC and Canada for work on their hardware. However,
they were able to work through them. They value the “can-do” attitude of KSC personnel that
go out of their way to help. They acclaim their previous success was due to constant
communications. In order to improve the level of knowledge sharing between them and the USA
they propose to keep the same people working together; encourage activities outside of work and
leave managers outside (of meetings). The only knowledge management training that their
organization offers is related to databases.

4.4.2.2

Case 2 – Italy (MPLM) Findings Interpreted

Italy shares knowledge across the organization thorough the use of databases,
documentation, design reviews, and informal exchange. They are only expected to share
knowledge across departments if it supports a business case, otherwise is left for the appropriate
manager to implement. The available information technologies at KSC did not encourage
knowledge sharing more than the available technologies located at other facilities they visit (such
as the facilities at the Johnson Space Center). The MIP, GSRP, KSC processing flows, and
interface control documents for facilities and equipment helped them in the planning/processing
of their hardware at KSC. If they were to process hardware at KSC again, they would
recommend incorporating lessons learned to date in a document and develop a stronger
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interaction with KSC at the early stages of a Project as well as keeping KSC activities closer to
each other (although they also realized this is difficult to do due to other KSC mission priorities).
They got a better understanding of Export Control rules after their arrival at KSC and believe
that the USA is more concerned than Italy. They are not aware of knowledge management
techniques, although they related the concept to their use of assigning mentors. Barriers
encountered during KSC processing: understanding the KSC organization (which they felt that
was more complex than theirs) and understanding the system for reporting problems (PRACAProblem Reporting and Correcting Action). They value the spirit of cooperation at KSC and
relate it to the success of the processing of their hardware. In order to improve the level of
knowledge sharing between them and the USA they propose to do additional business together;
promote activities outside of business hours, and have better and more interactions early on in
the Project. They are not sure if their organization offers any kind of knowledge management
training.

4.4.2.3

Case 3 – Russia (SMDP) Findings Interpreted

Russia shares knowledge across the organization thorough the use of meetings and
weekly tag-ups. They are only expected to share knowledge across departments. The available
information technologies at KSC (e-mail, teleconferencing) did not encourage knowledge
sharing more than the usual. The MIP, GSRP, and KSC processing flows helped them in the
planning/processing of their hardware at KSC. If they were to process hardware at KSC again,
they would recommend keeping everything the same. They were not fluent in Export Control
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rules prior to their arrival at KSC, however they attended the training being offered. They were
not aware of knowledge management techniques. Barriers encountered during KSC processing:
obtaining their badge in order to get into KSC. They value the friendliness of the people at KSC.
In order to improve the level of knowledge sharing between them and the USA they propose to
continue working together and promote activities outside of business hours. The only related
knowledge management training is related to documentation management.

4.4.2.4

Findings Across Cases

Attending meetings is seen as the common method for sharing knowledge across the
organizations involved in the cases. Sharing knowledge across departments is not something that
their organization expects them to do; however it is assumed as a management responsibility.
The available information technologies at KSC were found adequate for their use although they
did not encourage knowledge sharing more than the norm. The MIP, GSRP, and KSC
processing flows were useful in helping them plan/process their hardware at KSC. If they were
to process hardware at KSC again, they would help: reinstate resident office, incorporate lessons
learned to date, schedule activities closer, encourage earlier interaction with KSC and/or keep
everything the same. For the most part, they were not fluent in Export Control rules prior to
arrival at KSC although some have attended the training offered at KSC. They believe Export
Control emphasis is on USA and not on the International Partner. In general, none of them are
aware of knowledge management techniques. Barriers encountered during KSC processing
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consisted of initial lack of understanding of KSC processing policies and difficulty on obtaining
their badges in order to get into KSC. They all value the friendliness, spirit of cooperation and
“can-do” attitude of the people at KSC. In order to improve the level of knowledge sharing
between them and the USA they propose to continue working together and promote activities
outside of business hours. The only related knowledge management training is related to
documentation management.

4.4.3

Managerial Implications Identified

Summary of the individual interview responses by Partner are listed in Table 14. The
individual interview analysis showed that a spirit of cooperation helps break down barriers and
promotes knowledge sharing. In addition, these National Partner findings imply, in regards to
management, that the emphasis on Export Control Training has been put in place and that it is
working – project/mission team members understand what not to share with the International
Partners. Specific management implications (from the findings) to the International Partner are
that Export Control rules and regulations from their project/mission team members perspective
are not necessarily understood, thus they stand to lose critical knowledge that may impact their
share of the market.
There are also management implications applicable to both Partners: knowledge sharing
across departments (within country) is not necessarily encouraged. Thus, management needs to
consider that, if the “act of knowledge sharing” is not encouraged nor incentives are put in place
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to promote it, critical knowledge already gained could be lost within the organization that could
impact future project/mission teams.

Table 14.

Major Findings of Individual Interviews Responses

Partner
International Partners

National Partner

Major Findings
1. “Knowledge Management” was not really understood.
Researcher had to explain concept before moving to next
question.
2. Knowledge sharing is basically performed through the use of
assigned mentors.
3. Prefers getting together after work to socialize.
4. Sharing knowledge across departments not necessarily
encouraged.
5. Appreciates Spirit of Cooperation.
1. Although they had heard about “knowledge management”
before, they though to be a fad.
2. Sharing knowledge across departments is not something that
their organization expects them to do; however it is assumed as
a management responsibility.
3. Documentation, and configuration controlled databases was
stressed as the major tool for sharing technical information.
4. Understand export control better (what not to share) than
international partner.
5. Sharing knowledge across departments not necessarily
encouraged.
6. Spirit of Cooperation has had a positive impact to the
International Partners.

4.4.4

Share Results with Experts/Organizations

The opinion of two different individuals that have had extensive experience with
project/mission project teams and International Partners were canvassed in relation to the
individual interview findings. Both of them agreed that documentation was best way to share
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information and that the increase in Export Control training has been due to recent government
fines to local U.S. contractors (they envision that the training has helped project/mission team
members have obtained a better handle on what technical knowledge not to share).
In addition, they agreed that not sharing information across departments was an
organizational design and culture flaw and that in order to remedy it would take lots of time,
resources and commitment from management. They foresee this issue not changing anytime
soon.
4.4.5

Literature Reviewed

Recalling Kelley and Thibault’s (1978) second interdependence theory – individuals who
are influenced by their social and organizational context – reminds us that the social and
organizational context is key for the behavior individuals choose to exercise when knowledge
needs to be shared. Thus, unless management reinforces sharing, it will not happen by itself.
Thus, this research supports that management emphasis on sharing is key for knowledge sharing
across departments. In addition, this research supports that the level of Export Control Training
within a Partner impacts the level of knowledge shared to a different International Partner.

4.4.6

Final Individual Interview Results

Interviewees agreed that knowledge sharing could be more encouraged across
departments, within organizations and within and across project/mission teams much more than
its currently being done.
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4.4.7

Opportunities Identified

This research can be further enhanced by quantitatively analyzing the sociopsychological areas for knowledge sharing such as behaviors, attitudes and social networks in
Large-scale International Space Science Project environments.

4.4.8

Research Enhancements

Enhancements to the research would involve interviewing a larger population across each
of the International Partners in order to obtain a better representation of how knowledge is shared
in a Large-scale International Space Science Project. This would help determine where to place
management emphasis, and would prove particularly helpful to the current and future vision of
space exploration, which is to send manned space vehicles to the moon, Mars and beyond. In
addition, the level of technical interface knowledge shared through the use of individual
interviews can be further studied by increasing the sample size, developing focus groups, and/or
increasing the number of questions originally asked.

4.5 On-line Survey - Pilot Study Data Collection and Analysis

The pilot analysis and associated output is described in this section (reminder that the

only data collection method piloted was the survey). The pilot study was sent to 10 respondents,
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who were given one week to complete it. The response rate came out to be 10/10 or 100%.

4.5.1

Data Entry

The raw data was entered into SPSS (Windows version 11.5) for analysis.

4.5.2

Reliability of the Variables

Reliability of the variables was performed using Cronbach’s alpha (Cα), which was used
to measure the degree of internal consistency within each set of questions for each of the
variables (a Cα threshold greater than .5 was used to determine if the variables were logical and
adequate, Nunnally, 1967; Ahire, et al, 2001). In summary, three out of the 24 variables did not
initially meet the reliability measure threshold, namely:
•

National Culture – Power Distance (NC_PD) = Cα = -.5702,

•

Organizational Culture – Adhocracy Culture (OC_AC) = Cα = .2557, and

•

Export Control Training – Training Frequency (ECT_TF) = Cα = .3936.

All reliability measures for the pilot on-line survey are shown in Table 54. The following
paragraphs address the implications of the three variables whose initial reliability was found low.
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Table 15.
Construct
1. Knowledge
Management
Awareness
(KMA)
2. National
Culture (NC)
3.
Organizational
Culture (OC)
4. Knowledge
Management
Training
(KMT)
5. Information
Technology
Usage (ITU)
6. Export
Control
Training (ECT)
7. Knowledge
Sharing
Practices
(KSP)
8. Knowledge
Sharing
Impacts (KSI)

Reliability Measures for Pilot On-Line Survey
Variables

Questions #

Cα

1. Awareness of best practices – unaided
(KMA-ABPU)
2. Awareness of best practices – aided (KMAABPA)
3. Knowledge of current activities (KMAKCA)
4. Power distance (NC-PD)

1-5

.9000

6-11

.9735

12-16

.5617

17-21

5. Masculinity-Femininity distance (NC-MFD)
6. Clan culture (OC-CC)
7. Adhocracy culture (OC-AC)

22-28
31, 35, 38, 39
34, 37, 41, 44

8. Hierarchical culture (OC-HC)
9. Market culture (OC-MC)
10. Training frequency (KMT-TF)
11. KM understanding (KMT-KMU)
12. Importance given (KMT-IG)

29, 30, 40, 42
32, 33, 36, 43
45-49
50-54
55-59

-.5702 – 1st time
.5017 (re-coding & #19
deleted)
.7931
.6667
.2557 – 1st time
.7500 (#41 deleted)
.5449
.5051
.9526
.6433
.7819

13. Types of IT used within team (ITU-UWT)
14. Frequency of IT used within team (ITUFUWT)
15. Types of IT used outside team (ITU-UOT)
16. Training frequency (ECT-TF)

60-65

.9243

66-71
72-77
78-82

17. Policy understanding (ECT-PU)
18. Importance given (ECT-IG)
19. Knowledge sharing encouragement (KSPE)
20. Knowledge sharing recognition (KSP-R)
21. Knowledge sharing participation (KSP-P)
22. Cost-based (KSI-CB)
23. Market-value based (KSI-MVB)
24. End-product based (KSI-EPB)

83-87
88-92
93-97

.7781
.8961
.3936 – 1st time
.8999 (#82 deleted)
.6250
.7025
.5452

98-102
103-107
108-112
113-117
118-122

.8736
.5250
.6077
.9012
.6380
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4.5.2.1

National Culture – Power Distance (NC_PD)

The National Culture – Power Distance (NC_PD) questions came from Hofstede (1980), thus
understanding the rationale behind the negative reliability was key in understanding any issues
with those sets of questions. Looking at those respective questions:
17.

How would you rate the effort made by management to hear the ideas and opinions of
employees like yourself.
Not
Little
Moderate
Very
Utmost
Important
Importance Importance Important
Importance
1
2
3
4
5

18.

Employees where I work can get a fair hearing for their complaints.
Strongly
Strongly
Disagree
Disagree
Neutral
Agree
Agree
1
2
3
4
5

19.

How frequently, in your work environment, are subordinates afraid to express
disagreement with their superiors?
Never
Seldom
Sometimes
Usually
Always
1
2
3
4
5
It was realized that questions #17 & #18 were designed with:
•

Positive extremes: Utmost Importance and Strongly Agree, with value of 5 –
meaning that the Power Distance is small, and

•

Negative extremes: Not Important and Strongly Disagree, with value of 1–
meaning that the Power Distance is big.

In contrast, question #19 was reversed. The positive extreme – Always, with the value of
5 – indicating that the Power Distance is big and the negative extreme – Never, with the value of
1 – indicating that the Power Distance is small. This is reversed, thus, used the TRANSFORM
RECODE function in SPSS to recode the values in question #19.
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In addition, questions #20 and #21 were not really designed as Likert-type scale
questions; rather, they were designed to be chosen from types of managers listed. Thus, they
needed to be recoded prior to re-running the reliability again. Here are the questions as
originally used:

The descriptions below apply to four different types of managers. First, please read
through these descriptions.
Manager 1
Manager 2
Manager 3

Manager 4

Usually makes his/her decisions promptly and communicates them to
his/her subordinates clearly and firmly. Expects them to carry out the
decisions loyally and without raising difficulties.
Usually makes his/her decisions promptly, but before going ahead, tries to
explain them fully to his/her subordinates. Gives them the reasons for the
decisions and answers whatever questions they may have.
Usually consults with his/her subordinates before he/she reaches his/her
decisions. Listens to their advice, considers it, and then announces his/her
decision. He/she then expects all to work loyally to implement it whether
or not it is in accordance with the advice they gave.
Usually calls a meeting of his/her subordinates when there is an important
decision to be made. Puts the problem before the group and invites a
discussion. Accepts the majority viewpoint as the decision.

20. Now, for the above types of manager, please mark the one you would prefer to work
under.
O
Manager 1
O
Manager 2
O
Manager 3
O
Manager 4
21. And, to which one of the above four types of managers would you say your own
superior most closely corresponds?
O
Manager 1
O
Manager 2
O
Manager 3
O
Manager 4
O
He/she does not resemble any of them.
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Thus, in accordance with Hofstede’s Power Distance nomenclature, the values were recoded as follows:
•

Manager 1 = Power Distance is very Big = Likert scale value of 1

•

Manager 2 = Power Distance is Low = Likert scale value of 3

•

Manager 3 = Power Distance is Big = Likert scale value of 2

•

Manager 4 = Power Distance is very Low = Likert scale value of 4

Making the changes and re-running the reliability, a .2586 value as the reliability measure
for the national culture - power distance was obtained, which is still lower than the threshold of
.5. However, by deleting question #19, which had the most negative correlation in the output, a
reliability measure of .5017 was obtained, thus making the variable’s four remaining questions
reliable.

4.5.2.2

Organization Culture – Adhocracy Culture (OC_AC)

For the Organizational Culture Adhocracy Culture (OC_AC) questions, which came for
Quinn and Cameron, the Cα = .2557 was lower than the .5 threshold. By analyzing the output,
the question that had the most negative correlation (question #41) was deleted and a reliability
measure of .7500 was obtained, thus making the variable’s three remaining questions reliable.
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4.5.2.3

Export Control Training – Training Frequency (ECT_TF)

For the Export Control Training – Training Frequency (ECT_TF) questions with a Cα =
.3936, again, the output was analyzed and the question that had most negative correlation
(question #82) was deleted. Re-running the reliability, a reliability measure of .8999 between the
remaining four questions was obtained, thus making the variable’s four remaining questions
reliable.

4.5.3

Demographics

Based on the size of the pilot study no demographics analysis was conducted. However,
it was performed for the final study.

4.5.4

Factor Analysis (FA)

Factor Analysis (FA) is not designed to test a hypothesis or to tell a researcher whether
one group is significantly different to another (Pallant, 2001). It is a “data reduction” technique.
In this case, it was used to reduce a large number of related variables to a more manageable
number prior to using them in the multiple regression analysis. The analysis followed the design
of the research, which was to factor analyze the first 18 independent variables by themselves and
then the remaining 6 dependent variables by themselves using principal component analysis; this
is the most frequently used method for extracting factors from a set of variables.
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This analysis was carried out in two stages: (1) factor extraction and (2) factor rotation.
The primary objective of the first stage was to make an initial decision about the number of
factors underlying the set of variables. From the 18 independent variables, 5 components were
extracted and from the 6 dependent variables, 2 components were extracted. However, in the
final online survey analysis, both National and Organizational culture variables will not be
included in the factor analysis since including them does not aid in testing their associated
hypothesis.
The goal of the second stage was twofold: (1) to statistically manipulate the results (i.e.,
to rotate factors) in order to make the factors more interpretable and (2) to make final decisions
about the number of underlying factors. Based on the size of the pilot study (n=10) no
interpretation was conducted. However, it was performed for the final study.

4.5.5

Regression Factor Scores

The numerical factor loadings found in the component score coefficient matrix were
multiplied with the associated z score value for each respondent. In other words, the variables
that make up each construct were standardized in order to determine the measure for each
construct. This column of values (which was also obtained as an output in the data editor)
represented the regression factor scores for the associated factor. The regression factor scores
will then be used in the regression analysis (independent variables versus dependent variables) in
order to test the hypothesis.
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4.5.6

Multiple Regression Analysis

Based on the size of the pilot study (n=10) no multiple regression analysis was
conducted. However, it was performed for the final study.

4.5.7

Descriptive Statistics

Based on the size of the pilot study no descriptive statistics (determining the mean,
median and standard deviation for each question) were conducted. However, it was performed
for the final study.

4.5.8

Summary of Pilot Study

Performing a pilot study was very beneficial in flushing out issues associated with the
structure of the survey questions. It helped the researcher in fine-tuning the data analysis
method and tools and it provided experience in data manipulation that proved itself invaluable
when the final data was acquired.

4.6

On-Line Survey – Final Study Data Collection and Analysis

Lessons learned from the pilot survey were incorporated into the final survey, which was
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sent to 80 respondents and given 4 weeks to complete it. However, due to the slow response
rate, another 4 weeks were given to fill out the survey. At the end of the 8 weeks, 47 completed
surveys were collected. Therefore, the response rate was 47/80 or approximately 60%.

4.6.1

Data Entry

The raw data was entered into SPSS (Windows version 11.5) for analysis.

4.6.2

Demographics Summary

A total of 47 online surveys were collected. The completed surveys contained 24 from
the United States, 16 from Canada, 6 from Italy and 1 from Japan (see figure 13).
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International Partners Participation in Online Survey
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Figure 13.

International Partners Participation in Online Survey

Of those that responded, 39 were male and 8 were female (see figure 14).
Gender Composition of Online Survey Respondents
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Figure 14.

Gender Compositions of Online Survey Respondents
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Their primary function was engineering (23 respondents) followed closely by
management/project management (21 respondents – see figure 15).
Primary Function of Online Survey Respondents
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Figure 15.

Primary Functions of Online Survey Respondents

The majority had at least a Bachelors degree (22), followed by Masters (17). At the low
end were those that had a Ph.D. (4), followed by those having just a technical degree (2) and
only one just with a high school diploma (see figure 16).
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Figure 16.

Education Levels of Online Survey Respondents

Their age group was the same in both of the 31-40 and 41-50 categories with 18
respondents in each. With only 8 respondents in the 51-60 age group and only three in the 61 &
over group (see figure 17).
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Age Group of Online Survey Respondents
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Figure 17.

Age Group of Online Survey Respondents

The demographic figures above show that although great care was taken to send the
survey to an equally proportionate number of males and females across the international partners,
that the majority of the respondents were male and from the USA. The researcher is not sure
why this came out the way it did, a possible explanation can be that males are more willing to
reply to a request sent to them by another male than that of a female, however, no data was
researched to support this explanation. In addition, a high level of respondents had graduate
school completed, which supported the fact that their age depicts a very experienced
engineering/management sample.
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4.6.3

Reliability of the Variables

Reliability of the variables was performed using Cronbach’s alpha (Cα), which was used
to measure the degree of internal consistency within each set of questions for each of the 24
variables (a Cα threshold greater than .5 was used to determine if the variables were logical and
adequate, Nunnally, 1967; Ahire, et al, 2001). Questions that were not loading the variable
properly were excluded from the variable. For variables with low reliability low, their “withinsubject” responses were not as consistent as those with the higher Cα values. In summary, three
out of the 24 variables did not initially meet the reliability measure threshold, namely:
•

National Culture – Power Distance (NC_PD) = Cα = .3101,

•

Organizational Culture – Hierarchical Culture (OC_HC) = Cα = .1697, and

•

Information Technology Usage – Frequency of IT used within team
(ITU_FUWT) = Cα = .2228.

Interesting enough, only the National Culture – Power Distance variable was found
initially low in reliability in both the pilot and final on-line survey. However, back then, there
was no obvious indication that this variable needed re-structuring and thus was left alone.
All reliability measures for the on-line survey are shown in Table 16. The following
paragraphs addresses the three variables whose initial reliability was found low.
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Table 16.
Construct

Reliability Measures for On-Line Survey
Variables

Questions #

Initial Cα

Final Cα

Reliability
Conclusions

1. Knowledge
Management
Awareness
(KMA)
2. National
Culture (NC)
3.
Organizational
Culture (OC)
4. Knowledge
Management
Training
(KMT)
5. Information
Technology
Usage (ITU)

6. Export
Control
Training (ECT)
7. Knowledge
Sharing
Practices
(KSP)
8. Knowledge
Sharing
Impacts (KSI)

1. Awareness of best practices –
unaided (KMA-ABPU)
2. Awareness of best practices – aided
(KMA-ABPA)
3. Knowledge of current activities
(KMA-KCA)
4. Power distance (NC-PD)
5. Masculinity-Femininity distance
(NC-MFD)
6. Clan culture (OC-CC)
7. Adhocracy culture (OC-AC)
8. Hierarchical culture (OC-HC)
9. Market culture (OC-MC)
10. Training frequency (KMT-TF)
11. KM understanding (KMT-KMU)
12. Importance given (KMT-IG)
13. Types of IT used within team
(ITU-UWT)
14. Frequency of IT used within team
(ITU-FUWT)

15. Types of IT used outside team
(ITU-UOT)
16. Training frequency (ECT-TF)
17. Policy understanding (ECT-PU)
18. Importance given (ECT-IG)
19. Knowledge sharing
encouragement (KSP-E)
20. Knowledge sharing recognition
(KSP-R)
21. Knowledge sharing participation
(KSP-P)
22. Cost-based (KSI-CB)
23. Market-value based (KSI-MVB)
24. End-product based (KSI-EPB)

1-5

.8797

.8797

Used as is

6-11

.6904

.6904

Used as is

12-16

.8024

.8024

Used as is

17-21

.3101

.5740

Only deleted
question #20

22-28
31, 35, 38, 39
34, 37, 41, 44
29, 30, 40, 42

.6488
.8870
.8245
.1697

.6488
.8870
.8245
.4822

32, 33, 36, 43
45-49
50-54

.8388
.8057
.7696

.8388
.8057
.7696

Used as is
Used as is
Used as is
Only deleted
question #29
Used as is
Used as is
Used as is

55-59
60-65

.7971
.7494

.7971
.7494

Used as is
Used as is

66-71

.2228

Three out of
five questions
deleted before
reaching .5506
reliability

Variable
deleted

72-77
78-82
83-87
88-92
93-97

.7595
.9160
.8305
.8818
.8068

.7595
.9160
.8305
.8818
.8068

Used as is
Used as is
Used as is
Used as is
Used as is

98-102

.9510

.9510

Used as is

103-107

.7554

.7554

Used as is

108-112
113-117
118-122

.7912
.7692
.8985

.7912
.7692
.8985

Used as is
Used as is
Used as is
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4.6.3.1

National Culture - Power Distance (NC_PD)

A Cronbach-alpha value of .3101 was initially found for the National Culture – Power
Distance variable even after performing the re-coding mentioned in section 4.4.2.1. However, by
deleting question #20, which had the most negative correlation in the output, a reliability
measure of .5740 was achieved, thus making the variable’s four remaining questions reliable.

4.6.3.2

Organizational Culture - Hierarchical Culture (OC_HC)

A Cronbach-alpha value of .1697 was initially found for the Organizational Culture –
Hierarchical Culture variable. However, by deleting question #29, which had the most negative
correlation in the output, a reliability measure of .4822 was achieved (which still did not meet the
.5 established criteria). However, since these questions have already been validated in a different
survey by Yeung (1999), it was decided that the value of .4822 was a sufficiently reliable
measure for the variable’s three remaining questions.

4.6.3.3

Information Technology Usage - Frequency of IT Used Within Team (ITU_FUWT)

A Cronbach-alpha value of .2228 was initially found for the Information Technology
Usage - Frequency of IT Used Within Team variable. However, a positive reliability measure of
.5506 was not found until three questions that had the most negative correlation in the output;
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namely, questions #68, #66, and #67 were deleted from the variable. Since only two questions
remained and the number of respondents was dramatically low for this variable, it was decided
that there was not sufficient data available to have it included in the analysis, thus the variable
was removed.

4.6.4

Factor Analysis (FA)

Factor Analysis (FA) is not designed to test a hypothesis or to tell a researcher whether
one group is significantly different to another (Pallant, 2001). It is a “data reduction” technique.
In this case, it was used to reduce a large number of related variables to a more manageable
number prior to using them in the multiple regression analysis. The analysis followed the design
of the research, however, the analysis excluded the variables for National and Organizational
culture (the reason for this will be explained further in section 4.6.7 and 4.6.9), thus the
remaining 11 independent variables were factor analyzed by themselves and then the remaining
6 dependent variables by themselves using principal component analysis which is the most
frequently used method for extracting factors from a set of variables.
This analysis was carried out in two stages: (1) factor extraction and (2) factor rotation.
The primary objective of the first stage was to make an initial decision about the number of
factors underlying the set of variables. From the 11 independent variables, 3 components were
extracted (see Table 18) and from the 6 dependent variables, 1 component was extracted (see
Table 25).
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The goal of the second stage was twofold: (1) to statistically manipulate the results (i.e.,
to rotate factors) in order to make the factors more interpretable and (2) to make final decisions
about the number of underlying factors.

4.6.5

4.6.5.1

Factor Analysis (FA) for Independent Variables

Factor Extraction Procedure and Interpretation of Output

The Factor Extraction Procedure is listed in detail in Appendix C. The following steps
were performed in order to interpret the output.
Step 1
The Independent Variable Correlation Matrix table (see Appendix D) output was
analyzed to make sure correlation coefficients of .3 (and above) were present which indicated the
matrix was factorable. In addition, the KMO value was above .6 (KMO = .717), and the
Bartlett’s test was significant (p=.000), (see table 17) therefore factor analysis is appropriate.

Table 17.

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) and Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity Values

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling
Adequacy.
Bartlett's Test of
Sphericity

Approx. Chi-Square
Df
Sig.

.717
230.318
55
.000
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Step 2
In order to determine how many components (factors) to “extract,” Kaiser’s criterion was
used, meaning only interested in factors having an eigenvalue of 1 or more. To determine how
many components met this criterion, the “total variance explained” (see table 18) was analyzed
by scanning down the values provided in the first set of columns labeled “initial eigenvalues”,
where the eigenvalues for each component is listed. In this research, only three components
recorded eigenvalues above 1 (4.486, 1.942, 1.073). Component 1 explains 40.783 % of the
variance, component 2 explains 17.653 % of the variance, and Component 3 explains 9.754 % of
the variance. These three components explained a total of 68.190 per cent of the variance of the
observed variables (see Cumulative % column).
Table 18.

Total Variance Explained
Initial Eigenvalues

Component
1

Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings

Total
4.486

% of Variance
40.783

Cumulative %
40.783

Total
4.486

% of Variance
40.783

Cumulative %
40.783

2

1.942

17.653

58.437

1.942

17.653

58.437

3

1.073

9.754

68.190

1.073

9.754

68.190

4

.755

6.863

75.053

5

.679

6.171

81.224

6

.631

5.734

86.959

7

.412

3.745

90.704

8

.387

3.520

94.224

9

.284

2.580

96.804

10

.226

2.050

98.854

11

.126

1.146

100.000

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
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Step 3
The components extracted were verified with the scree plot (see figure 18) provided by
the SPSS output. The scree plot is analyzed by scanning for a change (or elbow) in the plot
(Catell, 1966). Only components above this point are retained. In this analysis, there is a clear
break between the third and fourth components. Components 1 through 3 explain or capture
much more of the variance that the remaining components. From this plot, it is recommended
retaining (extracting) only the first three components.

Scree Plot
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4

3

Eigenvalue

2

1

0
1

2

3

4

5

6

Component Number
Figure 18.

Scree Plot for Independent Variables
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Step 4
The final piece of output provided in this first part of the analysis is the Component
Matrix (see table 19). This table shows the loadings of each of the items on the three original
components. From this table one can see that most of the items load quite strongly (above .4) on
the first component, then on the second and minimally on the third. This supports the conclusion
from the scree plot to retain only the first three factors for further investigation.

Table 19.

Component Matrix
Component
1

Knowledge Management Training –
Importance Given (KMT_IG)
Export Control Training – Policy Understanding
(ECT_PU)
Information Technology Usage – Types of IT
Used Outside of Team (ITU_UOT)
Export Control Training – Importance Given)
(ECT_IG)
Knowledge Management Awareness –
Knowledge of Current Activities (KMA_KCA)
Knowledge Management Awareness – KM
Understanding (KMT_KMU)
Knowledge Management Awareness –
Awareness of Best Practices - Aided
(KMA_ABPA)
Export Control Training – Training Frequency
(ECT_TF)
Knowledge Management Training – Training
Frequency (KMT_TF)
Information Technology Usage – Types of IT
Used Within Team (ITU_UWT)
Knowledge Management Awareness –
Awareness of Best Practices - Unaided
(KMA_ABPU)
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
a 3 components extracted.

2

3

.764
.709

-.416

.661

.497

.636

-.490

.627

.487

.612

.445

.611
.608

-.600

.599
.591
.583
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.587
.575

Once the number of factors has been determined, the next step is to try to interpret them.
To assist in this process the factors are “rotated.” This does not change the underlying solution,
but rather it represents the pattern of loadings in a manner that is easier to interpret.
In this analysis, three components were extracted and rotated. Rotation methods used
were Varimax, Quartimax and Equamax:
•

Varimax Rotation – developed by Kaiser (1958), focuses on maximizing the
differences between the squared pattern/structure coefficients on a factor (i.e.,
focuses on a column perspective), (Thompson, 2004).

•

Quartimax Rotation – focuses on simple structure primarily from the perspective
of rows (i.e., variables across the factors), (Thompson, 2004).

•

Equamax – is a compromise between Varimax and Quartimax methods
(Thompsone, 2004).

After each rotation, the numerical factor loadings found in the component score
coefficient matrix is multiplied with the associated z score value for each respondent. In other
words, the variables that make up each component are standardized in order to determine the
measure for each component. This column of values (which is also obtained as an output in the
SPSS data editor) represented the regression factor scores for the associated factor (or
component) for each of the rotation methods used.
Depending on the rotation method selected, those regression factor scores will then be
used in the regression analysis (independent variables versus dependent variables) in order to test
the hypothesis. This is done such that the selected regression scores are matched to the method
of rotation used.
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4.6.5.2

Factor Rotation Procedure and Interpretation of Output

The Factor Rotation Procedure is listed in detail in Appendix E. The following steps
were performed to interpret the output.
In the table labeled Total Variance Explained (see table 20), the reader will notice that the
distribution of the variance explained has been adjusted more evenly after rotation. Component
1 now explains 28.216 % of the variance, component 2 explains 22.207 % of the variance, and
Component 3 explains 17.767 % of the variance. The total variance explained (68.190 %)
remains the same.

Table 20.

Total Variance Explained
Rotation Sums of Squared Loadings

Component
1
2
3

Total
3.104

% of Variance
28.216

Cumulative %
28.216

2.443

22.207

50.423

1.954
17.767
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.

68.190

The Varimax, Quartimax, and Equamax Rotated Component Matrixes with the associated
rotated factor score loadings are shown on table 21, table 22, and table 23, respectively. All
rotations load the same variables but with different factor scores. The main loadings on
Component 1 are the two knowledge management variables, namely awareness and training
(KMA_KCA, KMA_ABPU, KMT_KMU, KMT_IG, KMA_TF, and KMA_ABPA).
Component 2 loaded the export control training variables (ECT_TF, ECT_IG, and ECT_PU),
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and Component 3 loaded the information technology usage variables (ITU_UWT and
ITU_UOT) as well as the knowledge management awareness variable – awareness of best
practices – unaided (KMA_ABPA).
Once the variables that load the components were identified, we interpret them by asking:
Are the correlations among the variables consistent with the hypothesized structure? In this
research, the hypothesized structure identified both knowledge management awareness and
knowledge management training to be independent variables, whereas the factor structure in
component 1 indicated that they are not. But in contrast, together they explained most of the
variance with 28.216%, which is a measure of importance in the research.
Hence, the hypotheses that were developed independently for each were combined into
one, which is still within the bounds of the hypothesized theory. The new combined hypothesis
that is introduced replaced the two independent hypotheses as follows:
H1+4 = The more aware the project/mission teams are of current Knowledge Management
best practices & training, the higher the level of knowledge sharing between
partners. [KM Awareness & Training]
The hypothesized structure identified in the export control training variables was
strengthened by the results in the factor structure in component 2. Not only did they hold
together as a variable, they were the second highest variable that explained the variance in the
observed variables with 22.207%.
The hypothesized structure identified the information technology usage variables were
also strengthened by the results in the factor structure in component 3 by having them sick
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together. However, the inclusion of the KMA_ABPA variable was not accounted for in the
hypothesized structure and cannot be easily be interpreted with the IT variable.

Table 21.

Varimax Rotated Component Matrix
Component
1

Knowledge Management Awareness – Knowledge of
Current Activities (KMA_KCA)
Knowledge Management Awareness – Awareness of
Best Practices - Unaided (KMA_ABPU)
Knowledge Management Training – KM
Understanding (KMT_KMU)
Knowledge Management Training – Importance Given
(KMT_IG)
Knowledge Management Training – Training
Frequency (KMT_TF)
Export Control Training – Training Frequency
(ECT_TF)
Export Control Training – Importance Given (ECT_IG)

2

3

.797
.794
.751
.717
.670
.888

.839
Export Control Training – Policy Understanding
.798
(ECT_PU)
Information Technology Usage – Types of IT Used
.867
Within Team (ITU_UWT)
Information Technology Usage – Types of IT Used
.826
Outside of Team (ITU_UOT)
Knowledge Management Awareness – Awareness of
.463
.488
Best Practices - Aided (KMA_ABPA)
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a Rotation converged in 5 iterations.
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Table 22.

Quartimax Rotated Component Matrix
Component
1

Knowledge Management Awareness – Awareness of
Best Practices - Unaided (KMA_ABPU)
Knowledge Management Awareness – Knowledge of
Current Activities (KMA_KCA)
Knowledge Management Training – KM
Understanding (KMT_KMU)
Knowledge Management Training – Importance Given
(KMT_IG)
Knowledge Management Training – Training
Frequency (KMT_TF)
Knowledge Management Awareness – Awareness of
Best Practices - Aided (KMA_ABPA)
Export Control Training – Training Frequency
(ECT_TF)
Export Control Training – Importance Given (ECT_IG)

2

3

.804
.802
.760
.751
.676
.509

.442
.890

.836
Export Control Training – Policy Understanding
.793
(ECT_PU)
Information Technology Usage – Types of IT Used
.850
Within Team (ITU_UWT)
Information Technology Usage – Types of IT Used
.801
Outside of Team (ITU_UOT)
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. Rotation Method: Quartimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a Rotation converged in 4 iterations.
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Table 23.

Equamax Rotated Component Matrix
Component (Factor)
1

Knowledge Management Awareness – Knowledge of
Current Activities (KMA_KCA)
Knowledge Management Awareness – Awareness of
Best Practices - Unaided (KMA_ABPU)
Knowledge Management Training – KM
Understanding (KMT_KMU)
Knowledge Management Training – Importance Given
(KMT_IG)
Knowledge Management Training – Training
Frequency (KMT_TF)
Export Control Training – Training Frequency
(ECT_TF)
Export Control Training – Importance Given (ECT_IG)

2

3

.793
.788
.746
.702
.666
.887

.839
Export Control Training – Policy Understanding
.799
(ECT_PU)
Information Technology Usage – Types of IT Used
.871
Within Team (ITU_UWT)
Information Technology Usage – Types of IT Used
.832
Outside of Team (ITU_UOT)
Knowledge Management Awareness – Awareness of
.443
.505
Best Practices - Aided (KMA_ABPA)
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. Rotation Method: Equamax with Kaiser Normalization.
a Rotation converged in 5 iterations.

The results of the output obtained in the analysis above can be presented as follows:
The 11 independent variables of knowledge management were subjected to Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) using SPSS. Prior to performing PCA, the suitability of data for
factor analysis was assessed. Inspection of the Correlation Matrix revealed the presence of many
coefficients of .3 and above (see Appendix D). The Kaiser-Meyer-Oklin value was .717,
exceeding the recommended value of .6 (Kaiser, 1979) and the Barlett’s Test of Sphericity
(Bartlett, 1954) reached statistical significance, supporting the factorability of the correlation
matrix.
Principal components analysis revealed the presence of three components with
eigenvalues exceeding 1, explaining 68.190 % of the variance in the observed variables. An
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inspection of the scree plot revealed a clear break after the third component. Using Catell’s
(1966) scree test, it was decided to retain the same three components for further investigation.
To aid in the interpretation of these three components, Varimax, Quartimax, and Equamax
rotation was performed.
The distribution of the variance explained among the three components was adjusted after
rotation. Component 1, labeled KM A&T – for Knowledge Management Awareness & Training
explained 28.216 % of the variance, Component 2, labeled ECT – for Export Control Training
explained 22.207 % of the variance, and Component 3, labeled ITU – for Information
Technology Usage explained 17.767 % of the variance. The total variance explained (68.190 %)
did not change after rotation. All rotated solutions presented in tables 21, 22, and 23, revealed
strong loadings on the variables noted and the presence of simple structure (Thurstone, 1947)
with the exception of one variable: Knowledge Management Awareness – Awareness of Best
Practices Aided (KMA_ABPA), which loaded both Knowledge Management Awareness &
Training and Information Technology Usage variables. Overall, the analysis helped strengthen
the hypothesized structure for knowledge management awareness and training, export control
training, and information technology usage as they pertain to knowledge sharing in a large-scale
international space science project. However, the inclusion of the KMA_ABPA variable was not
accounted for in the hypothesized structure and cannot be easily interpreted in the Information
Technology Usage variable.
In addition, since Knowledge Management Awareness & Knowledge Management
Training factors were combined into one component, the hypotheses that were developed
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independently for each were combined into one, which is within the bounds of the hypothesized
theory. Hence, the new hypothesis is introduced as follows:
H1+4 = The more aware the project/mission teams are of current Knowledge Management
best practices & training, the higher the level of knowledge sharing between
partners. [KM Awareness & Training]

4.6.6

4.6.6.1

Factor Analysis (FA) for Dependent Variables

Factor Extraction Procedure and Interpretation of Output

Factor extraction on the 6 dependent variables was performed using the same procedure
as the one for factor extraction on the 11 independent variables (see Appendix C). The following
steps were performed in order to interpret the output.
Step 1
Looking into the Dependent Variable Correlation Matrix table (see Appendix F), made
sure that correlation coefficients of .3 and above were present. Also checked that the KaiserMeyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy (KMO) value was .6 or above and that Barlett’s
Test of Sphericity value was significant (that is, the value should be .05 or smaller). In this
analysis, the KMO value was .755, and the Bartlett’s test is significant (p=.000), (see table 24),
therefore factor analysis is appropriate.
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Table 24.

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) and Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity Values

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling
Adequacy.
Bartlett's Test of
Sphericity

.755

Approx. Chi-Square

105.436

Df

15

Sig.

.000

Step 2
In order to determine how many components (factors) to “extract,” Kaiser’s criterion was
used, thus only interested in factors having an eigenvalue of 1 or more. To determine how many
components met this criterion, the “total variance explained” table (see table 25) was analyzed
by scanning down the values provided in the first set of columns labeled “initial eigenvalues,”
where the eigenvalues for each component are listed. In this research, only one component
recorded eigenvalues above 1 (3.229). The sole component explained 53.813 % of the variance
found in the observed variables.

Table 25.

Total Variance Explained
Initial Eigenvalues

Component
1

Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings

Total
3.229

% of Variance
53.813

Cumulative %
53.813

2

.960

16.001

69.814

3

.744

12.404

82.218

4

.535

8.919

91.138

5

.282

4.704

95.842

6

.250

4.158

100.000

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
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Total
3.229

% of Variance
53.813

Cumulative %
53.813

Step 3
The only component extracted was verified using the scree plot provided by the SPSS
output (see figure 19). The scree plot is analyzed by scanning for a change (or elbow) in the
plot. Only components above this point are retained. In this analysis, there is a clear break
between the first and second components. The first Component explains or captures much more
of the variance than the second component.

Scree Plot
3.5

3.0

2.5

2.0

1.5

Eigenvalue

1.0

.5
0.0
1

2

3

4

Component Number
Figure 19.

Scree Plot for Dependent Variables
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5

6

Step 4
The Component Matrix (see table 26) shows the loadings of each of the variables on the
component. From this table one can see that all of the items load quite strongly (above .4) on the
first component. This supports the conclusion from the scree plot to retain only the first
component for further investigation.

Table 26.

Component Matrix
Componen
t
1

Knowledge Sharing Practices – Participation
(KSP_P)
Knowledge Sharing Practices – Encouragement
(KSP_E)
Knowledge Sharing Impacts – Cost-Based
(KSI_CB)
Knowledge Sharing Impacts – Market -Value Based
(KSI_MVB)
Knowledge Sharing Practices – Recognition
(KSP_R)
Knowledge Sharing Impacts – End-Product Based
(KSI_EPB)
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
a 1 components extracted.

4.6.6.2

.837
.820
.803
.653
.630
.622

Factor Rotation Procedure and Interpretation of Output

Once the number of factors has been determined, the next step is to try to interpret them.
To assist in this process the factors are “rotated.” This does not change the underlying solution,
but rather it represents the pattern of loadings in a manner that is easier to interpret. In this
analysis, the components were going to be rotated using the same procedure as that used for
factor rotation on the independent variables (Appendix E). However, since only one component
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was extracted, the solution cannot be rotated. In addition, the two variables were combined into
one for the regression analysis.
The results of the output obtained in the analysis can be presented as follows:
The 6 dependent variables of knowledge sharing practices and knowledge sharing
impacts were subjected to Principal Component Analysis (PCA) using SPSS. Prior to
performing PCA the suitability of data for factor analysis was assessed. Inspection of the
dependent variable correlation matrix revealed the presence of many coefficients of .3 and
above. The Kaiser-Meyer-Oklin value was .755, exceeding the recommended value of .6
(Kaiser, 1979) and the Barlett’s Test of Sphericity (Bartlett, 1954) reached statistical
significance, supporting the factorability of the correlation matrix.
Principal components analysis revealed the presence of only one component with
eigenvalue exceeding 1 (3.229), explaining 53.813 % of the variance in the observed variables.
An inspection of the scree plot revealed a clear break after the first component. Using Catell’s
(1966) scree test, it was decided to retain only the first component for further investigation.
Since only one component was extracted, the solution could not be rotated to aid in the
interpretation, thus Varimax, Quartimax, nor Equamax rotation was performed.
Once the variables that load the components were identified, they were interpreted. In
order to do so, the researcher asks the following question: Are the correlations among the
variables consistent with the hypothesized structure? In this research, the hypothesized structure
identified both knowledge sharing practices and knowledge sharing impacts variables to be
correlated and thus were combined into one. The analysis supported this by having the variables
stick together in the factor structure for component 1, labeled KS P&I – for Knowledge Sharing
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Practices and Impacts, as well as having them explain 58.813% of the variance. This helped
strengthen the hypothesized structure for knowledge sharing as it pertains to a large-scale
international space science project. In addition, for regression analysis these two variables were
combined into one.
Once the output was interpreted, hypothesis testing was conducted. Due to the nature of
and complexity of the national and organizational constructs, hypothesis testing was separated
into three sections, namely: All constructs except National & Organizational Culture (see
section 4.6.6); National Culture (see section 4.6.8); and Organizational Culture (see section
4.6.10).

4.6.7

Hypothesis Testing – All Constructs Except National & Organizational Culture

In order to test the hypothesis (using the regression factor scores from the Equamax
output) the independent variable regression factor scores were regressed against the dependent
variable regression factor scores (regression procedure is listed in detail in Appendix G). In
addition, even though the knowledge sharing practices factor was combined with the knowledge
sharing impacts factor (see section 4.6.5), their individual variables were regressed in order to
test its hypothesis. Once the regression is performed, we assess the statistical significance of the
regression and test the null hypothesis that the multiple R (or variance) in the population equals
zero. This is achieved by analyzing the F-value and p-value in the ANOVA tables 27 and 28.
More specifically, table 27 displays the results of the regression between the Information
Technology Usage independent variable (associated with the “higher the IT Usage within a
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project/mission team, the higher the level of knowledge sharing between partners” – hypothesis
H5), the Export Control Training independent variable (associated with the “more emphasis a
project/mission team gives to Export Control Training, the higher the level of knowledge sharing
between partners” – hypothesis H6), and the Knowledge Management Awareness & Training
independent variable (associated with the “more aware the project/mission teams are of current
KM best practices and training, the higher the level of knowledge sharing between partners” –
hypothesis H1,4) to the Knowledge Sharing Practices & Impacts dependent variable. Whereas
Table 28 displays the results of the regression between the Knowledge Sharing Impacts
independent variable to the Knowledge Sharing Practices dependent variable (associated with the
“higher the usage of KM practices within a project/mission team, the higher the level of
knowledge sharing impacts to the project/mission team).

Table 27.

Model
1

ANOVA – Information Technology Usage, Export Control Training, Knowledge
Management Awareness & Training

Regression
Residual

Sum of
Squares
13.594
32.406

Df
3

Mean Square
4.531

43

.754

Total

F
6.012

Sig.
.002(a)

46.000
46
a Predictors: (Constant), Information Technology Usage, Export Control Training, Knowledge Management
Awareness & Training
b Dependent Variable: Knowledge Sharing Practices & Impacts
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Table 28.

Model
1

ANOVA – Knowledge Sharing Impacts
Sum of
Squares
Regressio
n
Residual

Df

Mean Square

17.591

1

17.591

28.409

45

.631

F

Sig.

27.863

.000(a)

Total

46.000
46
a Predictors: (Constant), Knowledge Sharing Impacts
b Dependent Variable: Knowledge Sharing Practices

4.6.7.1

F – Test and p – value

Step 1: Assess statistical significance (for Table 27)
In this case, using the F – Test, F(3, 43) = 6.012, which differs significantly from zero.
This indicates that these combinations of predictors significantly combine together to predict
“knowledge sharing practices and knowledge sharing impacts”.
In addition, the model reaches statistical significance (Sig = 0.002, which means the pvalue is less than .005, p <.005). In other words, this indicates that the combination of these
independent variables significantly predicts the “knowledge sharing practices and knowledge
sharing impacts” dependent variable, thus the regression is significant and supports the
hypothesized theory for hypotheses H1,4, H6, and H5.

Step 1: Assess statistical significance (for Table 28)
In this case, using the F – Test, F(1, 45) = 27.863, which differs significantly from zero.
This indicates that the “knowledge sharing impacts” independent variable significantly combine
to predict the “knowledge sharing practices” dependent variable.
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In addition, the model reaches statistical significance (Sig = 0.000, which means the pvalue is less than .005, p <.005). In other words, this indicates that the independent variable
significantly predicts the “knowledge sharing practices” dependent variable, thus the regression
is significant and supports the hypothesized theory for hypothesis H7.

Note: The p-value (p) represents a decreasing index of the reliability of a result (Brownlee,
1960). The higher the p-value, the less we can believe that the observed relationship
between the variables in the sample is a reliable indicator of the relationship between the
respective variables in the population.

4.6.7.2

Beta, t value and Sig. Value

Step 2: Evaluate each of the independent variables (for Table 27)
Next we want to understand which of the variables included in the model contributed to
the prediction of the dependent variable the most. We find this information in the Coefficients
table (see table 29).
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Table 29.

Coefficients – Regression Factor Scores

Model

1

(Constant)

Unstandardized
Coefficients
Std.
B
Error
1.577E-16
.127

Standardized
Coefficients

t

Sig.

Beta
.000

1.000

.304

2.372

.022

.361
.128
.361
Information Technologies Usage
.270
.128
.270
(ITU)
a Dependent Variable: Knowledge Sharing Practices & Impacts (KS P&I)

2.820

.007

2.112

.041

Knowledge Management
Awareness & Training (KM A&T)
Export Control Training (ECT)

.304

.128

While ignoring any negative signs out the front we look for the largest beta value down
the Beta column (under Standard Coefficients). The variable with the largest value makes the
strongest unique contribution to explaining the dependent variable, when the variance explained
by all other variables in the model is controlled for. In this case, the export control training
regression factor score positively explains the dependent variable regression factor score
(knowledge sharing practices and impacts) the best (hypothesis H6), followed by knowledge
management awareness and training (hypothesis H1,4), and then by information technology usage
(hypothesis H7).
Now, for each of these variables, we check the value in the columns marked t and Sig. to
determine whether this variable is making a statistically significant contribution to the equation
for predicting knowledge sharing practices and impacts. This is dependent on which variables
are included in the equation, and how much overlap there is among the independent variables.
If the Sig. value is less than .05 (.01, .0001, etc.), then the variable is making a significant
unique contribution to the prediction of the dependent variable. If greater than .05, then we
conclude that the variable is not making a significant unique contribution to the prediction of the
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dependent variable (which may be due to an overlap with other independent variables in the
model). In this case, all three variables Sig. value is less than .05, thus each of the variables are
making a significant contribution to the prediction of knowledge sharing practices and impacts in
a large-scale international space science project.

Step 2: Evaluate each of the independent variables (for Table 28)
Here again we want to understand whether the variable included in the model contributed
to the prediction of the dependent variable. We find this information in the Coefficients table
(see table 30).

Table 30.

Coefficients – Knowledge Sharing Practices & Impacts Variables

Model

1

(Constant)

Unstandardized
Coefficients
Std.
B
Error
-7.958E-16
.116

Standardized
Coefficients

t

Sig.

Beta

Knowledge
.618
.117
Sharing Impacts
a Dependent Variable: Knowledge Sharing Practices

.618

.000

1.000

5.279

.000

In this case, the knowledge sharing impacts variable strongly contributes to explaining
the knowledge sharing practices variable with the Sig. value being zero. Thus, knowledge
sharing impacts makes a significant contribution to the prediction of knowledge sharing practices
(hypothesis H7) in a large-scale international space science project.
Thus, we fail to reject the following null hypotheses:
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H1+4 = The more aware the project/mission teams are of current Knowledge Management
best practices & training, the higher the level of knowledge sharing between
partners. [KM Awareness & Training – see tables 27 & 29]
H5 =

The higher the Information Technology Usage within a project/mission team, the
higher the level of knowledge sharing between partners. [Information
Technology Usage – see tables 27 & 29]

H6 =

The more emphasis a project/mission team gives to Export Control Training, the
higher the level of knowledge sharing between partners. [Export Control Training
– see tables 27 & 29]

H7 =

The higher the usage of Knowledge Management practices within a
project/mission team, the higher the level of knowledge sharing impacts to the
project/mission team [Knowledge Sharing Practices – see tables 28 & 29].

Note: The “Standardized” in the coefficient table means that the values for each of the different
variables have been converted to the same scale so that they can be compared. If we
were interested in constructing a regression equation, then we would use the
“Unstandardized” coefficient values listed under “B”. However, since regression factor
scores were used in this case, they are both the same.

4.6.7.3

R Square and Adjusted R Square Value

Step 3: Evaluating the model (for Table 27)
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Looking in the associated Model Summary table (see table 31) and checking the value
given under the heading R Square tells a researcher how much of the variance in the dependent
“knowledge sharing practices and knowledge sharing impacts” variable is explained by the
model. In this case, this means that the model explains 29.6% of the variance in the dependent
variable.

Table 31.

Model
1

Model Summary – Regression Factor Scores

R
.544(a)

R Square
.296

Adjusted R
Square
.246

Std. Error of
the Estimate
.86812310

a Predictors: (Constant), ITU, ECT, KM A&T
b Dependent Variable: KS P&I

SPSS also provides an Adjusted R Square value in the output. When a small sample is
involved (as is in this case), the R square value in the sample tends to be a rather optimistic
overestimation of the true value in the population (see Tabachnick and Fidell, 1996, pg. 164).
The Adjusted R square statistic “corrects” this value to provide a better estimate of the true
population value. Since this research has a small sample, we can consider reporting that 24.6%
of the variance in knowledge sharing practices and impacts variable can be predicted from the
combination of knowledge management awareness and training, export control training and
information technology usage variables.

Step 3: Evaluating the model (for Table 28)
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Looking in the associated Model Summary table (see table 32) and checking the value
given under the heading R Square tells a researcher how much of the variance in the dependent
“knowledge sharing practices” variable is explained by the model. In this case, this means that
the model explains 38.2% of the variance in the dependent variable.

Table 32.

Model
1

Model Summary – Knowledge Sharing Practices & Impacts Variables

R
.618(a)

R Square
.382

Adjusted R
Square
.369

Std. Error of
the Estimate
.79455771

a Predictors: (Constant), Knowledge Sharing Impacts

Here again, since this research has a small sample, we can consider reporting that 36.9%
of the variance in knowledge sharing practices can be predicted from knowledge sharing
impacts.

4.6.7.4

Multicollinearity and Singularity Assumptions

This refers to the relationship among the independent variables. Multicollinearity exists
when the independent variables are highly correlated (r=.7 and above). Singularity occurs when
one independent variable is actually a combination of other independent variables (Pallant,
2001). From the Pearson correlations between the independent variables in the model (see table
33), one can see that the independent variables are not very highly correlated with each other
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(largest value is r = .5), thus the assumption that Multicollinearity is not present is validated and
therefore all variables are retained.

Table 33.

Pearson
Correlation

Sig. (1-tailed)

N

Correlations
KS P&I
1.000

KM A&T
.304

ECT
.361

ITU
.270

KM A&T

.304

1.000

.000

.000

ECT

.361

.000

1.000

.000

ITU

.270

.000

.000

1.000

KS P&I

KS P&I

.

.019

.006

.033

KM A&T

.019

.

.500

.500

ECT

.006

.500

.

.500

ITU

.033

.500

.500

.

KS P&I

47

47

47

47

KM A&T

47

47

47

47

ECT

47

47

47

47

ITU

47

47

47

47

In addition, Tabachnick and Fidell (1996) say to check for the independent variables to
show at least some relationship with the dependent variable (preferably above .3). The
correlations listed in table 69 show all independent variables having approximately a .3
correlation with the dependent variable.

4.6.7.5

Outliers, Normality, Linearity, Homoscedasticity and Independence of Residuals

Assumptions

One of the ways that a researcher can check for Outliers, Normality, Linearity,
Homoscedasticity, and Independence of Residuals assumptions is by inspecting the Residuals
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Scatterplot and the Normal Probability Plot of the regression standardized residuals that were
requested as part of the analysis.
The Normal Probability Plot is shown in figure 20, here we are hoping that the points will
lie in a reasonably straight diagonal line from bottom left to top right (this would suggest no
major deviations from normality). Analyzing figure 20, no deviations from normality can be
seen.

Normal P-P Plot of Regression
Standardized Residuals
1.00

Expected Cum Prob

.75

.50

.25

0.00
0.00

.25

.50

.75

1.00

Observed Cum Prob
Figure 20.

Normal Probability Plot

In the Scatter plot (figure 21) of the standardized residuals we are hoping that the
residuals will be roughly rectangular distributed (which in this case they are), with most of the
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scores concentrated in the center (along the 0 point). What we don’t want to see is a clear or
systematic pattern to the residuals (e.g., curvilinear, or higher on one side than the other).
Deviations from a centralized rectangle suggest violation of the Homoscedasticity assumption –
that the band enclosing the residuals is approximately equal in width at all values of the predicted
dependent variable (Tabachnick and Fidell, 1996).

Scatterplot
Standardized Residuals
Regression Standardized Residual

3

2

1

0

-1

-2
-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

Regression Standardized Predicted Value
Figure 21.

Scatterplot

The presence of outliers can also be detected from the Scatterplot. Tabachnick and
Fidell, 1996, define outliers as cases that have a standardized residual (as displayed in the
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scatterplot) of more than 3.3 or less than –3.3. With large samples, it is not uncommon to find a
number of outlying residuals. However, in this case, there were no outliers present.
Inspecting the Mahalanobis distances that are produced by the multiple regression
program in SPSS can also check outliers. These do not appear in the output, but instead are
presented in the data file as an extra variable at the end of the data editor. Tabachnick and Fidell,
1996, recommend identifying which cases are outliers with the critical chi-square value, using
the number of independent variables as the degrees of freedom and an alpha level of .001.
For this research, the Mahalanobis distances found in the data editor were compared
against the chi-square (χ2) value of 16.266 (Tabachnick and Fidell, 1996, Chi-Square Table C.4
with alpha = .001 and 3 degrees of freedom) and found none of the values were exceeded,
indicating no outliers.

4.6.8

National Culture

Regression factor scores were originally computed for both National Culture and
Organizational Culture (to be discussed in section 4.6.10), however, after much thought, these
scores were not telling the researcher anything about the difference in National Culture Distance
(specifically as it pertains to Power Distance and Masculinity-Femininity Distances) that would
aid in answering the original hypothesis, namely:
H2 = The greater the National Culture distance between partners, the lower the level of
knowledge sharing between partners.
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4.6.8.1

Power Distance Index

The reason given in the proposal for not using Hofstede’s (2001) equation for
measuring a power distance index was that the author had used coefficients that would be hard to
prove where they originally came from; for instance, Hofstede’s equation for calculating Power
Distance Index (PDI) was:
•

PDI = 135 – 25 *(mean score of question #19) - (percentage of respondents which
choose manager 3 in question #20) + (percentage of respondents who answered 1
or 2 in question #21), where:

•

Question #19 related to the perception that employees are afraid to express
disagreement with their superiors,

•

Question #20 related to the employee’s perception that their boss tends to take
decisions in an autocratic (Manager Type 1) or persuasive/paternalistic way
(Manager Type 2), and

•

Question #21 related to the employee’s preference for anything but a consultative
(Manager Type 3) style of decision-making in their boss; that is, they choose an
autocratic (Manager Type 1), persuasive/paternalistic (Manager Type 2), or a
democratic style (Manager Type 4).

Hofstede mentions that the constant value of 135 was added to give the country index
values a range between zero (small power distance) and 100 (large power distance). Where the
theoretical range for his data was –90 (no one is afraid in question #19, everyone prefers
manager 3 in question #20, and no one chooses manager 1 or 2 in question #21) to 210 (where
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everyone is afraid, no one prefers manager 3, and all managers are either type 1 or type 2). In
addition, the coefficient of 25 was added in order to make the range, and therefore their
contribution to the PDI, which was roughly equal to the range in percentage values of questions
#20 and #21.
However, after having gathered the data, the researcher re-evaluated Hofstede’s approach
and used it but with the researchers’ own data. Thus, the data was broken down into the different
respondents by country (see figure 22) and by country power distance (see table 70), where for
Case 1 – Canada, 16 respondents from Canada and 9 from America were obtained; for Case 2 –
Italy, 6 respondents from Italy and 15 from America were obtained; and for Case 3 – Russia, no
respondents from either partner were obtained. Notice that in figure 22 shows 1 respondent from
Japan, this was the only respondent received from a set of 20 names the survey was originally
sent to. Even though Japan was not one of the Cases studied, the researcher (during the time of
the study) attended a Japanese Technical Interchange Meeting as part of his normal work duties
and was able to obtain a list of names (10 Japanese and 10 Americans) that were involved with
the processing of the Japanese H-II Transfer Vehicle (HTV). Out of the 20 names that received
the survey, only 1 responded. Notice that the Japanese respondent was not used in the power
distance index calculation due to the having only one single data point.
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Figure 22.

Composition of On-line Survey Respondents

Table 34.

Power Distance Indexes by Country

Country
Italy
Canada
USA

PDI
60
59
63

Hofstede’s PDI
(for reference only)
50
39
40

Once the Power Distances were obtained, it was originally thought that a correlation
between the individual country’s “knowledge sharing practices and knowledge sharing impacts”
variable against the USA’s “knowledge sharing practices and knowledge sharing impacts”
variable could be achieved in order to help determine whether the magnitude of the power
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distance between the USA and a particular International Partner can be significant enough as to
make a determination on the level of knowledge sharing between them.
However, these comparisons were later found to be statistically invalid due to
comparisons being performed between un-matched data sets. In other words, correlation could
only be done within groups (i.e., males vs. females) of the same data and not across groups (i.e.,
Italians vs. Americans), as was originally intended. Thus, staying within the realm of the
previous literature search, the researcher re-wrote the national culture hypothesis to read as
follows:
H2 =

The National culture of a partner impacts the level of knowledge sharing within
the partner.

This way, a correlation analysis could be achieved between the national culture variables
and the knowledge sharing variables within a partner.

4.6.8.2

Masculinity – Femininity Distance Index

Again, the reason given in the proposal for not using Hofstede’s (2001) equation for
measuring Masculinity-Femininity Distance (MAS) index was that the author had used
coefficients that would be hard to prove where they originally came from, for instance,
Hofstede’s equation for calculating MAS was:
•

MAS = 76 – 66 *(mean score of question #22) + 60*(mean score of question #23)
+ 30*(mean score of question #28) – 39*(mean score of question #26), where:
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•

Question #22 related to the opportunity for high earnings,

•

Question #23 related to working with people who cooperate well,

•

Question #28 related to employment security, and

•

Question #26 related to the opportunity for advancement.

In this case, Hofstede mentions that the MAS constant and coefficients were obtained
through a linear regression computation. Since these values could not be replicated, the
researcher used the same concept but utilizing the researcher’s case study data. Thus, the data
was broken down into the same respondents by individual country (see previously shown figure
22) and the Masculinity-Femininity Distances for each country were then computed (see table
35). Again, the Japanese respondent was not used due to the having only one single data point.

Table 35.
Country
Italy
Canada
USA

Masculinity-Femininity Index (MAS) by Country
MAS
39
64
78

Hofstede’s MAS
(for reference only)
70
52
62

Once the Masculinity-Femininity distances were obtained, it was originally intended to
correlate the individual country’s “knowledge sharing practices and knowledge sharing impacts”
variable against the USA’s “knowledge sharing practices and knowledge sharing impacts”
variable could be achieved in order to help determine whether the magnitude of the power
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distance between the USA and a particular International Partner can be significant enough as to
make a determination on the level of knowledge sharing between them.
As explained in the previous section, this correlation could not be statistically valid.
Thus, the following sections will describe the hypotheses testing associated with national culture
using Pearson’s correlation analysis between the national culture variables and the knowledge
sharing variables for each of the different partners by themselves.

4.6.9

4.6.9.1

Hypothesis Testing – National Culture

Correlation Analysis – USA’s National Culture variables vs. USA’s Knowledge

Sharing Variables
The USA’s National Culture variables vs. the USA’s Knowledge Sharing variables
correlations are shown in Table 36. This table shows that a statistically significant correlation
lies between USA’s Knowledge Sharing Impacts and USA’s Knowledge Sharing Practices
variables, r(24)=.743, p=.000.
However, the national culture variables are not correlated at all with those of knowledge
sharing.
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Table 36.

USA – National Culture vs. Knowledge Sharing Correlations
USA
NC_PD

USA NC_PD

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

USA NC_MAS

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

USA KSP

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

USA KSI

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

USA
NC_MAS

USA KSP

USA KSI

1

.074

.036

.109

.

.732

.868

.611

24

24

24

24

.074

1

.119

-.080

.732

.

.579

.709

24

24

24

24

.036

.119

1

.743(**)

.868

.579

.

.000

24

24

24

24

.109

-.080

.743(**)

1

.611

.709

.000

.

24

24

24

24

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

4.6.9.2

Correlation Analysis – Canada’s National Culture vs. Canada’s Knowledge Sharing

Variables

Canada’s National Culture variables vs. Canada’s Knowledge Sharing variables
correlations are shown in Table 37. This table shows that there is a significant correlation
between Canada’s Knowledge Sharing Impacts and Canada’s Knowledge Sharing Practices
variables, r(16)=.665, p=.005, and between the Masculinity/Femininity variable and Knowledge
Sharing Practices, r(16)=.562, p=.024. Thus, we at least have one of the national culture
variables being correlated with that of knowledge sharing.
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Table 37.

Canada – National Culture vs. Knowledge Sharing Correlations
Canada
NC_PD

Canada
NC_PD

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Canada
NC_MAS

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Canada KSP

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Canada KSI

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Canada
NC_MAS

Canada
KSP

Canada
KSI

1

-.311

.020

-.004

.

.241

.941

.989

16

16

16

16

-.311

1

.562(*)

.079

.241

.

.024

.771

16

16

16

16

.020

.562(*)

1

.665(**)

.941

.024

.

.005

16

16

16

16

-.004

.079

.665(**)

1

.989

.771

.005

.

16

16

16

16

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

4.6.9.3

Correlation Analysis – Italy’s National Culture variables vs. Italy’s Knowledge Sharing

Variables

Italy’s National Culture variables vs. Italy’s Knowledge Sharing variables correlations
are shown in Table 38. This table shows that there is no significant correlation between any of
variables.
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Table 38.

Italy – National Culture vs. Knowledge Sharing Correlations
Italy
NC_PD

Italy
NC_PD

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Italy
NC_MAS

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Italy KSP

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Italy KSI

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

4.6.9.4

Italy
NC_MAS

Italy KSP

Italy KSI

1

-.792

.604

.310

.

.060

.204

.550

6

6

6

6

-.792

1

-.256

.104

.060

.

.624

.845

6

6

6

6

.604

-.256

1

.432

.204

.624

.

.393

6

6

6

6

.310

.104

.432

1

.550

.845

.393

.

6

6

6

6

Summary of Correlation Analysis between National Culture vs. Knowledge Sharing

Variables within Partners

Restating the revised national culture null hypothesis:
H2 =

The National culture of a partner impacts the level of knowledge sharing within
the partner. [National Culture]

The only statistically significant correlation found within the USA is between USA’s
Knowledge Sharing Practices and USA’s Knowledge Sharing Impacts, r(24)=.743, p=.000.
Thus, we can reject the null hypothesis that there is an association between the National Culture
of the USA and that of its knowledge sharing norms.
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In other hand, two statistically significant correlations were found for Canada. The first
was between Canada’s Knowledge Sharing Practices and Canada’s Knowledge Sharing Impacts:
r (16)=. 665, p=. 005 and the second between Canada’s Masculinity/Femininity and Canada’s
Knowledge Sharing Practices: r (16)=. 562, p=. 024. In the later case, since there is some
relationship between the level of Masculinity/Femininity of the Canadian National culture to that
of its knowledge sharing practices, we conclude it partially supports the hypothesis. In regards
to Italy, there were no correlations between Italy’s National Culture and Knowledge Sharing
variables. Thus, we reject the null hypothesis. However, the following limitation with this
research is offered - the small sample size and the lack of data to examine variables across
cultures prevents drawing any conclusions about the impact of national culture on knowledge
sharing within a large-scale international space science project.

4.6.10 Organizational Culture
As mentioned in the previous section, the computed Organizational Culture factor scores
originally obtained were not telling the researcher anything about the difference in
Organizational Culture Distance that would aid in answer the original hypothesis, namely:
H3 = The greater the Organizational Culture distance between partners, the lower the
level of knowledge sharing within the partner.
The Organizational culture questions were obtained from Yeung, et al. (1999). However,
unlike Hofstede, no equation nor methodology on how to compare the results were provided,
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only that the question was segmented in the four organizational culture types, which indicates the
extent to which the employee values the following items:
•

Clan Culture (questions #31, #35, #38, & #39) – was related to the employee’s
empowerment to act; participate in open discussion; ability to assesses concerns
and ideas; and human relations, teamwork, cohesion.

•

Adhocracy Culture (questions #34, #37, #41, & #44) – was related to flexibility,
decentralization; innovation, change; expansion, growth, development; and
creative problem solving processes in the work area.

•

Hierarchical Culture (questions #29, #30, #40, & #42) – was related to control,
centralization; predictable performance outcomes; stability, continuity, order;
routine, formalization and structure.

•

Market Culture (questions #32, #33, #36, & #43) – was related on being task
focused, accomplishments, goal achievement; efficiency, productivity,
profitability; outcome, excellence, quality; and direction, objective setting, and
goal clarity.

In order to obtain a value from organizational culture questions, for each country,
organizational country answers were averaged per country then summed individually.
For instance, the Clan Culture Organizational sum was calculated as follows:
= (mean of question #31) + (mean of question #35) + (mean of question #38) +
(mean of question #39).

Table 39 shows the organizational culture values calculated for each of the partners.
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Table 39.

Organizational Culture Values of Partners

Organizational
Culture
Clan Culture
Adhocracy
Culture
Hierarchical
Culture
Market Culture
Total:

USA
13
13

Canada
12
13

Italy
10
10

13

12

11

14
53

15
52

11
42

Once the Organizational Values were obtained, it was originally thought that a
correlation between the individual country’s “knowledge sharing practices and knowledge
sharing impacts” variable against the USA’s “knowledge sharing practices and knowledge
sharing impacts” variable could be achieved in order to help determine whether the magnitude of
the power distance between the USA and a particular International Partner can be significant
enough as to make a determination on the level of knowledge sharing between them.
However, after consultation with the statistics professor of the researcher’s committee, it
was understood that such correlation would be a statistical violation of the continuous variables.
In other words, correlation could only be done within groups (i.e., males vs. females) of the same
data and not across groups (i.e., Italians vs. Americans), as was originally intended. After much
dialogue, it was agreed that such comparisons could not be statistically valid. Thus, staying
within the realm of the previous literature search, the researcher re-wrote the organizational
culture hypothesis to read as follows:
H3 =

The Organizational culture of a partner impacts the level of knowledge sharing
within the partner.
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This way, a correlation analysis could be achieved between the organizational culture
variables and the knowledge sharing variables within a partner. The following sections will
describe the hypothesis testing associated with organizational culture using Pearson’s correlation
analysis between the organizational culture variables and the knowledge sharing variables for
each of the different partners by themselves.

4.6.11 Hypothesis Testing – Organizational Culture

4.6.11.1

Correlation Analysis – USA’s Organizational Culture vs. USA’s Knowledge Sharing

Variables

USA’s Organizational Culture variables vs. USA’s Knowledge Sharing variables
correlations are shown in Table 40. This table shows the same significant correlation between
USA’s Knowledge Sharing Impacts and USA’s Knowledge Sharing Practices variables,
r(24)=.743, p=.000 as mentioned in the previous national culture section. Although correlation
between some of the organizational culture variables was found, none of them correlated with
the knowledge sharing variables.
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Table 40.

USA – Organizational Culture vs. Knowledge Sharing Correlations
USA
OC_CC

USA
OC_CC

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

USA
OC_AC

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

USA
OC_HC

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

USA
OC_MC

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

USA KSP

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

USA KSI

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

USA
OC_AC

USA
OC_HC

USA
OC_MC

USA KSP

USA KSI

1

.772(**)

.219

.701(**)

-.064

.018

.

.000

.305

.000

.767

.932

24

24

24

24

24

24

.772(**)

1

.044

.749(**)

-.106

.057

.000

.

.837

.000

.622

.793

24

24

24

24

24

24

.219

.044

1

.338

.161

.271

.305

.837

.

.106

.452

.200

24

24

24

24

24

24

.701(**)

.749(**)

.338

1

.034

.204

.000

.000

.106

.

.874

.338

24

24

24

24

24

24

-.064

-.106

.161

.034

1

.743(**)

.767

.622

.452

.874

.

.000

24

24

24

24

24

24

.018

.057

.271

.204

.743(**)

1

.932

.793

.200

.338

.000

.

24

24

24

24

24

24

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

4.6.11.2

Correlation Analysis – Canada’s Organizational Culture vs. Canada’s Knowledge

Sharing Variables

Canada’s Organizational Culture variables vs. Canada’s Knowledge Sharing variables
correlations are shown in Table 41. This table shows the same significant correlation between
Canada’s Knowledge Sharing Impacts and Canada’s Knowledge Sharing Practices variables
r(16)=.665, p=.005. Here again, correlation between some of the organizational culture variables
was found, however, none of them correlated with the knowledge sharing variables.
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Table 41.

Canada – Organizational Culture vs. Knowledge Sharing Correlations
Canada
OC_CC

Canada
OC_CC

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Canada
OC_AC

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Canada
OC_HC

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Canada
OC_MC

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Canada KSP

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Canada KSI

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Canada
OC_AC

Canada
OC_HC

Canada
OC_MC

Canada
KSP

Canada
KSI

1

.640(**)

.702(**)

.602(*)

-.257

-.416

.

.008

.002

.014

.336

.109

16

16

16

16

16

16

.640(**)

1

.715(**)

.848(**)

.004

-.209

.008

.

.002

.000

.988

.437

16

16

16

16

16

16

.702(**)

.715(**)

1

.690(**)

.205

-.136

.002

.002

.

.003

.446

.615

16

16

16

16

16

16

.602(*)

.848(**)

.690(**)

1

-.122

-.360

.014

.000

.003

.

.651

.171

16

16

16

16

16

16

-.257

.004

.205

-.122

1

.665(**)

.336

.988

.446

.651

.

.005

16

16

16

16

16

16

-.416

-.209

-.136

-.360

.665(**)

1

.109

.437

.615

.171

.005

.

16

16

16

16

16

16

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

4.6.11.3

Correlation Analysis – Italy’s Organizational Culture vs. Italy’s Knowledge Sharing

Variables
Italy’s Organizational Culture variables vs. Italy’s Knowledge Sharing variables
correlations are shown in Table 42. Here again, correlation between some of the organizational
culture variables was found, however, none of them correlated with the knowledge sharing
variables.
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Table 42.

Italy – Organizational Culture vs. Knowledge Sharing Correlations
Italy
OC_CC

Italy
OC_CC

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Italy
OC_AC

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Italy
OC_HC

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Italy
OC_MC

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Italy KSP

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Italy KSI

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Italy
OC_AC

Italy
OC_HC

Italy
OC_MC

Italy KSP

Italy KSI

1

.879(*)

.281

.934(**)

.511

.254

.

.021

.590

.006

.301

.627

6

6

6

6

6

6

.879(*)

1

.474

.856(*)

.701

.029

.021

.

.342

.030

.120

.957

6

6

6

6

6

6

.281

.474

1

.530

.417

-.069

.590

.342

.

.280

.411

.897

6

6

6

6

6

6

.934(**)

.856(*)

.530

1

.660

.404

.006

.030

.280

.

.154

.427

6

6

6

6

6

6

.511

.701

.417

.660

1

.432

.301

.120

.411

.154

.

.393

6

6

6

6

6

6

.254

.029

-.069

.404

.432

1

.627

.957

.897

.427

.393

.

6

6

6

6

6

6

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

4.6.11.4

Summary of Correlation Analysis between Organizational Culture vs. Knowledge

Sharing Variables
Restating the organizational culture null hypothesis:
H3 =

The Organizational culture of a partner impacts the level of knowledge sharing
within the partner.
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For USA, although some correlation within USA’s organizational culture variables and
within its knowledge sharing and impacts variables were found, none of the organizational
culture variables correlated with the knowledge sharing practices and impacts variables. Thus,
we can reject the null hypothesis that there is an association between the Organizational Culture
of the USA and that of its knowledge sharing norms.
For Canada, although some correlation within Canada’s organizational culture variables
and within its knowledge sharing and impacts variables were found, none of the organizational
culture variables correlated with the knowledge sharing practices and impacts variables. Thus,
we can reject the null hypothesis that there is an association between the Organizational Culture
of Canada and that of its knowledge sharing norms.
For Italy, although some correlation within Italy’s organizational culture variables were
found; there were none found within its knowledge sharing and impacts variables. In addition,
none of the organizational culture variables correlated with the knowledge sharing practices and
impacts variables. Thus, we can reject the null hypothesis that there is an association between
the Organizational Culture of Italy and that of its knowledge sharing norms. However, the
following limitation with this research is offered - the small sample size and the lack of data to
examine variables across cultures prevents drawing any conclusions about the impact of
organizational culture on knowledge sharing within a large-scale international space science
project.

4.6.12 Findings Interpreted
Export Control Training makes the strongest contribution to knowledge sharing followed
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by knowledge management awareness and training and then information technology usage.
Thus, Management needs to continue to support the export control training on a regular basis,
especially prior to the start of a project/mission team associated with an International Partner.
Failure to do so can slow the technical interface interaction between partners. Knowledge
Management Awareness and Training needs to be driven down the organization from the top in
order to benefit from the knowledge gained during the processing of an International Partner’s
flight hardware. And although Information technologies are being used, other commercially
available sources are not apparently well known within the ground processing community.
Management needs to encourage the project/mission teams to explore different ways to share
information between them in order to improve knowledge sharing.
We conclude that an International Partner’s level of National Culture does not play a
significant role in the knowledge sharing norms of that partner. Management, however, should
be sensitized to the cultural differences of an International Partner. In the researcher’s opinion,
seeking to understand where the partners are coming from goes a long way in mitigating future
interface and technical knowledge sharing issues.
We also conclude that the level of Organizational Culture of an International Partner does
not play a significant role to the knowledge sharing norms of that partner. Management,
however, should be sensitized to the organizational differences of an International Partner. In the
researcher’s opinion, seeking to understand where the partners’ are coming from goes a long way
in mitigation future interface and technical knowledge sharing issues.
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4.6.13 Managerial Implications Identified

The analysis supports five out of the seven hypotheses:
H1+4 = The more aware the project/mission teams are of current Knowledge Management
best practices & Training, the higher the level of knowledge sharing between
partners. [KM Awareness & Training]
H5 =

The higher the Information Technology Usage within a project/mission team, the
higher the level of knowledge sharing between partners. [Information
Technology Usage]

H6 =

The more emphasis a project/mission team gives to Export Control Training, the
higher the level of knowledge sharing between partners. [Export Control
Training]

H7 =

The higher the usage of Knowledge Management practices within a
project/mission team, the higher the level of knowledge sharing impacts to the
project/mission team.

The analysis rejects the following hypothesis for the National Partner (USA) and Italian
International Partner.
H2 =

The National culture of a partner impacts the level of knowledge sharing within
the partner. [National Culture]

However, there is some relationship between the level of Masculinity/Femininity of the
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Canadian National culture to that of its knowledge sharing practices, thus we conclude partial
support to the null hypothesis for the Canadian International Partner since it correlated one out of
two previously defined national culture variables.
The analysis rejects the following hypothesis for the National Partner (USA) and both
the Canadian and Italian International Partners.
H3 =

The Organizational culture of a partner impacts the level of knowledge sharing
within the partner.

4.6.14 Share Results with Experts/Organizations

The opinion of three current project/mission team members (all from the National
Partner) whom has had dealings with International Partners was canvassed in relation to the
survey findings. They all seemed to agree with the first “non-culture” hypotheses findings;
however, the results of both the national and organizational culture hypotheses generated a lively
discussion surrounding their specific experiences dealing with International Partners. Basically,
one of them did not agree with the findings at all, another appeared incredulous and the last
agreed with them at times but not generically. The majority of the experience from the expert
who did not agree came from years of dealings with Italians. This particular expert opinionated
that Italian culture is one of open sharing and that it was very clear to him that culture (both
National & Organizational) played a key role in knowledge sharing. In the other hand, the
majority of the experience from the expert who appeared incredulous came from dealings with
Germans and Italians. This particular expert did not believe that culture should have anything to
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do with sharing technical interface knowledge. In his experience, the responsibilities were
clearly defined and as such the partners understood their role in sharing their technical details in
order to accomplish the mission. Lastly, the majority of the experience from the expert who
agreed with the findings but not generically came from dealings with Canadians (which included
some Russian and Indian ex-patriots). This particular expert opinionated that the personality of
the project manager would be a better leading indicator of the level of knowledge shared in a
project. His experience based had mixed results on the successfulness of a project manager, and
thus felt that the findings may be more suited to a specific case (i.e., to those that actually took
the survey) rather to be made to the generic case. The researcher postulates that the valid
opinions of this small set of experts are biased on two counts - their experience base and their
cultural point of view. However, they merit consideration for future research.

4.6.15 Literature Reviewed

Literature supporting that the level of Export Control Training, Knowledge
Management Awareness and Training, and Information Technology Usage within a
project/mission team provides a higher level of knowledge sharing between partners was not
found in the academic journals, nor that the usage of Knowledge Management practices within a
project/mission team provides a higher level of knowledge sharing impacts to the project/mission
team. Hence, the findings indicate new additions to the body of knowledge surrounding
knowledge sharing in large-scale internationals space science projects.
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4.6.16 Final Survey Results

Export Control Training, Knowledge Management Awareness and Training, and
Information Technology Usage within a project/mission team provides a higher level of
knowledge sharing between partners in a Large-scale International Space Science Project
(LISSP) environment.
Knowledge Management practices within a project/mission team provides a higher level
of knowledge sharing impacts to the team in a Large-scale International Space Science Project
(LISSP) environment.
There is partial support that the level of Masculinity/Femininity of the Canadian National
culture impacts the level of knowledge sharing within itself in a Large-scale International Space
Science Project (LISSP) environment, since the Power Distance measure did not correlate to the
Canadian knowledge sharing practices.

4.6.17 Opportunities Identified

The level of technical interface knowledge shared through the use of surveys can be
further studied by increasing the sample size and improving upon the survey questions originally
asked.

4.6.18 Research Enhancements
Enhancements to the research would involve sending the survey to a larger population
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across each of the International Partners, which would include all types of personnel (i.e., design,
development, manufacturing) and not just personnel associated with ground processing of the
Partner’s payload. In addition, other constructs would be researched, hypothesized and added to
the survey in order to test whether any other factors contribute to the level of knowledge shared
between partners.

4.7 Descriptive Statistics

Descriptive statistics are provided in Appendix H.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS

With increased political pressures due to limited financial resources coupled with
technical competition on a global level, the pursuit of international collaboration in Large-scale
International Science Projects (LISPs) is foreseen to be a future requirement rather than a desire.
In general, only projects exceeding $1 Billion U.S. are considered LISPs, so sheer size
commands attention, and because they are so costly and visible, failure can lead to significant
scientific, financial and political consequences. In addition, sharing knowledge in such
environments (without transferring key technologies) poses a potential treat to National Security
while maintaining a scientific and commercial advantage.
This research tackled the question of how is technical interface knowledge shared in a
Large-scale International Space Science Projects (LISSPs) and tried to determine what critical
success factors and/or barriers existed in such environment; where technical interface knowledge
was defined as the technical knowledge required for the means of interaction between two
systems, disciplines, and/or groups and technical knowledge was defined as the knowledge
required for understanding the details of a system, discipline and/or group (Webster Dictionary,
2001).
The research methodology was based on analyzing past (retrospective) case study data
via analyzing relevant documentation, interviewing key individuals and surveying ground
processing personnel associated with three different cases of flight hardware recently processed
at the Kennedy Space Center, Florida and subsequently flown to the International Space Station.
These cases were as follows:
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•

Case 1 (Mission UF-1, launched on December 5, 2001): The Multi-Purpose
Logistics Module (MPLM), built by International Partner Italy. The MPLM is a
pressurized module that carries to orbit a combination of stowage racks and
platforms that contain (depending on the mission) different sets of crew supplies,
avionic hardware, spare parts for the International Space Station, Orbiter supplies
and experiment hardware.

•

Case 2 (Mission UF-2, launched on June 5th, 2002): The Space Station Remotely
Manipulated System (SSRMS) Wrist/Roll Joint spare, built by International
Partner Canada. The Wrist/Roll Joint was a spare for the Canadian built Robot
arm, which during a previous on-orbit operation had failed and needed to be
replaced prior to commencing critical robotic arm functions.

•

Case 3 (Mission UF-2, launched on June 5th, 2002): The Service Module Debris
Panels (SMDPs), built by International Partner Russia. The SMDPs are
protective panels to be installed around the Russian Service Module in order to
decrease the probability of a puncture from a micrometeoroid hit.

The documentation analysis revealed that two documents, the Mission Integration Plan
(MIP) and the Ground Safety Data Package (GSDP), assist in the knowledge sharing process
between partners and that frequent document reviews between International Partners assist in
providing the right information and clearing any interpretation issues. In informal discussions,
office managers attribute having key personnel responsible (who move from one mission to the
next) as the main factor in maintaining knowledge sharing consistent between missions.
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The individual interview analysis showed that a spirit of cooperation has proven itself
key to promoting knowledge sharing. In addition, from a National Partner perspective, the
increased emphasis on Export Control Training is working – project/mission team members
understand what not to share with the International Partners. Specific management implications,
to the International Partner, are that Export Control rules and regulations from their
project/mission team members perspective are not necessarily understood, thus they stand to lose
critical knowledge that may impact their share of the market. There are also management
implications applicable to both Partners: knowledge sharing across departments (within country)
is not necessarily encouraged. Thus, management needs to consider that, if the “act of
knowledge sharing” is not encouraged nor incentives are put in place to promote it, critical
knowledge already gained could be lost within the organization that could impact future
project/mission teams.
The survey analysis showed that five out of the seven hypothesized factors – Knowledge
Management Awareness, Knowledge Management Training, Export Control Training,
Information Technology Usage and Knowledge Sharing practices proved themselves to be
significant in sharing technical interface knowledge in a LISSP, with Export Control Training
having the most impact, followed by KM Awareness & Training (originally separate factors but
combined into one after the factor score analysis) and then followed by Information Technology
Usage. The remaining two factors – National Culture and Organizational Culture did not prove
themselves to be significant in predicting the level of knowledge shared within a Partner. This,
the researcher thinks, may be in part due to the National and Organizational culture being
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difficult constructs to measure as well as the sample size obtained (per country) not being large
enough. Thus, the answer to the research question:
•

How is technical interface knowledge shared in a large-scale international space
science project environment?

can be described as follows:
Technical interface knowledge in a Large-scale International Space Science Project
(LISSP) is being shared through the use of configuration-controlled documentation which makes
use of key personnel (that move from mission to mission) to help maintain consistency and that
is available to NASA and all of its International Partners and associated contractors. In addition
to documentation, numerous technical interchange meetings, design reviews, informal
exchanges, etc. (either in person or through the use of information technologies) are being used
to share technical interface knowledge between the Partners. This level of sharing can be
attributed to the level of export control training along with the level of knowledge management
awareness/training that the project/mission team members have had along with the usage of
available information technologies.
A summary of findings is provided in table 43.
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5.1

Table 43.

Overall Summary of Findings

Overall Summary of Findings

Research Tool
Documentation
Review

Individual
Interviews

Survey

Overall Findings

Findings Across Cases – Strength
• Configuration Controlled
• Available to all International Partners
• Key expert’s information available on
signature sheets
• Available configuration controlled
documentation helped in getting them
ready for KSC processing
• Appreciate spirit of cooperation, can-do
attitude of KSC personnel
• Successful hardware processing supports
that knowledge has been shared
• 4 out of 6 Hypotheses supported
Export Control Training leads to
increased knowledge sharing
KM Awareness & Training leads to
knowledge sharing
Increased IT usage leads to increased
knowledge sharing
KM Practices leads to KM impacts
• Documentation is useful in sharing
knowledge across International Partners
• Spirit of Cooperation has shown to be a
key factor in the knowledge sharing
process across International Partners
• From the factors tested, the level of Export
Control Training has the most impact to
knowledge sharing across International
Partners, followed by the level of
Knowledge Management Awareness &
Training and then Information Technology
Usage
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Findings Across Cases –
Weaknesses
• References not hyper-linked
• Lessons learned not incorporated
into either document after mission
completion
• Knowledge management not
readily understood or thought to
be a fad
• Sharing knowledge across
departments not encouraged
• KSC needs to work on scheduling
activities closer to each other
• 2 out of 6 Hypotheses not
supported
National Culture of a partner
not an indicator of
knowledge sharing within
the partner
Organizational Culture of a
partner not an indicator of
knowledge sharing within
the partner
• Opportunities exist to improve
existing documentation between
International Partners
• Knowledge Management has yet
to receive full support from
Management across the
International Partners
• Neither National Culture nor
Organizational Culture were
significant indicators of
Knowledge Sharing within each
of the Partners tested

5.2

Framework and Critical Success Factors for Knowledge Sharing in LISSPs

The framework for knowledge sharing in LISSP was found to comprise of four factors
that, together, assist in the sharing of technical interface knowledge across members of a
project/mission team associated in a LISSP. For this framework to be successful, management
needs to follow and implement the following roadmap throughout the entire organization in
order to successfully achieve the project/mission objectives:
•

Emphasize export control training,

•

Develop knowledge management awareness and training,

•

Facilitate and encourage information technology usage, and

•

Emphasize assisting and sharing knowledge with the International Partners.

Critical success factors are listed in figure 23 followed by the framework/model in figure 24.

Critical Success Factors/Barriers:
• Export Control Training
• KM Awareness/Tra ining
• Information Tec hno logy Usage
• Spirit of Cooperatio n

Figure 23.

Knowledge Sharing Practices:
• Increased understanding of
export control limitations
• Increased knowledge sharing
• Promoted IT tools for sharing

Knowledge Sharing Impacts:
Successful processing of hardware:
• Cost-based
• Market-value based
• End-product based

Critical Success Factors/Barriers for KS in a LISSP
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Framework/Model of Critical Success Factors/Barriers for KS in a LISSP
Spirit of
Coope ration

National
National
Partner
National
Partner
Partner

Export
Control
Training

KM
Awareness/
Training

Create

Information
Technology
Usage

Resource

Apply

Organize

International
International
Partners
Partner

Share
Knowledge Management

KS Practices
KS Impacts
End Product

Figure 24.

Framework/Model for Knowledge Sharing in a LISSP

The framework/model suggests that – to successfully share knowledge in a Large-scale
International Space Science Project environment comprised of multiple partners – Export
Control Training, Knowledge Management Awareness & Training and Information Technology
Usage need to be in place as well as a Spirit of Cooperation between the Partners; ensuring their
presence will result in Knowledge Sharing Practices that lead to measurable impact and the
successful achievement of the project/mission (or end product) which is to successfully process
the International Partner flight hardware.
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5.3

Recommendation for Incorporating Knowledge Sharing in LISSPs

Practical implications for increased knowledge sharing to the International Space Station
project is the reduction of technical interface issues, reduction in miscommunication, and
reduction of missed schedule milestones between the International partners. Therefore,
knowledge sharing needs to be continually driven down and inside the organization from the top
of the organization. It should be brought up constantly, to remind people of its importance, and
it should be praised at every organizational gathering. Management should look into rewarding
those who share in order to promote its growth among the organization. Failure to do so can
have a significant impact to the reduction of an organization’s valuable know-how.
In addition, Export Control Training needs to be required prior to the start of any
project/mission teams dealing with international partners with current refresher training given at
predetermined intervals. Knowledge Management Awareness and associated training needs to
be conducted on a regular basis to promote sharing and make the organization and
project/mission teams aware of the different types of tools (including Information Technology
tools) available.
In regards to the spirit of cooperation observed by the International Partners, the
researcher is not certain (nor was literature search performed) whether it lies within the core of
an individual, its situational driven, and/or driven by National and/or Organizational Culture
norms, values and beliefs. Nevertheless, it should be commended and is hereby suggested for
future research.
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5.4 Contributions to the Body of Knowledge

This research is the first attempt to determine how 7 different critical success factors
impact the level of technical interface knowledge shared among international partners involved
in a Large-scale International Space Science Project (LISSP). Contributions that this research
provides to the body of knowledge are as follows:
•

The level of documentation associated with a project/mission team can impact the
level of knowledge shared between International Partners in a LISSP,

•

The level of Export Control Training that a Partner has is a strong predictor to the
level of knowledge shared to a different International Partner in a LISSP,

•

The level of Export Control Training, Knowledge Management Awareness and
Training, and Information Technology Usage within a project/mission team
provides a higher level of knowledge sharing between partners in a LISSP, and

•

The level of Knowledge Management practices within a project/mission team
provides a higher level of knowledge sharing impacts to the project/mission team
in a LISSP.

Although there is no literature that supports that the level of Masculinity/Femininity of
the Canadian National culture impacts the level of knowledge sharing within itself, the
researcher would be hard press to present this finding to the body of knowledge due to the small
sample size that the analysis was based upon. However, the following limitation with this
research is offered - the small sample size and the lack of data to examine variables across
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cultures prevents drawing any conclusions about the impact of national and organizational
culture on knowledge sharing within a large-scale international space science project.

5.5 Future Research

To broaden the scope, future research on knowledge sharing in Large-scale International
Space Science Projects (LISSPs) should validate the insights presented here with other Space
related International Partners (i.e., Japan, Germany, etc.) as well as answering the following
questions:
•

When and how does National and Organizational culture start to become a
significant knowledge-sharing factor in Large-scale International Space Science
Projects (LISSPs)?

•

How can National and Organizational cultural differences be forecasted in order
to provide a systematic engineering management approach to dealing with them
in a Large-scale International Space Science Project (LISSP)?

•

How does the Organizational culture of a Large-scale International Science
Project (LISP) team differ from that of a Large-scale International Space Science
Project (LISSP) team?

•

What types of management control mechanisms hamper knowledge transfer?

•

Which types of International Partnerships are better suited for knowledge sharing
across technology-intensive organizations?
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•

What effective project management lessons can be applied from current LISSPs
to future Large-scale International Space Science Projects, such as the President’s
Exploration initiative – Moon, Mars, and Beyond?
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APPENDIX A: INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
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1. How does your company/organization share knowledge across the organizations?
Provide examples.
2. Is knowledge sharing across departmental boundaries actively encouraged and rewarded?
If so, how?
3. Did workplace settings and format of meetings at KSC encourage informal knowledge
exchange? If so, how?
4. What documentation helped in planning the processing of your flight Hardware at KSC?
5. If you were to process hardware at KSC again, what would you propose to keep the
same? Change?
6. Were you fluent in Export Control compliance during processing at KSC? If yes, did it
help you or hinder you?
7. Were you aware of Knowledge Management techniques? If yes, did it help you or hinder
you?
8. Were there any knowledge Management techniques employed while processing of your
flight hardware? If so, what were they?
9. What barriers if any, did you encounter during the entire flight mission process? Barriers
while at KSC?
10. What enablers if any, did you encounter during the entire flight mission process?
Enablers while at KSC?
11. Would you say that knowledge was shared during your flight hardware processing? If so,
how? And what benefits did you/organization benefited from it?
12. What recommendations do you have, if any, to improve the level of knowledge shared
between the partners?
13. What types of knowledge management training does your organization offer?
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APPENDIX B: ON-LINE SURVEY QUESTIONS
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1.

The project/mission team I worked in was aware of knowledge management
practices.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

2.

The project/mission team I worked was aware of knowledge capturing best practices:
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

3.

The project/mission team I worked was aware of knowledge storing best practices:
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

4.

The project/mission team I worked was aware of knowledge sharing best practices:
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

5.

The project/mission team I worked was aware of information technologies best
practices associated with knowledge management:
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

The project/mission team promoted to some extent the following KM best practices:
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Disagree
6.
Storytelling………………………………………1 2
3
4 5
7.
Mentoring…..……………………………………1 2
3
4 5
8.
Lessons Learned………..……………………..…1 2
3
4 5
9.
Use of in-house experts for
overseas assignments………………………….…1 2
3
4 5
10.
Site-visits to other project/mission
team partners …………………..………….…….1 2
3
4 5
11.
Information technologies use with
Project/mission team Partners (i.e., lotus notes,
videoconferences, webex, etc.)……..………… …1 2
3
4 5
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12.

My project/mission team is aware of current knowledge management activities.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

13.

My company is aware of current knowledge management activities.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

14.

My project/mission team participates in knowledge management initiatives.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

15.

My company participates in knowledge management activities.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

16.

My company is actively involved in sharing knowledge within the project/mission
teams.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

17.

How would you rate the effort made by management to hear the ideas and opinions of
employees like yourself
Very
Very
Positive
Positive
Neutral
Negative
Negative
1
2
3
4
5

18.

Employees where I work can get a fair hearing for their complaints
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

19.

How frequently, in your work environment, are subordinates afraid to express
disagreement with their superiors?
Very
Very
Frequently
Frequently
Sometimes
Seldom
Seldom
1
2
3
4
5
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The descriptions below apply to four different types of managers. First, please read through
these descriptions.
Manager 1

Manager 2

Manager 3

Manager 4

Usually makes his/her decisions promptly and communicates them to
his/her subordinates clearly and firmly. Expects them to carry out the
decisions loyally and without raising difficulties.
Usually makes his/her decisions promptly, but before going ahead, tries to
explain them fully to his/her subordinates. Gives them the reasons for the
decisions and answers whatever questions they may have.
Usually consults with his/her subordinates before he/she reaches his/her
decisions. Listens to their advice, considers it, and then announces his/her
decision. He/she then expects all to work loyally to implement it whether
or not it is in accordance with the advice they gave.
Usually calls a meeting of his/her subordinates when there is an important
decision to be made. Puts the problem before the group and invites a
discussion. Accepts the majority viewpoint as the decision.

20.

Now, for the above types of manager, please mark the one you would prefer to work
under (circle on answer only).
O
Manager 1
O
Manager 2
O
Manager 3
O
Manager 4

21.

And, to which one of the above four types of managers would you say your own
superior most closely corresponds?
O
Manager 1
O
Manager 2
O
Manager 3
O
Manager 4
O
He/she does not resemble any of them.

Please think of an ideal job – disregarding your present job. In choosing an ideal job, how
important would it be to you to:
22.

23.

Have an opportunity for high earnings?
Utmost
Very
Importance Importance Neutral
1
2
3

Little
Importance
4

No
Importance
5

Work with people who cooperate well with one another?
Utmost
Very
Little
Importance Importance Neutral
Importance
1
2
3
4

No
Importance
5
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24.

25.

26.

Have a good working relationship with your manager?
Utmost
Very
Little
Importance Importance Neutral
Importance
1
2
3
4

No
Importance
5

Get the recognition you deserve when you do a good job?
Utmost
Very
Little
Importance Importance Neutral
Importance
1
2
3
4

No
Importance
5

Live in an area desirable to you and your family?
Utmost
Very
Little
Importance Importance Neutral
Importance
1
2
3
4

No
Importance
5

27.

Have a challenging work to do – work from which you can get a personal sense of
accomplishment?
Utmost
Very
Little
No
Importance Importance Neutral
Importance Importance
1
2
3
4
5

28.

Have the security that you will be able to work for your company as long as you want
to?
Utmost
Very
Little
No
Importance Importance Neutral
Importance Importance
1
2
3
4
5

The following statements describe types of operating values, which may exist in your
organization. Please indicate the extent to which each item is valued.
Minimally
Extensively
Valued
Valued
29.
Control, centralization……………………………… 1
2 3 4 5
30.
Flexibility, decentralization………………………… 1
2 3 4 5
31.
Empowerment of employees to act…………………
1
2 3 4 5
32.
Task focus, accomplishment, goal achievement……
1
2 3 4 5
33.
Efficiency, productivity, profitability.……………… 1
2 3 4 5
34.
Predictable performance outcomes…………………… 1
2 3 4 5
35.
Participation, open discussion………………………
1
2 3 4 5
36.
Outcome excellence, quality…………………………. 1
2 3 4 5
37.
Innovation and change……………………………… 1
2 3 4 5
38.
Assessing employee concerns and ideas……………… 1
2 3 4 5
39.
Human relations, teamwork, cohesion……………… 1
2 3 4 5
40.
Stability, continuity, order…….………………………. 1
2 3 4 5
41.
Expansion, growth and development……..…………… 1
2 3 4 5
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42.
43.
44.

Routine, formalization, structure………….…………… 1
Direction, objective setting, goal clarity……………….. 1
Creative problem solving………………………………. 1

45.

As a member of the project/mission team, I receive training in the creation,
organization, sharing and/or re-use of knowledge in a yearly basis.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

46.

As a member of my organization, I receive training in the creation, organization,
sharing and/or re-use of knowledge in a yearly basis.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

47.

As a member of the project/mission team, knowledge management training is part of
my required job training on a yearly basis.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

48.

As a member of my organization, knowledge management training is part of my
required job training on a yearly basis.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

49.

Knowledge management training is frequently offered in my organization on a yearly
basis.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

50.

I understand knowledge management concepts as they pertain to my project/mission
team responsibilities.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5
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2
2
2

3
3
3

4 5
4 5
4 5

51.

I understand what knowledge to capture in order to meet the project/mission team
goals.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

52.

I understand what knowledge to store in order to meet the project/mission team goals.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

53.

I understand what knowledge to share in order to meet the project/mission team goals.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

54.

I actively teach others about the importance of sharing knowledge among my
project/mission team.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

55.

My project/mission team emphasizes the importance of knowledge management
concepts in order to meet the project/mission team goals.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

56.

My organization emphasizes the importance of knowledge management concepts in
order to meet the project/mission team goals.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

57.

My project/mission team emphasizes the importance of capturing knowledge in order
to meet the project/mission team goals.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5
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58.

My organization emphasizes the importance of capturing knowledge in order to meet
the project/mission team goals.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

59.

My project/mission team emphasizes the importance of knowledge sharing in order to
meet the project/mission team goals.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

Over the past 2 years, my project/mission team has used the following information technologies
on a regular (at least once a month) basis to share information WITHIN the team:
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Disagree
60.
Interactive multimedia (utilizing DVDs, CDs,
and VHS disks/tapes). ……………………
1
2 3 4 5
61.
E-mail…………………………………………. 1
2 3 4 5
62.
Videoconferencing…………………………… 1
2 3 4 5
63.
Telephone conferencing……………………… 1
2 3 4 5
64.
WebEx, Lotus Notes, etc.…………………
1
2 3 4 5
65.
Other ___________ (please identify)
Frequency of use (at least once a month):
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.

Interactive multimedia (utilizing DVDs, CDs,
and VHS disks/tapes). ……………………
E-mail………………………………………….
Videoconferencing……………………………
Telephone conferencing………………………
WebEx, Lotus Notes, etc.…………………
Other ___________ (please identify)

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5

Over the past 2 years, my project/mission team has used the following information technologies
on a regular (at least once a month) basis to share information OUTSIDE the team:
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Disagree
72.
Interactive multimedia (utilizing DVDs, CDs,
and VHS disks/tapes). ……………………
1
2 3 4 5
73.
E-mail…………………………………………. 1
2 3 4 5
74.
Videoconferencing…………………………… 1
2 3 4 5
75.
Telephone conferencing……………………… 1
2 3 4 5
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76.
77.

WebEx, Lotus Notes, etc.…………………
Other ___________ (please identify)

78.

As a member of the project/mission team, I receive training in Export Control
compliance on a yearly basis.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

79.

As a member of my organization, I receive training in Export Control compliance in a
yearly basis.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

80.

As a member of the project/mission team, Export Control training is part of my
required job training on a yearly basis.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5
As a member of the organization, Export Control training is part of my required job
training on a yearly basis.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

81.

82.

83.

84.

1

2

3

4

5

Export Control training is frequently offered in my organization on a yearly basis.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5
I understand export control concepts as they pertain to my project/mission team
responsibilities.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5
I understand what export control rules and regulations to follow in order to meet the
project/mission team goals.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5
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85.

I understand what knowledge I can share with another International Partner.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

86.

I understand what knowledge I cannot share with another International Partner.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

87.

I actively teach others about the importance of export control concepts among my
project/mission team.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

88.

My project/mission team emphasizes the importance of export control concepts in
order to meet the project/mission team goals.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

89.

My organization emphasizes the importance of export control concepts in order to
meet the project/mission team goals.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

90.

My project/mission team emphasizes the importance of understanding the limitations
of sharing technical knowledge when working with an international partner.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

91.

My organization emphasizes the importance of understanding the limitations of
sharing technical knowledge when working with an international partner.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5
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92.

93.

I actively teach others on the limitations of sharing technical knowledge (as it pertains
to an International Partner) among my project/mission team.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5
Are you encouraged sharing knowledge with your project/mission team?
Very
Very
Positive
Positive
Neutral
Negative
Negative
1
2
3
4
5

94.

Are you encouraged sharing knowledge within your organization?
Very
Very
Positive
Positive
Neutral
Negative
Negative
1
2
3
4
5

95.

Are you encouraged sharing knowledge with your International Partner?
Very
Very
Positive
Positive
Neutral
Negative
Negative
1
2
3
4
5

96.

Are you encouraged sharing knowledge across project/mission teams?
Very
Very
Positive
Positive
Neutral
Negative
Negative
1
2
3
4
5

97.

Are you encouraged sharing knowledge across International Partners?
Very
Very
Positive
Positive
Neutral
Negative
Negative
1
2
3
4
5

98.

My project/mission team recognizes me with incentives (e.g., time off, awards, good
reviews) when I share knowledge within the project/mission team.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

99.

My project/mission team recognizes me with incentives (e.g., time off, awards, good
reviews) when I share knowledge within the organization.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5
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100.

My project/mission team recognizes me with incentives (e.g., time off, awards, good
reviews) when I share knowledge with the International Partner.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

101.

My project/mission team recognizes me with incentives (e.g., time off, awards, good
reviews) when I share knowledge across project/mission teams.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

102.

My project/mission team recognizes me with incentives (e.g., time off, awards, good
reviews) when I share knowledge across International Partners.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

103.

I participate in knowledge sharing within my project/mission team.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

104.

I participate in knowledge sharing with members of my organization.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

105.

I participate in knowledge sharing with the International Partner.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

106.

I participate in knowledge sharing across project/mission teams.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

107.

I participate in knowledge sharing across International Partners.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5
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108.

Sharing knowledge among project/mission team members has reduced the
project/mission’s costs.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

109.

Sharing knowledge among members of my organization has reduced costs.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

110.

Sharing knowledge across project/mission teams has helped the organization learn
from costly mistakes.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

111.

Sharing knowledge across International Partners has helped reduced the Partner’s
cost.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

112.

I actively teach others how to reduce costs by sharing knowledge.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

113.

Knowledge sharing has increased my organization’s market leadership.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

114.

Knowledge sharing has had a positive effect on my organization’s customer retention.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

115.

Knowledge sharing has had a positive effect on repeat business.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5
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116.

Knowledge sharing has had a positive effect on my organization’s stability.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

117.

Knowledge sharing has had a positive effect on my organization’s bottom line.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

118.

Customer’s expectation has been met by utilizing knowledge management practices.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

119.

Process improvements have been realized through the use of knowledge management
practices.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

120.

Project/mission team’s objectives have been met by knowledge management
practices.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5
Organization’s objectives have been met by knowledge management practices.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

121.

122.

International partner’s objectives have been met by knowledge management
practices.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5

123.

Organization’s objectives have been met by knowledge management practices.
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
1
2
3
4
5
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124.

What is your gender?
O Male
O Female

125.

In which Country is your company’s headquarters located? __________________

126.

What is your age group?
O 20 - 30
O 31 - 40
O 41 - 50
O 51 – 60
O 61 & over

127.

What is your primary function?
O Management/Project Manager
O Engineering
O Technician
O Research & Development
O Other _______________

128.

Education Level?
O High School
O Technical Degree
O Bachelors
O Masters O Ph.D.

O Other ________________
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APPENDIX C: FACTOR EXTRACTION PROCEDURE
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1. From the menu at the top of the screen click on: Analyze, then click on Data
Reduction, then on Factor.
2. Selected all the 11 independent variables and moved them into the Variables box.
3. Click on the Descriptives button.
o In the section marked Correlation Matrix, select the options Coefficients and
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) and Bartlett’s test of sphericity. Bartlett’s test
evaluates all factors together and each factor separately against the hypothesis
that there are no factors, thus for the factor analysis to be considered
appropriate, Bartlett’s sphericity value should be significant (that is, p < .05).
Kaiser’s measure in the other hand is a ratio of the sum of squared correlations
to the sum of squared correlations plus sum of squared partial correlations.
The value approaches 1 if partial correlations are small, thus, values of .6 and
above are required for a good factor analysis (Tabachnik and Fidell, 2001;
Kaiser, 1979; Bartlett, 1954).
o In the Statistics section, make sure that Initial Solution is ticked. Click on
Continue.
4. Click on the Extraction button.
o In the Method section, make sure that Principal Components is listed.
o In the Analyze section, make sure the Correlation Matrix option is selected.
o In the Display section, click on Screeplot and make sure the Unrotated Factor
Solution option is also selected.
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o In the Extract section, make sure the Eigenvalues over 1 button is selected.
Click on Continue.
5. Click on the Scores button.
o Select Save as Variables and choose Regression under the Method section.
o Select Display factor score coefficient matrix. Click on Continue.
6. Click on the Options button.
o In the Missing Values section, click on Exclude cases listwise.
o In the Coefficient Display Format section, click on Sorted by size and
Suppress absolute values less than ____ . Type the value of .4 in the box.
This means that only loadings above .4 (will be displayed, making the output
easier to interpret. The greater the loading, the more the variable is a pure
measure of the factor (Girden, 2000; Ahire, 2001). Click on Continue and
then OK.
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APPENDIX D: INDEPENDENT VARIABLE CORRELATION MATRIX
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Variables
KMA_ABPU

KMA_
ABPU
1.000

KMA_
ABPA
.326

KMA_
KCA
.571

KMT_
TF
.320

KMT_
KMU
.591

KMT_I
G
.555

ITU_U
WT
.166

ITU_U
OT
.270

ECT_
TF
.001

ECT_
PU
.177

ECT_I
G
.152

KMA_ABPA

.326

1.000

.425

.291

.319

.408

.359

.370

.138

.394

.274

KMA_KCA

.571

.425

1.000

.503

.373

.587

.113

.220

.133

.250

.226

KMT_TF

.320

.291

.503

1.000

.498

.451

.193

.207

.306

.259

.219

KMT_KMU

.591

.319

.373

.498

1.000

.508

.206

.201

.148

.314

.167

KMT_IG

.555

.408

.587

.451

.508

1.000

.364

.400

.301

.388

.321

ITU_UWT

.166

.359

.113

.193

.206

.364

1.000

.684

.320

.385

.371

ITU_UOT

.270

.370

.220

.207

.201

.400

.684

1.000

.537

.399

.343

ECT_TF

.001

.138

.133

.306

.148

.301

.320

.537

1.000

.665

.676

ECT_PU

.177

.394

.250

.259

.314

.388

.385

.399

.665

1.000

.680

ECT_IG

.152

.274

.226

.219

.167

.321

.371

.343

.676

.680

1.000
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APPENDIX E: FACTOR ROTATION PROCEDURE
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1. From the menu at the top of the screen click on: Analyze, then click on Data
Reduction, then on Factor.
2. Check that all the required variables are still listed in the Variables box.
3. Click on the Descriptives button.
o To save repeating the same analyses as obtained in the previous SPSS output,
remove the tick in the Initial Solution box, the Coefficients box and the KMO
and Bartlett’s Test box. Click on Continue.
4. Click on the Extraction button.
o In the Method section, make sure Principal Components is listed.
o In the Analyze section, make sure the Correlation Matrix option is selected.
o In the Display section, remove the tick from the Scree plot and the Unrotated
factor solution.
o In the Extract section, select the Number of Factors option. In the box type in
the number of factors needed for extraction (in this case 4). Click on
Continue.
5. Click on the Options button.
o In the Missing Values section, click on Exclude cases listwise.
o In the Coefficient Display Format section, make sure that there is a tick in
Sorted by size and Suppress absolute values less than ___. Type the value of
.4 (if not there already). Click on Continue.
6. Click on the Rotation button.
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o In the Method section, click on Varimax. Click on Continue and then OK.
Repeat for Quartimax and Equamax rotation methods.
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APPENDIX F: DEPENDENT VARIABLE CORRELATION MATRIX
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Correlation

KSP_E

KSP_E
1.000

KSP_R
.539

KSP_P
.661

KSI_CB
.671

KSI_MVB
.338

KSI_EPB
.280

KSP_R

.539

KSP_P

.661

1.000

.413

.298

.305

.287

.413

1.000

.671

.370

KSI_CB

.455

KSI_MVB

.671

.298

.671

1.000

.444

.324

.338

.305

.370

.444

1.000

KSI_EPB

.513

.280

.287

.455

.324

.513

1.000
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APPENDIX G: DEPENDENT VS. INDEPENDENT REG. PROCEDURE
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1.

From the menu at the top of the screen click on: Analyze, then click on
Regression, then on Linear.

2.

Click on the continuous dependent variable and move it into the Dependent
box.

3.

Click on the independent variables and move them into the Independent box.

4.

For Method, make sure Enter is selected (this gives standard multiple
regression).

5.

Click on the Statistics button.
o Tick the box named Estimates, Model fit, Descriptives, and Collinearity
diagnostics.
o In the Residuals section, tick the Casewise diagnostics and Outliers outside 3
standard deviations. Click on Continue.

6.

Click on the Options button. In the Missing Values section click on Exclude
cases listwise.

7.

Click on the Plots button.
o Click on *ZRESID and the arrow button to move this into the Y box.
o Click on *ZPRED and the arrow button to move this into the X box.
o In the section headed Standardized Residual Plots, tick the Normal
probability plot option. Click on Continue.

8.

Click on the Save button.
o In the section labeled Distances, tick the Mahalanobis box (this will identify
multivariate outliers). Click on Continue.
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9.

Click on the Options button.
o In the section labeled Stepping Method Criteria, tick the Use Probability of F
= ___ (use .05). Removal = ___ (use .10).
o Tick Include constant in equation.
o Under Missing Values, tick Exclude cases listwise. Click on Continue.

10.

Click on OK.
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APPENDIX H: DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
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N
1. The project/mission
team I worked in was aware
of knowledge management
best practices.

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std. Deviation

47

2

5

3.48

.827

2. The project/mission
team I worked in was aware
of best practices to
CAPTURE knowledge.

47

2

5

3.68

.837

3. The project/mission
team I worked in was aware
of best practices to
ORGANIZE knowledge.

47

2

5

3.47

.905

4. The project/mission
team I worked in was aware
of best practices to SHARE
knowledge.

47

1

5

3.51

.930

47

1

5

3.33

.933

6. Storytelling

47

1

5

3.00

1.123

7. Mentoring

47

1

5

3.21

1.160

8. Lessons Learned

47

1

5

3.96

.859

9. Use of in-house experts
for overseas assignments.

47

2

5

3.78

.805

10. Site-visits to other
project/mission team
partners.

47

2

5

3.96

.884

11. Information
technologies (i.e., lotus
notes, videoconferences,
WebEx, etc.)

47

1

5

3.57

1.078

12. My
PROJECT/MISSION team
is aware of current
knowledge management
activities.

47

2

5

3.43

.950

47

2

5

3.52

.827

5. The project/mission
team I worked in was aware
of information technology's
best practices associated
with knowledge
management.

13. My COMPANY is
aware of current knowledge
management activities.
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14. My
PROJECT/MISSION team
participates in knowledge
management initiatives.

47

2

5

3.45

.951

15. My COMPANY
participates in knowledge
management activities.

47

2

5

3.49

.711

47

2

5

3.56

.739

47

1

5

3.21

1.062

47

1

5

3.31

.996

19. How frequently, in your
work environment, are
subordinates afraid to
express disagreement with
their superiors?

47

1

5

3.00

.956

20. Now, for the above
types of manager, please
mark the one you would
prefer to work under.

47

2

4

2.64

.792

21. And, to which one of
the above four types of
managers would you say
your own superior most
closely corresponds?

47

1

5

2.33

.996

22. Have an opportunity for
high earnings?

47

2

5

3.62

.573

23. Work with people who
cooperate well with one
another?

47

3

5

4.43

.542

24. Have a good working
relationship with your
manager?

47

3

5

4.26

.607

25. Get the recognition you
deserve when you do a
good job?

47

2

5

4.00

.752

26. Have an opportunity for
advancement to higher
level jobs?

47

3

5

3.94

.673

16. My COMPANY is
actively involved in sharing
knowledge WITHIN the
project/mission teams.
17. How would you rate the
effort made by
management to hear the
ideas and opinions of
employees like yourself.
18. Employees where I
work can get a fair hearing
for their complaints.
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27. Have challenging work
to do – work from which
you can get a personal
sense of accomplishment?

47

3

5

4.40

.648

28. Have the security that
you will be able to work for
your company as long as
you want to?

47

2

5

3.89

.787

29. Control, centralization

47

2

5

3.36

.913

30. Flexibility,
decentralization

47

1

4

2.96

.779

31. Empowerment of
employees to act

47

2

5

3.17

.867

32. Task focus,
accomplishment, goal
achievement

47

1

5

3.78

.976

33. Efficiency, productivity,
profitability

47

1

5

3.28

1.077

34. Predictable
performance outcomes

47

1

5

3.13

.875

35. Participation, open
discussion

47

1

5

3.20

1.013

36. Outcome excellence,
quality

47

1

5

3.87

.969

47

1

4

2.96

.977

38. Assessing employee
concerns and ideas

47

1

5

2.91

.905

39. Human relations,
teamwork, cohesion

47

1

5

3.04

1.042

40. Stability, continuity,
order

47

1

5

3.11

.914

41. Expansion, growth and
development

47

1

5

3.09

.996

42. Routine, formalization,
structure

47

2

5

3.07

.763

43. Direction, objective
setting, goal clarity

47

1

5

3.15

1.021

44. Creative problem
solving

47

1

5

3.27

.965

47

1

5

2.87

1.035

37. Innovation and change

45. As a member of the
project/mission team, I
receive training in either the
creation, organization,
sharing and/or re-use of
knowledge.
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46. As a member of my
organization, I receive
training in either the
creation, organization,
sharing and/or re-use of
knowledge.

47

1

5

2.74

.988

47

1

4

2.57

.827

48. As a member of my
organization, knowledge
management training is part
of my required job training
on a yearly basis.

47

1

5

2.48

.878

49. Although not required,
knowledge management
training is frequently offered
in my organization on a
yearly basis.

47

1

4

2.60

.763

50. I understand
knowledge management
concepts as they pertain to
my project/mission team
responsibilities.

47

2

5

3.57

.876

47

2

5

3.94

.639

47

2

5

3.96

.624

47

2

5

4.00

.626

47

1

5

3.37

.964

47. As a member of the
project/mission team,
knowledge management
training is part of my
required job training on a
yearly basis.

51. I understand what
knowledge to capture in
order to meet the
project/mission team goals.
52. I understand what
knowledge to store in order
to meet the project/mission
team goals.
53. I understand what
knowledge to share in order
to meet the project/mission
team goals.
54. I actively teach others
about the importance of
sharing knowledge among
my project/mission team.
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55. My project/mission
team emphasizes the
importance of knowledge
management concepts in
order to meet the
project/mission team goals.

47

1

5

3.19

.825

47

1

4

2.96

.806

47

2

5

3.44

.739

47

1

5

3.31

.829

47

2

5

3.52

.773

60. Interactive multimedia
training (utilizing DVDs,
CDs, and VHS disks/tapes)

47

1

5

2.62

1.226

61. E-mail

47

1

5

4.55

.775

62. Videoconferencing

47

1

5

2.59

1.278

63. Telephone
conferencing

47

1

5

4.38

1.054

64. WebEx, Lotus Notes,
etc.

47

1

5

2.60

1.245

66. Interactive multimedia
training (utilizing DVDs,
CDs, and VHS disks/tapes)
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1

3

1.38

.740

67. E-mail

45

2

4

3.80

.548

68. Videoconferencing

25

1

4

1.56

.961

69. Telephone
conferencing

42

1

4

3.19

.890

56. My organization
emphasizes the importance
of knowledge management
concepts in order to meet
the project/mission team
goals.

57. My project/mission
team emphasizes the
importance of capturing
knowledge in order to meet
the project/mission team
goals.
58. My organization
emphasizes the importance
of capturing knowledge in
order to meet the
project/mission team goals.
59. My project/mission
team emphasizes the
importance of knowledge
sharing in order to meet the
project/mission team goals.
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70. WebEx, Lotus Notes,
etc.

16

1

4

2.19

1.328

72. Interactive multimedia
training (utilizing DVDs,
CDs, and VHS disks/tapes)

47

1

5

2.56

1.194

73. E-mail

47

1

5

4.47

.881

74. Videoconferencing

47

1

5

2.97

1.343

75. Telephone
conferencing

47

1

5

4.19

1.096

76. WebEx, Lotus Notes,
etc.

47

1

5

2.42

1.205

78. As a member of the
project/mission team, I
receive training in Export
Control compliance on a
yearly basis.

47

1

5

3.17

1.419

79. As a member of my
organization, I receive
training in Export Control
compliance on a yearly
basis.

47

1

5

3.28

1.455

80. As a member of the
project/mission team,
Export Control training is
part of my required job
training on a yearly basis.

47

1

5

3.28

1.330

81. As a member of my
organization, Export Control
training is part of my
required job training on a
yearly basis.

47

1

5

3.26

1.437

82. Although not required,
Export Control training is
frequently offered in my
organization on a yearly
basis.

47

1

5

2.83

1.256

83. I understand Export
Control concepts as they
pertain to my
project/mission team
responsibilities.

47

1

5

3.94

.987

47

1

5

3.89

1.047

84. I understand what
export control rules and
regulations to follow in
order to meet the
project/mission team goals.
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85. I understand what
knowledge I CAN share
with another International
Partner.

47

3

5

4.13

.575

86. I understand what
knowledge I CANNOT
share with another
International Partner.

47

3

5

4.15

.589

87. I actively teach others
about the importance of
export control concepts
among my project/mission
team.

47

1

5

3.62

.922

47

1

5

3.80

.992

47

1

5

3.51

1.159

47

2

5

3.93

.818

47

1

5

3.72

1.057

47

2

5

3.55

.829

88. My project/mission
team emphasizes the
importance of export control
concepts in order to meet
the project/mission team
goals.

89. My organization
emphasizes the importance
of export control concepts
in order to meet the
project/mission team goals.

90. My project/mission
team emphasizes the
importance of
understanding the
limitations of sharing
technical knowledge when
working with an
international partner.
91. My organization
emphasizes the importance
of understanding the
limitations of sharing
technical knowledge when
working with an
international partner.

92. I actively teach others
on the limitations of sharing
technical knowledge (as it
pertains to an International
Partner) among my
project/mission team.
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93. I am encouraged to
share knowledge with my
project/mission team.

47

3

5

4.06

.704

94. I am encouraged to
share knowledge within my
organization.

47

2

5

3.77

.865

95. I am encouraged to
share knowledge with
International Partners.

47

1

5

3.52

.972

96. I am encouraged to
share knowledge across
project/mission teams.

47

2

5

3.57

.773

97. I am encouraged to
share knowledge across
International Partners.

47

1

5

3.15

.955

47

1

5

2.67

1.124

47

1

5

2.58

1.073

47

1

5

2.46

.994

47

1

5

2.56

1.095

98. My project/mission
team recognizes me with
incentives (e.g., time off,
awards, good reviews)
when I share knowledge
within the project/mission
team.
99. My project/mission
team recognizes me with
incentives (e.g., time off,
awards, good reviews)
when I share knowledge
WITHIN the
ORGANIZATION.
100. My project/mission
team recognizes me with
incentives (e.g., time off,
awards, good reviews)
when I share knowledge
with the International
Partner.
101. My project/mission
team recognizes me with
incentives (e.g., time off,
awards, good reviews)
when I share knowledge
ACROSS the
PROJECT/MISSION
teams.
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102. My project/mission
team recognizes me with
incentives (e.g., time off,
awards, good reviews)
when I share knowledge
ACROSS
INTERNATIONAL
PARTNERS.

47

1

5

2.47

1.013

103. I participate in
knowledge SHARING
within my
PROJECT/MISSION team.

47

3

5

4.09

.545

104. I participate in
knowledge sharing with
members of my
organization.

47

2

5

3.98

.675

105. I participate in
knowledge sharing with the
International Partner.

47

2

5

3.84

.588

106. I participate in
knowledge sharing across
project/mission teams.

47

2

5

3.82

.669

107. I participate in
knowledge sharing across
International Partners.

47

2

5

3.56

.739

108. Sharing knowledge
among project/mission
team members has
reduced the
project/mission’s costs.

47

2

5

3.87

.769

109. Sharing knowledge
among members of my
organization has reduced
costs.

47

2

5

3.63

.843

110. Sharing knowledge
across project/mission
teams has helped the
organization learn from
costly mistakes.

47

2

5

3.98

.766

47

1

5

3.53

.824

47

1

5

3.27

.844

111. Sharing knowledge
across International
Partners has helped
reduced the Partner’s cost.
112. I actively teach others
how to reduce costs by
sharing knowledge.
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113. Knowledge sharing
has increased my
organization’s market
leadership.

47

1

5

3.20

.849

114. Knowledge sharing
has had a positive effect on
my organization’s customer
retention.

47

2

5

3.37

.626

115. Knowledge sharing
has had a positive effect on
repeat business.

47

2

5

3.45

.588

47

2

5

3.51

.630

117. Knowledge sharing
has had a positive effect on
my organization’s bottom
line.

47

3

5

3.45

.633

118. Customer’s
expectation has been met
by utilizing knowledge
management practices.

47

2

5

3.51

.672

119. Process
improvements have been
realized through the use of
knowledge management
practices.

47

2

5

3.73

.671

120. Project/mission
team’s objectives have
been met by knowledge
management practices.

47

2

5

3.66

.658

121. Organization’s
objectives have been met
by knowledge management
practices.

47

2

5

3.49

.680

122. International partner’s
objectives have been met
by knowledge management
practices.

47

2

5

3.49

.612

116. Knowledge sharing
has had a positive effect on
my organization’s stability.
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